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Abstract 
 
This thesis argues that Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career, Thea Astley’s An Item 
from the Late News and Drylands, Elizabeth Jolley’s Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and 
“Woman in a Lampshade,” Gail Jones’s Black Mirror, Kristel Thornell’s Night Street, 
and Krissy Kneen’s Steeplechase subvert literary and gender conventions as an 
expression of revolutionary sentiment, showing how the revolt against gender norms 
and standards in these texts is shown in their employment and transgression of 
generic, stylistic, and narrative conventions, and the representation of the woman 
artist. The ‘artist’ as discussed in this thesis is defined as a figure engaged with 
writing or the visual arts. This discussion allows an examination of what I call the 
‘astonishing tricks’ used in the representation of the woman artist in experimental and 
innovative Australian women’s writing, tricks being the literary games, loops, and 
paradoxes each text plays with language, genre, or style. In reading these texts, I 
refer to Julia Kristeva’s work on the ways in which poetic discourse can enact a 
metaphoric revolution through transgressive practices. I also draw upon Judith 
Butler’s theories of performance and some ideas about women, representation, and 
language. A broad methodological approach is necessary, in my view, as the texts 
discussed in this thesis engage with different issues related to the hegemonic 
masculinism experienced by the woman artist in the historical period in which each 
text is set. 
I consider the idea of literary play—being the use of irony, humour, unusual 
language, surprising metaphors, and subversion of genre—as a form of feminist 
revolt or subversion. These authors, I argue, offer political interpretations of women’s 
relationship to art.  In some cases, these statements are made in subtle, elegant 
ways, for example, Franklin’s subversion of the romance and realist genres. In 
others, the feminist sentiment in the text is vigorous and powerful, such as Astley’s 
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scathing irony or Jones’s references to feminist theory. Franklin, Astley, Jones, and 
Thornell explore women’s relationship to art in the Australian context. Jolley and 
Kneen, however, investigate wider notions of art in relation to women’s sexuality and 
desire.  
The texts discussed in the thesis enact the transformative potential of 
transgressive strategies in writing. In each text, the woman artist inhabits a linguistic 
landscape designed, owned, and protected primarily by men. She is marginalised in 
the masculine symbolic order, marginalised not only socially but also in and through 
language. However, this marginality allows the woman artist to claim a space of her 
own. Franklin, Astley, Jolley, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen’s methods for narrating the 
woman artist’s subjectivity both question and revise pre-existing traditions. This also 
allows them to explore the feminist concerns that are, I argue, so central to these 
texts. The use of strategies such as humour, irony, ambiguity, paradox, and inversion 
keep the writing open-ended, heterogeneous, and dynamic, enabling alternative 
playful interpretations, alternative ways of seeing and being.  
The interiority of the woman artist is foregrounded in each text, alongside an 
interest in feminine subjectivity. Just as the author may play with or abandon formal 
features often found in novels, the women artist protagonists resist the framing 
devices that influence female subjectivity, desire, and aesthetics. I discuss how these 
texts engage with the question of the woman artist in relation to literary tradition and 
value; women, creativity and creative production; and the representation of love and 
experience of self and other, showing how they can be read as political analyses, 
from the perspective of women, of Australian culture in the period, as well as 
examples of experimental fiction. I examine the astonishing tricks performed by the 
women artists in these texts, and the astonishing tricks Franklin, Astley, Jolley, 
Jones, Thornell, and Kneen employ in representing her. 
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Chapter One 
 
Introduction: The Woman Artist and  
Australian Women’s Experimental Fiction 
 
This thesis examines the representation of the woman artist in texts by Australian 
women writing at different times in the twentieth century and beyond. The authors 
and texts are: Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career; Thea Astley’s An Item from the 
Late News and Drylands; Elizabeth Jolley’s Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman 
in a Lampshade”; Gail Jones’s Black Mirror; Kristel Thornell’s Night Street; and Krissy 
Kneen’s Steeplechase. The ‘artist’ as discussed in this thesis is defined as a figure 
engaged with writing or the visual arts. I consider these texts in relation to the idea of 
literary play—play being the use of irony, humour, unusual language, surprising 
metaphors, and subversion of genre—as a form of feminist subversion or revolt. I use 
the terms 'subvert,' 'subversion,' and 'subversive' throughout this thesis to describe 
the activity of feminist literature as, in Toril Moi's terms, "textual practice that disrupts 
patriarchal ideology and symbolic structures" (Moi, Sexual 6) in order to undermine, 
overthrow, or render ineffective the power and authority of hegemony as an 
established system. These authors, I argue, employ literary play to make political 
statements about women’s relationship to art.  In some cases, these statements are 
made in subtle, elegant ways. In others, the feminist sentiment in the text is vigorous 
and powerful. Franklin, Astley, Jones, and Thornell make statements about women’s 
relationship to art in the Australian context. Jolley and Kneen, however, explore wider 
notions of art in relation to women’s sexuality and desire.  
There has been, throughout the twentieth century, a number of books with a 
woman artist protagonist. In the first half of the twentieth century, Henry Handel 
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Richardson’s The Getting of Wisdom and Christina Stead’s For Love Alone depict the 
young artist’s withdrawal into inner life which leads to the discovery of artistic 
vocation. Like Franklin’s My Brilliant Career, these novels employ the narrative of the 
isolated artist figure who must seek exile often found in modernist fiction; however 
they adapt this model so that it is the stifling Australian cultural environment from 
which the artist must flee. The complex demands of women’s political commitments, 
domestic and family duties, and intellectual and creative pursuits were explored in 
much women’s fiction published in the interwar period. Carole Ferrier has noted the 
way in which the theme of creativity as an issue emerges in the depiction of the 
woman artist in texts by Katharine Susannah Prichard, Jean Devanny, Eleanor Dark, 
and M. Barnard Eldershaw. Prichard’s woman artist characters, Ferrier argues, never 
manage to achieve their artistic aspirations: Sophie in The Black Opal, Elodie in 
Intimate Strangers (1937), and Violet in the goldfields trilogy are all failed singers or 
musicians. Stirling Armstrong in Barnard Eldershaw’s The Glasshouse and 
Devanny’s Helena in Out of Such Fires can also be read as sacrificing their artistic 
aspirations to acquiesce in the dominant ideology’s endorsement of the primacy of an 
alliance with a man, and the creative production of writer Marty in Dark’s The Little 
Company is curtailed by domestic responsibilities (“Introduction” 9-10). Eve Langley’s 
novels The Pea-Pickers and White Topee also explore the dynamics of gendered 
self-identity and aesthetics and express the conflicts for the woman artist between 
artistic expression and the conventions of romantic love. “I really didn’t want to be 
loved,” says Langley’s artist figure Steve Hart, “Not at all. What I really wanted was to 
be a man, and free for ever to write and think and dream” (White 157).  
The woman artist also emerges strongly in women’s writing in the second half 
of the century. Barbara Hanrahan’s Kewpie Doll, Marion Halligan’s Self-Possession, 
Marion Campbell’s Lines of Flight, Sue Woolfe’s The Painted Woman, and the work 
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of Janine Burke and Beverley Farmer, among others, reflects the desire to document 
and represent the women artists’ search for personal self-fulfilment and struggle for 
artistic self-expression in relation to dominant constructions of femininity, national 
identity, art, and aesthetics. Drusilla Modjeska’s The Orchard is preoccupied with the 
role of art in imagining feminine subjectivity, and includes both fictional and historical 
portraits of women and their struggles with the issue of creativity. Shirley Hazzard’s 
novel, The Transit of Venus, is also centrally concerned with issues of representation. 
The main character, Caro Bell, is repeatedly linked with and described in terms of 
‘European’ conceptions of artistic creation and aesthetic beauty (Dalziell, “Australian” 
147-48).  
Because the woman artist is a central question in these novels, they can in 
some ways be read as works of critique.  However, the texts mentioned above do not 
have the same self-reflexivity as those I discuss in this thesis which take an active 
interest in the possibilities theory affords, especially in terms of thinking through, 
disassembling, and recreating notions of gendered identity and subjectivity. Franklin’s 
My Brilliant Career; Astley’s An Item from the Late News and Drylands, Jolley’s Miss 
Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade”, Jones’s Black Mirror, 
Thornell’s Night Street; and Kneen’s Steeplechase are experimental in their use of 
language and genre. Each is feminist in its approach and was selected for its focus 
on woman’s artistic potential, and on her growing understanding of herself as an 
artist in the world. In each text, the source of creativity or its production can never 
fully be explained nor can the woman artist ever fully be known. Each text shows an 
interest in the woman artist as a position, its function, and what the name of the 
woman artist signifies in history and discourse. Each text understands the artist and 
creative production, particularly in relation to women’s position in society, as 
produced in specific material conditions.  
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I examine the texts discussed in this thesis in relation to Kristeva’s view of 
language and the semiotic (discussed in more detail in Chapter two below); some 
ideas about women, representation, and language primarily informed by second 
wave feminism; and Judith Butler’s theory of performativity, which marks a move 
away from thinking and acting in terms of systems, structures, and fixed power 
relations towards highlighting the complexities, contingencies, and challenges of 
power and the diverse means and goals of agency. It is hoped that the fissures 
created by the tensions between these different methodological strands illuminates 
my discussion of these texts in original ways. 
A broad methodological approach is necessary, in my view, as the texts 
discussed in this thesis engage with different issues related to the hegemonic 
masculinism experienced by the woman artist in the historical period in which each 
text is set. Franklin and Thornell, for example, examine issues of access and equal 
opportunity for women related to the women’s rights movement and early social 
feminism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Astley’s and Jolley’s 
approaches, however, align with the identity politics of second wave feminism. Their 
texts question and interrogate a predominantly middle-class and heterosexual 
agenda in the context of the complex power relations of a postcolonial but still 
hegemonic and capitalist world. Jones and Kneen’s texts engage in conscious 
dialogue with post-structuralist feminist theory, embracing ambiguity rather than 
certainty and taking multiple positions in ways that confront and question 
intersections of gender, sexuality, race, class, and psychoanalytic concerns.  
The texts discussed in this thesis are metafictional, that is, they are about the 
process of creating art while at the same time being works of art, and accordingly, 
highlight two aspects of this process: the woman artist’s social and psychological 
relations with hegemonic masculinism, and the woman writer’s artistic response to 
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patriarchal culture. In different ways, each text investigates women’s place in writing 
and the writing process, articulating the feminist conflict between aspiring to and 
subverting the hegemonic order and the canon preserving it. These texts satirise the 
textual forms of patriarchal authority, as well as the theories and assumptions of 
patriarchal ideology, challenging beliefs about artistic production and the 
communication of acts of imagination in the representation of the woman artist. Their 
experimentalism can be seen as an enunciation of the feminine or feminist presence 
in writing and culture. 
The notion of experimental writing as contestatory—both of dominant 
rhetorical and structural patterns in writing, and of dominant social and political 
ideologies—means that it has often held a privileged position in feminist discussion 
as a vehicle for counter-hegemonic knowledge. Mapping strategies of feminist 
thought in the twentieth century, it is possible to broadly identify two major 
movements within feminism: Beauvoirian (and subsequently early Anglo-American) 
‘liberal’ feminism, ostensibly an all-inclusive humanist feminism, and ‘separatist’ 
feminism that emphasises sexual difference and celebrates otherness by privileging 
the negatives traditionally attributed to women in Western civilisation; and 
postmodern Continental feminist thinkers, such as Hélène Cixous, Luce Irigaray, and 
Kristeva, who took this notion one step further, demanding an ‘other’ or female 
language, thus rejecting language altogether as an historically masculine product. 
These thinkers sought an experimental and disruptive writing through the body, which 
they called écriture féminine.  
Ellen Friedman and Miriam Fuchs argue that the inscription of feminine space 
in écriture féminine, often seen by both Continental and Anglo-American feminist 
scholars as an ideal, utopian projection into the indefinite future, already has a 
“distinguished tradition and a list of eminent women practitioners” (41). Friedman and 
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Fuchs identify three periods of women’s experimental writing in Western literature: 
writing produced before 1930 by authors such as Virginia Woolf, Dorothy Richardson, 
and Gertrude Stein; writing produced before 1960 by experimentalists such as Djuna 
Barnes, Jean Rhys, and Anais Nin; and authors published after 1960, who, they 
claim, have received limited critical attention. For Friedman and Fuchs, this neglect is 
partially a legacy of modernism as interpreted by its male critics (5). By the 1980s, 
they claim, women’s literature, “understood from a feminist perspective, was of 
interest primarily to women; experimental fiction, with its emphasis on form, seemed 
to be dominated by men” (27). This lack of mutual recognition between the (male) 
avant-garde and feminine (feminist, female, women’s) traditions is reflected in 
mainstream Australian discourse where, as Bronwen Levy points out, experimental 
writing has been predominantly associated with male authors such as Peter Carey, 
Gerald Murnane, and others (“Reading” 245), with ‘new women’s’ or ‘feminist’ writing 
emerging in the 1970s and 1980s as a distinctly separate category. Kris Hemensley 
argues that this tendency for writing to be received as ‘new women’s’ or ‘feminist,’ 
rather than experimental or new, has led to a “torturous relationship of politics and 
art” (“Looking” 78), based on the assumption that a work of literature is either political 
or aesthetic, but not both.  
This assumption is still a vexed issue in feminist criticism, which in many 
cases seems to presuppose an artificial separation between art and politics. Rita 
Felski addresses this issue in Literature after Feminism, arguing that the long realist 
tradition of seeing art as connected to the world, and the emphasis on the social 
implications of literature, like feminist challenges to a traditional canon of great books, 
has led feminists to feel a “paralyzing anxiety” (Literature 165) about any assertion of 
aesthetic value because of its apparent links to patriarchal hierarchy. Says Felski, 
“you can either look at literature as literature or you look at it as politics, the argument 
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goes, but you cannot do both,” but if feminist criticism focuses too narrowly on any 
one aspect of a text it might “miss much, or even most, of what is important” in the 
text (6). Feminist literary criticism, then, if it is applied too narrowly and used to reject 
complex literary texts that do not uphold an imagined feminist standard of what Felski 
calls “Positive Images of Women,” can end up undermining other feminist goals. The 
problem with denouncing less-than-positive images of women (as some critics have 
done of Astley’s work, see, for example: Colin Campbell and Elizabeth Perkins 62 
and Laurie Clancy, “Pessimism” 50), or of guarding against such criticisms by offering 
equally narrow alternatives, is that these critical moves suggest that both criticism 
and texts are one-dimensional. Felski suggests that we should ask questions about 
how a text portrays gender rather than trying to fit the text and its characters into pre-
existing categories of normative sexuality and gender hierarchy (10). This approach 
acknowledges that literature is inherently complex; it is, in Felski’s words, “double-
sided,” not “either/ or but both/ and” (12). 
The figure of the woman artist, in my view, is uniquely placed to explore the 
question of gender and the complex and double-sided nature of literature. In terms of 
its social and psychological implications, the aspiration of the woman to become an 
artist is in itself an act of revolt. Her artistic desire defies the patriarchal hegemony 
that determines woman’s marginality. Therefore, the woman’s creative will puts her in 
an adversarial position in relation to the hierarchical gender order, but also with 
regard to her self-image instilled by an authoritarian patriarchy. The woman artist 
characters in Franklin, Astley, Jones, and Thornell’s texts revolt against a specific 
authoritarian patriarchy. For Franklin’s protagonist artist, Sybylla Melvyn, this involves 
expectations concerning femininity and marriage; whereas for Astley’s woman artist 
characters the authoritarian patriarchy is found in the culture of small country towns. 
For Victoria Morrell, the woman artist in Jones’s Black Mirror, it is Surrealism. Kristel 
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Thornell’s protagonist, Clarice Beckett, based on the historical figure of the same 
name, tells the story of a modernist painter who struggles to be taken seriously in the 
Melbourne art world as well as within her own family. The focus in each of these texts 
is on what these patriarchal contexts mean for the woman artist and her art as 
practice as well as tradition.  
Franklin, Astley, Jones, and Thornell’s protagonist artists are, I argue, 
specifically preoccupied with women’s relationship to art in Australian culture, which 
is figured in each text as patriarchal. Jolley and Kneen’s approach to the woman 
artist is different from the rest of the authors discussed in this thesis in the sense that 
it incorporates the idea that the indispensable components of art making—the pre-
oedipal maternal sources of creativity and the oedipal paternal articulation of these 
sources—are important for both male and female artists. This liberates the woman 
artist from her social dependence and patriarchal deference. For Jolley’s woman 
artist protagonists, the sense of belonging to an artistic tradition claims an equality 
that asserts the legitimacy of woman’s artistic calling. For Kneen’s women artists, 
who are also sisters, art is deeply tied to the feminine maternal, sexuality, and 
selfhood. In each text, revolt is entailed in the protagonist-artist who seeks to 
legitimise her creative will by affiliating herself with the predominantly masculine 
tradition of art, therefore defying her peripheral position in the patriarchal order.  
Kristeva’s psychoanalytical conceptualisation of the artistic personality claims 
that all works of art draw from the primary, pre-oedipal stage of the imaginary, that is, 
the wordless, instinctual fluidity of unmediated oneness with the world of the 
maternal, or, as she terms it, the semiotic. The qualities of unmediated, unstructured 
relationships of caring closeness characteristic of the maternal stage are suppressed 
at the oedipal stage, which is regulated by the logos. This stage of personality 
development is what Kristeva terms the Law of the Father or the symbolic (Moi, 
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Sexual 12), and is characterised by the search for meaning in the rationality and 
discipline of language. The language of the symbolic strives to suppress the 
maternal, whose wordless instinctual emotional tie between mother and child 
threatens to undermine the structure and cognition of the logos (13-14). Yet, despite 
the adversarial positions of the maternal and the paternal, to make sense of the 
fragments of the suppressed imaginary that feeds artistic imagination, all art must be 
expressed in the language of the paternal or patriarchal symbolic order (102). 
Therefore, paradoxically, while the artist strives to liberate the imaginary from the 
symbolic, she must do so in the language of the symbolic. Every work of art 
consequently represents the paradox of simultaneous subversiveness and 
dependence. This paradox, I suggest, appears in the texts in the literary tricks each 
plays with language, genre, or style.  
The women artists in these texts encounter situations that highlight how 
difficult it is for women to create art in patriarchal contexts. While art offers the 
woman artist some liberation from the system of gender inequality, her identity as an 
artist signifies constant conflict with the world shaped by patriarchal dogmatism. The 
artist who claims the significance of the emotional values of the maternal must take 
an oppositional stance in the face of the oppressive and violent elements of 
patriarchal culture, yet is bound to protest using the language of the paternal logos. 
These texts, I argue, address this tension in a playful way in their use of trickery—
language, generic subversion, and style.  
For the woman artist, this trickery, or play, may be an effective strategy to 
negotiate the challenges she faces in expressing her creativity in culture. Creativity 
and creative production have been feminist issues in Australian literature throughout 
the twentieth century and beyond. This is due, amongst other things, to patriarchal 
Australian culture and its attitudes towards both women and art in general. Women 
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writers have had to negotiate a number of challenges in order to pursue their artistic 
aspirations. These include balancing the relationship of family and domestic 
responsibilities and expectations with creative ambition, and financial concerns, along 
with other cultural issues such as male dominance in the fields of writing, publishing, 
patronage, and reviewing; social pressures and expectations relating to ideals of 
womanhood and femininity; the politics of literary value including the cultural 
devaluation of women’s artistic production and the suppression of gender; and 
dominant Australian perspectives which are suspicious of intellectual activity. 
Levy suggests that the prevalence of female artist figures in Australian 
women’s fiction indicates creativity is a central preoccupation of women writers. “In 
conventional aesthetics,” says Levy, “the imagination is assumed to be somehow 
beyond the realm of the social and hence gender-free,” but some works “can be read 
as suggesting the opposite—hence taking on, at least in part, the status of 
metafiction” (“Reading” 74). Despite a prevalence of woman artist figures, a relatively 
small number of critics have worked on the woman artist as a theme in Australian 
fiction, including, amongst others, Levy, Ferrier, Susan Sheridan, Delys Bird, Roberta 
Buffi, and Tanya Dalziell. Following on from their work, this chapter considers some 
of the reasons that the question of the woman artist is an issue for Australian women 
writers with a focus on Franklin, Jolley, Astley, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen. It 
provides some information about each author and text in relation to Australian literary 
culture at the time of their writing, and suggests that the representation of the woman 
artist in the selected texts enables an exploration of questions of women and 
creativity. These particular texts were chosen because each has a central woman 
artist character whose relationship with her practice is foregrounded, alongside an 
interest in feminine subjectivity.  What connects the very different writers studied in 
this thesis is the way in which, in the words of Patricia Waugh, “they all explore a 
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theory of fiction through the practice of writing fiction” (Metafiction 2). My Brilliant 
Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman 
in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase all foreground 
creativity as an issue, with a woman artist who is involved in the conflict at the centre 
of each text. More interestingly than this, these texts also represent the creative 
process as a particular process of becoming conscious, with the woman artist 
struggling towards creative and feminist self-expression in the context of an 
oppressive discourse or against an agent of restraint. 
The male or female artist in Australia is a marginal figure, occupying “a 
speaking position conceptualized as somewhat on the edge of society in the sense 
that this figure is unlikely to have access to, or to make influential economic and 
political decisions. The artist in fact is likely to be severely underpaid, making the 
activity of art and writing economically very difficult” (Levy, “Reading” 80). Women 
especially may experience more financial constraints than men, and be likely to have 
less access to a regular income and more family responsibilities. Financial burdens, 
and difficulties in reconciling prescribed feminine roles with literary production, are 
consistent issues for the woman artist throughout the twentieth century. Drusilla 
Modjeska’s Exiles at Home, the letters in As Good As a Yarn with You, edited by 
Carole Ferrier, and Kay Ferres’s edited collection, The Time to Write, among other 
studies, show that women artists of the 1920s and 1930s were, for the most part, 
plagued by financial anxieties and domestic drudgery, and largely unsupported in 
their intellectual and creative endeavours. In addition to domestic responsibilities and 
the expectations of men and children in family relationships, some writers during this 
period had the additional challenge of combining political work and writing. 
Committed activists such as Katharine Susannah Prichard and Jean Devanny 
experienced conflict over apportioning time between writing and activism in the 
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Communist Party of Australia (Ferrier, “Introduction” 17). Other women subsumed 
their writing aspirations in order to support, either financially or domestically, the 
career or interests of a successful husband. Similar conflicts appear in studies of 
women writers in the second half of the century, including, amongst others, Jennifer 
Ellison’s Rooms of Their Own, Dagmar Strauss’s Australian Writers Speak, and 
Candida Baker’s collections of interviews in the Yacker series. 
Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career depicts the limitations faced by the aspiring 
woman artist in the early twentieth century. Born Stella Maria Sarah Miles Franklin in 
1879 at Talbingo, in rural New South Wales, Franklin was educated to high school 
level and then began working on her parents’ dairy farm. Franklin also worked as a 
tutor, and, briefly, as a nurse before publishing My Brilliant Career at the age of 
twenty-two. Domestic responsibilities were a particular problem for Franklin, in both 
her fiction and her real life. In 1932 she commented that: “The trouble with Australia 
is that we are fast becoming a nation of charwomen. I’m too busy doing chores, 
myself, to write any more” (qtd. in Ferrier, “Introduction” 18). My Brilliant Career was 
published under the name Miles Franklin. Levy argues that feminist work has shown 
that a book signed, or sexed, with a woman’s name has tended throughout much of 
history to be read as of a feminine gender and hence of diminished, or even no, 
literary value (“Reading” 43), and Franklin’s wish to publish her first novel under a 
male pseudonym suggests deep anxieties about being both young and female. In a 
letter sent to her agent, James Pinker, Franklin writes: “Please on no account allow 
‘Miss’ to pre-fix my name on the title page as I do not want it to be known that I’m a 
young girl but wish to pose as a bald-headed seer of the opposite sex” (qtd. in Kent 
45). Pinker heeded Franklin’s request, but, in the preface to the novel, Henry Lawson 
declared that he had identified the author as a girl in the first three pages, praising 
Franklin’s evocation of Australian bush life while dismissing the “girlishly emotional 
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parts of the book” (xxv). Marjorie Barnard suggests that Franklin called herself Miles 
rather than Stella because of “her fixed idea that the world belonged to men and a 
book by a man, or that appeared to be by a man, had more chance of success” (46). 
She may have been right: although there were other women writers working when My 
Brilliant Career was published in 1901, Australian literature was profoundly masculine 
in its values and expression. Franklin’s wish to pose as a “bald-headed seer of the 
opposite sex” (qtd. in Kent 45) may have been a joke, but it does at least indicate her 
awareness of the ways in which sex stereotypes might preclude a fair appraisal of 
her writing. 
My Brilliant Career writes both against and within the nationalist literary 
perspective typified by the Bulletin school of writers and critics dominant at the turn of 
the century. The Bulletin writers were associated with various attitudes. Chief among 
these were “irreverence to anything established, a bohemian approach to life, and 
denigration of anything Victorian, morality especially. Women were generally 
associated with the drive for respectability and domesticity and a connection to the 
past, a traditional past; and such drives ran counter to the message of the Bulletin” 
(Carr 160). My Brilliant Career proceeds from an interest in the politics of narrative 
form. It combines, as Kerryn Goldsworthy points out, romance and anti-romance, 
aspects of autobiography, and a robust and sentimental nationalism that sits at odds 
with the book’s “strident feminism” (“Fiction” 107). The novel employs the familiar 
themes and characters of the Lawson-Furphy bush tradition, including an exploration 
of the emotional effects of bush life, an imaginative identification with the bush, and a 
celebration of the spirit of the “commonfolk” as “bone and muscle” (Franklin, My 
Brilliant 257) of the nation. It places these in the genre of the romance novel, 
however, in order to critique and subvert both the realist mode of the nationalist 
tradition and its prescriptive roles for women and women’s writing. My Brilliant Career 
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thus rewrites genre in political terms. If romance is a conventionally feminine literary 
form, the novel reconfigures the genre in its central character, Sybylla Melvyn, who 
rejects Harold Beecham’s offer of marriage in order to pursue artistic independence 
(which, it should be noted, she does not quite achieve). Sybylla also rejects rural 
Australia as a site for creative and emotional fulfilment, subverting the nationalist 
sentiment dominant at that time. The title itself is ironic: as Ferrier notes, no “brilliant 
career” was possible at the turn of the century for women in Sybylla Melvyn’s position 
(“Introduction” 8). My Brilliant Career thus constitutes a rebellion against the 
arbitrarily delimited genres of literary institutions and the gender distinctions they 
implied.  
The response to My Brilliant Career illustrates the ways in which gender can 
inflect the reception of women’s writing. Several of Franklin’s friends, and at least one 
family member (her uncle, George Franklin), were dismayed at what they believed to 
be the autobiographical content of her novel: it was thought indelicate for a young 
girl’s work (Kent 45). Levy points out that the tendency to view women’s writing as at 
least partly autobiographical may be part of a masculinist general devaluation of the 
woman writer (“Reading” 84-85). Franklin was unprepared for both the critical and the 
positive feedback she received. Australian girls from all over the country wrote to 
congratulate and identify with her, and Franklin sometimes complained that every 
unhappy girl in Australia wrote to her after My Brilliant Career came out (Roe, Stella 
74). The novel was acclaimed by prominent Australian and international suffragists, 
such as Vida Goldstein, who declared the book “the expression of a passionate 
protest and revolt of a gifted, untutored girl against the deadening slavery” of the lives 
of wives of small farmers (Goldstein, qtd. in Magarey 396). Given this response, it is 
not surprising that Franklin as the rebellious young woman became the focus for a 
series of anxieties conservative reviewers harboured, not only over changing ideals 
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of femininity and women’s rights, but also over the right to represent Australian 
experience. In Australian Literature: A Critical Account to 1955, Cecil Hadgraft 
patronises the novel as “a remarkable first book for a young woman. But it is foolish 
to praise it for what it is not. It is unlikely, for instance, that she should possess 
mastery. The book contains the artless outpourings of a youthful spirit" (164). It is 
clear that some Australian critics, both male and female, found traces of literary 
feminism—that is, traces of serious feminist argument—threatening and any hint “of 
feminist polemic or complaint, any sense of disruptive hostility manifested in the text 
resulted in exclusion from the literary canon” (Milnes 108). In Franklin’s case, the 
anger and feminist themes of her text were dismissed, attributed to her youth and 
inexperience, in favour of a focus on her evocation of Australian landscape and life. 
However, My Brilliant Career is, in fact, deeply ambivalent about Australian bush life.  
Any reading of Franklin’s text is, of course, tied up with matters of style and 
genre, and with the larger issue of the meaning and significance of her themes of 
gender equality. The romance and realist genres interlock and overlap in manifold 
ways, producing a tension that reflects the core tension at the centre of the novel, 
which is Sybylla’s desire for artistic autonomy versus her desire for Harold Beecham. 
Sybylla’s refusal of Harold Beecham’s proposal of marriage sets her outside the 
dominant romantic tradition and introduces the prospect of women imagining a future 
for themselves that was not defined by marriage and motherhood. In this way, it can 
be argued that My Brilliant Career seeks to resolve the contradictions between the 
values of 1890s bush nationalism and an emergent feminism. Although the novel 
was successful, running through six impressions, the original publisher, William 
Blackwood and Sons, and others in Australia rejected the sequel, entitled “The End 
of My Career,” and another manuscript, “The Outside Track,” in 1902. Franklin left 
Australia in 1904. She settled in Chicago in 1906 and embarked on a new career in 
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the United States as secretary to the National Women’s Trade Union League, writing 
for its journal, Life and Labor, and achieving a measure of success in Chicago’s trade 
union movement. Cassandra Pybus suggests that Franklin experienced her 
American years as an artistic and personal failure, and that her creative energies 
were diverted and subsumed by her efforts in social reform (462-63). Jill Roe points 
out that during her long years of expatriation, Franklin’s literary output was mostly 
pseudonymous and that it was her journalistic work that kept her name alive in 
Australia. Her articles appeared in the Bulletin and the Sydney Morning Herald, 
among other publications, as well as in the relatively new medium of broadcasting 
(Roe, Introduction xxi-xxii). It was not until she returned to Australia in 1933 that 
works of fiction again began to appear under her own name.  
Thea Astley also felt strongly about the status of women’s writing in Australian 
culture, commenting on gender bias in literary evaluation. In a 1992 interview with 
Ray Willbanks she calls the period in which she began publishing, the late 1950s, a 
time of “terrible male dominance” (29) in Australian literature. This was an era, Astley 
notes, in which people still spoke pejoratively about women’s literature: “‘It’s a 
woman’s book,’ they’d say, as if there was something wrong with that. . . . It seemed 
to me that male writers were accepted, and what they said was debated and talked 
about, whereas women writers were ignored” (Baker 42-43). The publication of 
Astley’s first novel, Girl with a Monkey, in 1958, was roughly contemporaneous with 
the emergence of Australian literature as a subject of formal study in university 
curricula, and there were still far fewer women than men among the publishers and 
critics shaping Australian literature and culture. Women who aspired to be writers 
often found themselves alienated from Australian cultural life and the possibility of 
any tradition of women’s writing was unacknowledged. According to Stephen Milnes, 
this was a period in which “[i]nterpretive communities of various ideological hues” 
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competed for institutional control of Australian literature, “seeking to define and 
espouse cultural myths, values, practices, and authors that underpinned their 
conception of Australian literary tradition” (105). Nationalist interpretations of 
Australian character, culture, and national identity were dominant during this period, 
but this nationalism was increasingly subject to attack and revision from an emergent 
literary formalism that would by the 1960s, Delys Bird suggests, become an 
entrenched institutional authority (“Women” 118). Despite their ideological 
differences, both critical paradigms enforced a predominantly masculine view in 
literary criticism and history that did not recognise as legitimate the themes and 
subject matter of much women’s fiction. Although some women writers have always 
been recognised as nationalist or formalist (Franklin, Dymphna Cusack, and 
Catherine Martin, for example), it has been in distinctly masculine terms. In the first 
few decades of the twentieth century, for example, the nationalist view included only 
those women writers who could be associated with the bush tradition, such as Miles 
Franklin, and the seemingly-apolitical universalist tradition subordinated the politics 
and social realism of authors such as Katharine Susannah Prichard and Eleanor 
Dark (although it should be noted that Dark is more of a modernist), emphasising 
instead the metaphysical elements of their work.  
Astley was born in Brisbane in 1925. She was educated at All Hallows 
Convent and studied Arts at the University of Queensland. She then trained as a 
teacher and spent the first five years of her career teaching in small country towns. In 
1948 she moved with her husband to Sydney and joined the New South Wales 
Education Department, teaching in high schools, and in 1968 became a Senior Tutor 
at Macquarie University (Baker 29). Astley published consistently throughout the 
male-dominated 1960s and 1970s. This can perhaps be attributed in part to her 
decision to use what she perceived as masculine subject matter and perspectives. 
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Like Franklin at the turn of the century, Astley experienced being a woman writer in 
the 1950s as a limit, “one that obliged her to consider authorial agency as a 
masculine enterprise” (Milnes 105). Pam Gilbert suggests that in “a simplistic way,” 
Astley can be regarded as a woman writer invading the traditional ground of the male 
writer (112). Her writing proceeds from an interest in masculinist discourse and her 
experience of growing up in a masculinist culture: Gilbert calls Astley “an almost 
classic product of her times: ‘born a female before the war,’ rigidly brought up in a 
convent school and spending much of her adult professional life teaching and 
lecturing about literature in male-dominated educational institutions” (110). Certainly 
Astley remained critical throughout her career of patriarchal culture and masculinist 
notions of literary value. No reviewer, commented Astley in 1980: 
especially a male one, can believe for one split infinitive of a second 
that irony or a sense of comedy or the grotesque in a woman is 
activated by anything but the nutrients derived from ‘backyard malice.’ 
Assuming these particular qualities—sense of irony, the eye for the 
comic or the grotesque—are an indication of intelligence and believing 
a priori that no woman is intelligent, critics assign the evidence of 
humour, irony or comedy to darker forces at work; the Salem judgment 
comes into play and the lady writer most certainly is for burning. 
(“Writing” 4) 
Asked about the recurring theme of male dominance in her fiction, Astley comments: 
“I guess growing up in a time before equal pay for equal work was implemented, I 
wrote it out of my system. . . . I feel really resentful looking at the power brokers who 
control the whole world . . . on the grounds of maleness” (Willbanks 35). She 
remarked that she felt “spiritually neutered” (Ellison 56) by a masculinist culture that 
did not value or validate women’s writing.  
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Challenged by the patriarchal nature of conventional Australian literature and 
criticism of the 1950s and 1960s, and by the gender roles of the Australian society to 
which she belonged, Astley’s decision to write ‘as a man’ is inherently subversive, 
and the apparently male-oriented nature of Astley’s novels are disrupted by the 
inconsistencies and ambiguities in the text. Gilbert suggests that the inner 
contradictions of Astley’s texts arise from a female awareness of the ironies inherent 
in the value system of the society in which the author works: 
Whilst Astley’s texts can be pulled along by a narrative apparently in 
Vance Palmer’s male mode—vivid character, robust humour, tough 
philosophy, tragedy without a superfluity of tears—other threads can 
also be unravelled, tearing open the coherence and unity, and revealing 
that the work is indeed a ‘text,’ a fabric of many threads to be unpicked. 
In this way the ‘feminine’ in the text can be seen to exist: the 
undercurrent which constantly threatens to erupt through the glossy 
surface—the man’s world—of the novels. (113) 
An Item from the Late News may be read in this manner. Published in 1982, it is 
Astley’s eighth novel, but the first in which she writes from the perspective of a 
female narrator. Astley has emphasised how difficult she found this, saying, “I didn’t 
know how women thought. Although I had my own ideas, when I tried to write as a 
woman speaking, I suddenly realised I didn’t remember how I thought when I was 
fourteen, eighteen, twenty-five, because we were not supposed to think” (Ellison 57). 
The inhibitions and prohibitions Astley claims to feel when writing ‘as a woman,’ 
however, appear in interesting ways in the text.  
Set in a small western Queensland town called Allbut, An Item from the Late 
News presents an explicitly masculine world observed and narrated by sometime 
landscape painter, Gabrielle Jerrold. An artist and a woman, Gabby is doubly 
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marginalised in a town in which “the emphasis is on manly games” (Item 14). From 
this ironic position she is able to witness the brutal masculine culture of the town, 
including the bizarre annual ritual of the men participating in single combat wearing 
only their underwear and with bullock-horns strapped to their foreheads. Allbut 
destroys anything that does not conform to its masculine ethos and women in the 
town are both physically and symbolically ignored.  Although An Item from the Late 
News is narrated by Gabby, it is largely about Wafer, an esoteric wanderer who turns 
up in Allbut and profoundly baffles the men of the town: “He doesn’t drink. They 
marvel. Someone says he’s an artist, musician, a writer? Is he a poof?” (Item 11).The 
female characters in the novel occupy ambiguous and marginal positions, and Gabby 
eventually colludes with the fraternity in its plans to destroy Wafer. However, it is 
precisely from this position of marginality that Astley is able to interrogate a broad 
range of issues apposite to the woman artist. For Gabby, as for Astley, the 
marginalised female voice is able to provide an ironic view of a masculine world 
which has no stability or optimism: “I belong to the powerless, the doormat group,” 
Astley comments to Ray Willbanks, “I always have. At least I can get some 
satisfaction in writing about the boots. It’s one’s only little comeback” (Willbanks 35). 
For Astley, the doormat group is women and Aboriginals and the “boots” are 
patriarchal attitudes and colonial racism. 
Janet Deakin in Astley’s final novel, Drylands, occupies a similarly marginal 
position. Drylands, a collection of stories about the people living in the town of that 
name, is narrated by Janet, who has decided “with the irony still running through her 
veins” to write a book for the world’s last reader (10). A woman “past fifty” (3) living 
alone above her newsagency with a view of the “dead town” (11), Janet is a 
detached observer. Drylands, like An Item from the Late News, employs satire and 
irony to challenge Australian national myths based on the historical experiences of 
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convictism, pioneering, and the bush, hegemonically framed by constructs of the 
Australian character as egalitarian, anti-authoritarian, and irreverent towards social 
pretension. The novel exposes these qualities as false and hypocritical. In the ironic 
and marginal perspectives of the woman artist narrators in these texts, Astley 
critiques the nationalist aesthetic, rejecting, endorsing, interrogating, and 
complicating it selectively, and considers the relationship between language, 
representation, and the materiality of patriarchal social relations. An Item from the 
Late News and Drylands both offer a jarring kind of feminist inquiry, one that borders 
on, and on occasions slips over into, postfeminist critique. Astley’s fictionalised 
feminism provokes uneasy laughter, but no firm or lasting answers. For example, she 
both pokes fun at, and holds to account, the feminist sensibilities that her female 
characters struggle with. Gabby’s and Janet’s satirical observations of the dominance 
and brutality of patriarchal culture, and its effects on cultural production (including the 
recording of history), and marginal groups such as women and Aborigines, can be 
read as instances of political revolt and intervention. 
In a broad sense, Astley’s work engages with some of the key issues of the 
1970s and the 1980s, a period in which Australian women’s writing and publishing 
influenced, and was to some extent produced by, the women’s liberation movement 
and the increase in Aboriginal and migrant counter-discourses. The first courses in 
women’s writing began to be taught in university curricula in the mid-1970s, and work 
by Australian writers such as Christina Stead, Henry Handel Richardson, and 
Katharine Susannah Prichard were studied alongside fiction by Doris Lessing, 
Margaret Atwood, and Janet Frame (Whitlock, “Graftworks” 236-37). Feminist literary 
criticism developed the work of earlier literary and cultural critics, especially Virginia 
Woolf and Simone de Beauvoir (Ferrier, “Introduction” 2), and the work of earlier 
writers was revised in this context, with a particular focus on the periods of the 1880s 
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and 1890s, and the 1930s and 1940s (Levy, “Reading” 91). Gillian Armstrong’s film 
version of My Brilliant Career was released in 1979, and, as Goldsworthy notes, its 
focus on “the female dilemma of Love versus Art and the benefit of insights provided 
by second wave feminism. . . . went a long way towards making sense of a semi-
autobiographical character whose emotions and motivations Franklin clearly did not 
properly understand” (“Fiction” 107). Armstrong’s interpretation indicates the way in 
which feminist politics during this period, in the words of Gillian Whitlock, “shaped 
both the production and reception of what women had to say” (Introduction xiv). Bird 
argues that the Leavisite concept of the moral worth of great literature was still 
dominant in English departments in Australian universities throughout the 1970s, 
based on critical principles such as the ultimate power and authority of the literary 
scholar and naturalised assumptions about a universal literary subject. This critical 
paradigm was, for Bird, based on masculinist assumptions and the new wave of 
women’s writing, both critical and creative, challenged these assumptions and the 
new feminist critiques gradually theorised these challenges (“Women” 115). In fiction, 
Helen Garner’s Monkey Grip, published in 1977, marked, according to Bird, “the 
renaissance and the politicisation of ‘women’s writing’ in Australia” (115). Garner’s 
central character, Nora, is an aspiring writer, living an unconventional, liberated 
lifestyle in the counter-culture of Melbourne during the early 1970s.  Bird suggests 
that by telling about “the effects of new ways of thinking about women and women’s 
experiences as well as new ways of living those lives, Monkey Grip worked like a 
form of consciousness-raising for many of its female readers” (115). Negotiating the 
boundaries between the discourses of literature and the personal diary, the novel 
also extended the boundaries of novelistic writing in order to construct alternative 
modes of female experience.  
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The woman artist emerges strongly in women’s writing during the 1970s and 
1980s, as feminist criticism focused greater attention on both women’s fiction and the 
conditions in which this was produced and disseminated. Burgeoning voices from 
migrant, Indigenous, lesbian, and counter-cultural writers began to proliferate, 
working in new ways to illuminate the experiences of women. Numerous biographical 
dramas, autobiographical works, and works of fiction presented the act of writing as a 
(sometimes traumatic) prise de parole that challenged patriarchal order and the 
literary canon. As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, Barbara Hanrahan’s Kewpie Doll, 
Marion Halligan’s Self-Possession, Marion Campbell’s Lines of Flight, Sue Woolfe’s 
The Painted Woman and the works of Janine Burke and Beverley Farmer, among 
others, shows the desire to represent the woman artist’s search for personal self-
fulfillment and struggle for artistic self-expression in relation to dominant 
constructions of femininity, national identity, art and aesthetics. Fiction that treated 
the subject of the woman artist during this period was interested in exposing and 
questioning the contrivances of female subjectivity, desire, and aesthetics.  
Elizabeth Jolley’s fiction repeatedly confronts the nature of art and creativity, 
and the exchange between the material world and invention. Her woman artist 
characters emerge in the process of telling stories. Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, 
Foxybaby, The Well, and Mr Scobie’s Riddle all trace the experiences, memories, 
and thoughts of a writer character to the moment of her becoming a storyteller, and 
the narratives conclude at the point at which the writer character is able to begin 
writing (Gillett, “Elizabeth” 73). Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, published in 1985, is 
about the search for the writer as subject. Throughout the narrative, Dorothy 
Peabody moves towards artistic subjectivity in her imagined identification with the 
writer, Diana Hopewell, and the characters in the story Diana sends to Miss Peabody 
in regular instalments. Jolley employs a number of strategies in this text, such as 
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parody, irony, fragmentation, and the juxtaposition of reality and fantasy, in order to 
undermine narrative conventions and formulas and blur the borders between artifice 
and reality. The narrative is chaotic, irregular, and fragmentary, altering hierarchical 
structures of writing and reading, and achieving a transcendence of linear narrative. 
Miss Peabody’s Inheritance revises generic codes and conventions: it can be read as 
an extended parody of the realist novel’s expectation of the reader as the writer’s 
accomplice and the site of the artist’s emergence. Jolley’s short story, “Woman in a 
Lampshade,” broadcast as a radio play in 1979 and later published as a short story in 
her 1983 collection of the same name, offers a sketch of an aspiring writer, Jasmine 
Tredwell. Jolley’s comedic representation of Jasmine allows her to parody artistic 
constructions and universalist notions of the writer, the reader, and writing, in 
Jasmine’s naïve and self-important efforts to see the author and her creation in 
exalted terms. In both “Woman in a Lampshade” and Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, 
imagination is dramatised as involving the attempt to reach a female otherness, and 
writing and reading act out the characters’ desires for intimacy and connection.  
For the central characters in much of Jolley’s work, including Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade,” novels, reading, and writing itself are 
seductive undertakings expressly tied to erotic arousal and female sexuality. In her 
inaugural Elizabeth Jolley lecture at the Melbourne Writers Festival in 2008, Elizabeth 
Webby says that Jolley’s work often deals with taboo sexual subjects, especially for 
women writing in the 1970s and 1980s. Jolley’s themes of female sexuality and 
desire, especially lesbian desire, are often cited by critics (Kirkby, “The Nights”; 
Dibble; Salzman, Helplessly; Bird, “Jolley’s”) as the reason she did not achieve 
publication until 1980 at the age of fifty-five, despite having been writing and 
submitting manuscripts to publishers for three decades prior to this. This is something 
Jolley has also addressed: “I think a great number of people who were receiving our 
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work were perhaps older people and were still putting a colour on Australian writing 
that had existed for the previous years,” Jolley remarks in an interview with Stephanie 
Trigg: “And I think it was simply unacceptable material” (257).  
It is also possible that the demands of looking after three children and her 
husband, Leonard Jolley, the University Librarian at the University of Western 
Australia, who remained throughout his life absorbed in his academic ambitions, 
contributed to Jolley’s late publication. In his biography of Jolley, Brian Dibble writes 
that, throughout the 1960s:  
Jolley’s workload was enormous but unacknowledged and largely 
unappreciated—Leonard Jolley alone was virtually a cottage industry. 
She felt as if she had four children whose comings and goings she had 
to coordinate, as well as doing the shopping, cooking, clothing, 
washing, gardening, and looking after the dog and (later) the poultry in 
their back garden. (147)  
Jolley also undertook various jobs in order to help pay for her manuscripts to be 
typed, including work in a nursing home, selling cosmetics door-to-door, and 
domestic cleaning. Although, as Dibble speculates, exposure to new environments 
and experiences may have inspired Jolley’s writing and allowed her some 
independence from family routine (148-49), it is evident how difficult it must have 
been to seriously pursue writing as a craft and publication. Jolley did not begin to 
write consistently until her children were adults and she began to find the time to 
revise her material and submit manuscripts to publishers. 
Jolley almost certainly owes some of her success to the growing interest in 
women’s writing in the 1980s, and her work consistently demonstrates an interest in 
women’s lives and experiences. The stories woven through her fictions, in Pam 
Gilbert’s words, “hit hard at the restrictions placed on female sexuality” and she 
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depicts women characters who seek love on their own terms: “Jolley’s women are 
often free of family responsibility . . . they are economically secure and socially 
privileged. . . . Jolley’s women are not trapped in cycles of emotional dependence, 
nor do they seek illusory romance” (65). It is also possible, as Bird suggests, that her 
work was eventually taken up as much for its postmodern formal qualities as because 
it was concerned with female sexuality and women’s lives. Her work, says Bird, “may 
have become acceptable because it expresses its concerns—human alienation, 
ambiguous sexuality, humanist values and so on—in a way that appeals to 
contemporary markets and readerships” (“Women” 123). Although many of her texts 
were written much earlier than they were published, it is perhaps useful to read 
Jolley’s fiction—with its interest in subverting both discourse and gender, and the 
ambiguous positions occupied by the women artists in her texts—as indicative of the 
shifting surface of socio-political change in the late 1970s and 1980s, when the 
destabilisation of gender relations and structures and the upheaval in literary studies 
were contested and debated among writers and readers, publishers and reviewers, 
and teachers. Like My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, and Drylands, 
Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” are preoccupied with 
contemporaneous interests in the themes of woman, art, writing, and value. 
Jolley continued to publish throughout the 1980s while debates about gender 
and writing continued, extended, and intensified in the face of increasing argument 
about multiculturalism and the 1988 Bicentenary of Australia. As Dalziell points out: 
“This dubious anniversary marked 200 years of white invasion/ occupation/ 
settlement, and it generated  passionate and polemical exchanges regarding 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal reconciliation, history, memory, feminism, and the 
nation itself” (“Australian” 141). These debates found expression in women’s fiction, 
autobiography, and biography, although sometimes not directly or immediately, and 
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were encouraged by the establishment of independent Indigenous presses such as 
Aboriginal Studies Press and Magabala Books (141). Debates about the relationship 
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous cultures were magnified during the 1990s 
with the publication of the Bringing Them Home report in 1997, which focused public 
awareness on the social issues resulting from the forced removal of Aboriginal 
children from their families in the first half, and later, of the twentieth century, and 
Indigenous contributions to literature were recognised with the establishment of the 
David Unaipon Literary Award in 1999. The experiences of Aborigines in colonial and 
postcolonial Australia, and an increased awareness of the multiple and different 
desires of migrant women and refugees in Australia, have been represented in some 
women’s fiction of the later twentieth century, including Gillian Bouras’s A Fair 
Exchange, Simone Lazaroo’s The World Waiting to Be Made, and Eva Sallis’s Hiam. 
“These texts,” argues Dalziell: 
are often concerned with a contemporary (postcolonial) present that is 
strange and uncanny; with experiences, thoughts, and representations 
that rupture ideas of time and progressive conceptions of history, both 
of which have underpinned nationalist narratives. These texts not only 
take place in history: they also seek to alter what history might mean or 
do, or what forms it might shape or be shaped by. (145)  
This rupture and revision of history in fiction may also have feminist aims, and 
Dalziell cites Jean Bedford’s novel, Sister Kate, and Kate Grenville’s Joan Makes 
History as narratives that offer imaginative woman-centred revisions of history (145). 
Gail Jones’s Black Mirror, published in 2002, also revises history from a 
feminist perspective. Although the narrative is set in the Surrealist movement in 
1920s and 1930s Paris, and includes well-known historical figures such as Pablo 
Picasso, Salvador Dali, and Paul Eluard, the story recounts the attempts of an art 
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historian, Anna Griffin, to write a biography of Victoria Morrell, a fictional woman artist 
who existed on the peripheries of the Surrealist milieu and whose story is certainly 
not told in conventional histories like those stories of her male counterparts. The text 
speculates imaginatively on the inner lives and desires that official narratives of art 
obscure. Surrealism, Jones remarks in an interview with Bron Sibree, “was a very 
masculinist movement. The violence against women within the male Surrealist 
movement is quite well documented, both in visual and written texts, and has always 
troubled me” (“Biography” 37). Jones’s aim is explicitly feminist, and she is also 
interested in questions of cultural imperialism, postcolonialism, and psychoanalysis. 
Dislocation, exile, and mourning are her main themes.  
The scope of Jones’s interests, and her ability to depict these themes in her 
work, addresses demands for change in gender relations and aesthetic structures, 
however, the canon of Australian literature is still an anxiously guarded structure, as 
responses to Jones and other contemporary authors attest. Jones’s work has been 
described as “cerebral” (Walters 26; Ley, “List” 37) and “hyper-intellectual” (Bennett, 
“Confusion” np), and her writing has been accused of “mild contamination from the 
clotted theoretical prose” (Ley, “Poetry” 32) that she encounters through her work as 
literary scholar (Jones is now Professor of Writing at the University of Western 
Sydney). Although there is room for differing evaluations of an author’s work, I would 
argue that comments such as these, which appear in both mainstream media and 
literary journals, derive from a strand of anti-intellectualism in Australian culture which 
is suspicious of literary fiction and contemporary art and theory more broadly. In 
What’s Wrong with Contemporary Art?, published in 2004, Peter Timms argues that 
contemporary art is that which “engages with contemporary theory,” especially the 
French cultural theory taught in university humanities departments under the rubric of 
postmodernism (15). Timms is hostile to this institutional patronage, claiming it 
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encourages “a narrowly didactic approach to art making” (31), and argues that art 
does not and should not operate on an intellectual paradigm (131). Timms's hostility 
to what he calls “the primeval ooze of our art school theory departments” (103) is a 
more strident form of a general distrust of theorised art, especially where it emerges 
from the academy. 
Other contemporary authors who consciously employ feminist and 
poststructuralist theoretical techniques in their writing, such as Marion Campbell, 
Margaret Coombs, Delia Falconer, and Janette Turner Hospital, have also attracted 
mixed responses from critics focusing on the style of their writing rather than the 
political content of their work. In a review of Jones’s novel Sorry, published in 2007, 
Kathy Hunt claims to perceive “the writer’s conceit beneath her manipulation of 
language, a state of affairs that should never be mistaken for style” (13), while 
Stephen Matchett accuses Jones of using “story to express her thoughts on theories 
of communication” (40). As McKenzie Wark writes: “Some critics seem to think that 
the connection with universities will be the death of good writing. Others think it's the 
cure” (34). By her own account, Jones’s work is “consciously literary—to use the 
maligned L-word,” and she claims that what she calls “literary fiction” (Jones, qtd. in 
Hall 18), does not get enough support in Australia. “I contest its habitual 
disparagement,” says Jones. “That’s not helpful. It can be very creative and 
exciting—a kind of intellectual game” (18). Some Australian critics, however, tend to 
be suspicious of literary ‘games,’ and postmodernity has become, as Delia Falconer 
claims, “the ubiquitous textual slur: the demon that lurks in terms like ‘tricksy’ and 
‘insubstantial’ that is used to invoke a vast array of sins including alienation, a lack of 
heart, amorality, incoherence” (“Historical” 34). It is interesting to note that Jolley’s 
work may also be described as consciously literary, and has attracted much critical 
attention that focuses on its affiliations with modernism and postmodernism. 
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According to one critic, Jolley’s work only becomes meaningful within the boundaries 
of contemporary literary theory (Suarez-Lafuente 15), while another points out that 
her fiction “is not likely to please the reader who is nostalgic for realist conventions” 
(Walker 83). These kinds of responses to women writers who may be termed 
experimental in their use of innovative literary techniques, including the use of 
feminist and poststructuralist theory along with more subtle interventions in language, 
genre, and form, indicate the legacy of a masculinist-nationalist suspicion of literary 
theory.  
There is little doubt Jones’s work engages with her reading of French feminist 
theory, particularly Kristeva, and, like Kristeva, one of her major interests is the 
nature of language. Like Astley and Jolley, Jones affirms the part language plays in 
the imaginative process. “To me it is inherently seductive,” she says. “There is a sort 
of erotics of language that moves me” (Sibree, “Writing” 7). Jones, like other 
contemporary writers reading French poststructuralist theory, seems very much at 
ease with the concept of the book as text. Kerryn Goldsworthy sees Black Mirror as a 
novel that “calls deliberate and detailed attention to its own status as a written 
artifact” (“Margins”), and Jones maintains that she seeks to produce writing that 
“continually draws attention to the artifice of language” (Jones, qtd. in Holland and 
Tandy 4). Jones is drawn to what she calls the “confidence trickery” of words: “the 
fact that they have a kind of materiality, that it is through language that we sometimes 
sense the density and the substance of things” (4). Black Mirror engages with 
feminist and poststructuralist theory, namely, the suspension and disruption of 
accepted cultural hierarchies, definitions of movements, and procedures in historical 
enquiry. In Jones’s text, the self-awareness of the woman writer has translated itself 
into a new literary style where consciousness of feminist analysis both enhances and 
influences how the female characters interpret and re-tell their experiences.  
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It is especially interesting to compare Black Mirror with Franklin’s My Brilliant 
Career, which seems to prefigure these developments in its depiction of Sybylla’s 
repressed feminist and artistic subjectivity. Franklin’s exploration of the developing 
subjectivity of the woman artist at the turn of the twentieth century has interesting 
parallels with Jones’s rewriting of the experience of the female artist in Australia and 
Europe during the 1930s and 1940s from the perspective of feminist and 
poststructuralist theory. The inner conflicts expressed by Sybylla in My Brilliant 
Career, “between love and ambition, desire and propriety, stasis and motion” 
(Goldsworthy, “Fiction” 107), are also dramatised in Jones’s text. Although they deal 
with the same three themes: gender, being an artist, and historical moment, these 
texts are different in terms of approach and expression. Written more than a century 
after Franklin in My Brilliant Career, Jones makes a direct address to feminist theory 
in Black Mirror, in recognition of herself as engaged with other women in the 
discursive branch of women's struggle against oppression. My Brilliant Career, 
however, relies on a sly sort of mockery and playful irony to express its feminist 
sentiment and themes. The different approaches of Franklin and Jones to the themes 
of love, loss, and desire, and the similar restrictions and prohibitions the woman artist 
faces in each text, sheds light on the trajectory of women’s writing, feminism, and 
fiction. 
The woman artist as a fictional character appears to wane in novels published 
during the 1990s, but Paul Genoni points to a growing interest in art criticism during 
this period in the role played by women in the development of Australian modernist 
art, in studies such as Caroline Ambrus’s Australian Women Artists: First Fleet to 
1945, Helen Topliss’s Modernism and Feminism: Australian Women Artists 1900-
1940, and Stravinsky’s Lunch, Drusilla Modjeska’s fictional biography of Stella Bowen 
and Grace Cossington Smith (“Art” 159). Another of Modjeska’s texts, The Orchard, 
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published in 1995, is also preoccupied with the role of art in imagining feminine 
subjectivity, and includes both fictional and historical portraits of women and their 
struggles with creativity. The woman artist, says Genoni, “serves as a rich source 
from which to explore an alternative experience of modernity. Her gender places her 
outside of the prevailing history which is being revised, and her particular skills and 
temperament situate her in such a way that she is driven to both observe and record 
the transitions at hand” (170). Genoni suggests that the use of woman artist 
protagonists in order to revise the histories of modernity “may be particularly apposite 
in those societies—such as Australia—that have a second dominant twentieth 
century narrative in the form of post-colonialism” (170). Both Astley’s An Item from 
the Late News and Jones’s Black Mirror address themes of nationalism and art, and 
the role of the woman artist in a post-colonial society. In Astley’s novels, the woman 
artist takes the role of cultural observer, showing in language the violence inherent in 
representations of cultural identity, and the effect of these identities on both women 
and art, while Black Mirror offers a narrative of an expatriate artist, “the woman artist 
travelling in Europe and encountering a world that is paradoxically both Old and New” 
(Genoni, “Art” 161), as a point of departure for an interrogation of established 
narratives of modernism and post-colonialism.  
Feminist writing and criticism during the 1990s and into the twenty-first century 
focuses on the ways in which the sense of a contained linear history and temporal 
understanding of Australian history and literature, including the notion of ‘women’s 
writing’ itself, is frequently disrupted in Australian women’s fiction. Bird argues that 
the apparent dominance of women writers and writing during the 1980s was more 
illusory than actual (“Women” 116), and Levy points out that, since the 1980s, it has 
been “something of a commonplace” to read women’s writing in relation to three 
‘ascendent’ periods: the 1880s and 1890s, the 1930s and 1940s, and the 1980s, in 
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which women’s writing was perceived as dominating Australian fiction (“Reading” 91). 
Levy argues that this proposed ‘tradition’ of women’s writing is somewhat ossified, 
neglecting the contribution of women from other periods, and perhaps even aligning 
with a masculinist agenda by homogenising women’s writing as a sub-category that 
elides differences between groups of women (91-92). Bird makes a similar point, 
pointing out that social pressures can function to reinvent what might be understood 
as resistant or subversive minorities as unities, “so that sub-canonical categories 
such as ‘women’s writing,’ ‘Aboriginal writing,’ ‘migrant writing’ operate to contain and 
delimit any possible challenge that writers in the newly recognised group may present 
to the majority values ‘the canon’ supposedly represents” (“Women” 120). Dalziell 
offers a solution to this problem of the way in which we might read women’s writing in 
her account of Australian women’s fiction from the 1970s to 2007. She suggests that 
rather than thinking of women’s writing as “a given object over which an authoritative 
reading may be performed,” it is more useful to attend to the resistances and 
fissures, as well as the potentiality, that such a category generates: “More accurately, 
it might be said that these fissures form the conditions for the production of Australian 
women’s writing” (“Australian” 149).  The texts discussed in this thesis are 
productively considered in this manner. Each emerges from, or creates, a fissure in 
established literary and cultural narratives, displacing aesthetic hierarchies and 
generic categories to establish the semiotic ground for a particular production of 
reference and meaning. 
This rupture is particularly evident in the two most recent texts discussed in 
this thesis, Thornell’s Night Street and Kneen’s Steeplechase. Night Street was 
published in in 2009 and is Thornell’s only novel to date, although her short fiction, 
poetry, essays, and reviews have appeared in a range of publications. Night Street 
was well-received by critics. It was joint winner of the 2009 Australian/ Vogel Literary 
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Award, won the Dobbie Literary Award for a first book, and was shortlisted for the 
Glenda Adams Award and the Christina Stead Prize for fiction in the NSW Premier's 
Awards. Thornell, who was born in Sydney in 1975 and currently resides in New 
York, was also named the best young novelist of 2011 by the Sydney Morning 
Herald. Night Street is a fictional imagining of the artist Clarice Beckett (1887-1935), 
which draws on biographical detail and feminist art history to imagine Beckett’s inner 
life. Night Street began with Thornell's first encounter with the paintings of Clarice 
Beckett at the Art Gallery of South Australia (Johnston, “In” 6). Of writing the novel 
Thornell says that she “attempted to 'look' at Beckett as she (the artist) may have 
looked at a landscape, squinting to soften edges and reach beyond detail in the 
search for patterns of light and shade” (Thornell, qtd. in Johnston 6). The subtle 
power of Beckett’s atmospheric, enigmatic landscapes inform the novel, creating a 
portrait of the woman artist that is indistinct and impressionistic and thus open to 
interpretation.  
Feminist sentiment in Night Street is political and persuasive, without being 
explicit. Set in the first few decades of the twentieth century, the novel recalls the 
subversive expression of feminist consciousness in My Brilliant Career, although with 
much less of Franklin’s anger. The Clarice Beckett of Thornell’s novel defies society's 
conventions and indifferent art critics and leads an intense private and professional 
life. She acknowledges the expectations and restraints placed on her as a woman 
artist with curiosity, rather than anger, and uses these perceived ‘limitations’ to both 
galvanize her resolve to be a painter and to avoid too much scrutiny. Although she 
desires some degree of attention and acceptance for her work, this is far less 
important than the work itself. For Clarice, the freedom to paint outdoors, her mobility 
and autonomy in the city, is more important than recognition.  
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Like Jones’s Black Mirror, Night Street would not have been possible to write 
without the focus in art history on the work of women artists of the earlier part of the 
twentieth century. Both novels look back to an earlier period, reconciling feminist and 
other theoretical approaches with the reality of these recovered writers and artists to 
produce substantive changes in the way in which we see women’s contribution to 
history and culture, even as these are represented in fiction. Thornell does not write a 
history of Clarice Beckett, but instead writes a story that is comparable to Beckett’s 
life in a suggestive and hazy way that recalls Beckett’s atmospheric paintings. In 
Thornell’s own words, she “chose not to write a biographical portrait, but to invent a 
kind of alternate history triggered by aspects of Beckett’s life and art—a 
psychological landscape. Beckett’s paintings privilege shading and feeling over the 
definition of edges and details, and I aimed for the novel to echo this” (“The Story,” 
np).  In this way the novel is stylistically unique and subtly experimental. 
Kneen’s Steeplechase, on the other hand, is more explicitly experimental. It 
examines the taboo, and the relationship of the taboo to art and memory. Kneen, 
who was born in 1968, is a Brisbane bookseller and writer. Her memoir, Affection, 
was published in 2009 and shortlisted for the Queensland Premier’s Literary Award 
and the ABIA Award in 2010. She is also the author of Triptych, a collection of erotic 
short stories which was published in 2011. Steeplechase is a departure in Kneen’s 
oeuvre; it is her only novel and her first non-erotic work. In an interview with 
Rosemary Blanchard, Kneen says she “really want[s] to have two styles of work, my 
literary fiction and my erotic fiction. . . .  I really enjoy the erotic writing but the literary 
fiction is my first love” (Blanchard np). Art is central to much of Kneen’s writing. 
Triptych is an erotic reimagining of famous artworks by Rubens and Hokusai, while 
Steeplechase focuses on the relationship between two sisters who are painters, Bec 
and Emily Reich. Bec is an art lecturer at a university in Brisbane and Emily is a 
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noted Australian artist who lives in China. Emily is famous for both her paintings and 
her schizophrenia. A “terrible thing” (22) from the sisters’ childhood has kept them 
estranged for twenty-three years, until Emily telephones Bec and invites her to visit 
her in Beijing.  
Steeplechase examines the processes, functions, and dysfunctions of memory 
in relation to personal identity and the construction of selfhood. Memory in the novel 
is elusive both as a psychological fact and in its development as a collective 
expression. For Bec, the past is hidden and inaccessible until she confronts the 
trauma that dwells there. She does not establish a personal identity due to the 
unusually close relationship she has with her mentally-ill sister, as well as the 
catastrophic events that occur in her childhood, specifically Emily’s sexual abuse of 
Bec and the violent death of their mentally-ill mother. This trauma is linked to the 
development of both her artistic identity and her sexuality. Kneen says that “the 
hidden has always been more interesting to me than what is on the surface. . . . I am 
always more interested in what is missing from a picture than what is in frame.  I 
suppose this leads naturally to looking at where individuals draw their personal 
boundaries and why” (Blanchard np). Bec cannot conceive of herself as a separate 
and complete person until she acknowledges the break in her past that is caused by 
her sister’s schizophrenia. Because Emily is still very ill when Bec visits her in Beijing, 
she is drawn back into their childhood games and delusions, and this is what forces 
her to confront, and eventually resolve, the trauma as an adult.  
Despite the unsettling and alarming subject matter, the act of painting in the 
novel is linked to the creative feminine maternal. Bec and Emily’s mother was an 
excellent painter before she became unwell to the point of catatonia. Their 
grandmother, Oma, who takes care of the family, is a painting restorer. Themes of 
madness and creativity are conveyed in metaphors of restoration and forgery in the 
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novel. As she was writing Steeplechase, Kneen says that she found herself “seeing 
both Bec and Emily’s paintings really clearly in my head. They were kind of like Mark 
Ryden’s nightmare paintings but more painterly, like a cross between Ryden and 
Caravaggio with Emily borrowing her lighting style from Bill Hensen” (Blanchard np). 
Painting is a point of connection for the sisters as well as being a mode of 
performance for the acting out of the trauma that binds them. Bec secretly paints in 
Emily’s distinctive style as a way of maintaining her psychological link to her sister. 
Emily re-enacts the traumatic experience of their childhood in the art exhibition she 
invites Bec to attend in Beijing. Painting, for the sisters, is both therapeutic and a 
form of mediating their relationship. It helps them to understand their identities in 
relation to each other. 
This thesis examines the ways in which Franklin, Astley, Jolley, Jones, 
Thornell, and Kneen subvert literary and gender conventions, as an expression of 
revolutionary sentiment and a provocation of the dominant structure. It shows how 
the revolt against accepted gender norms and standards in the texts discussed in this 
thesis is reflected in their employment and transgression of generic, stylistic, and 
narrative conventions, and the representation of the woman artist. My Brilliant 
Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman 
in a Lampshade”, Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase engage with concepts 
relating to the woman artist as diverse as the national character; literary tradition and 
value; women, creativity, and creative production; and the representation of love and 
experience of self and other. The interiority of the woman artist is foregrounded in 
each text, alongside an interest in the characters’ feminine subjectivities. Just as the 
author plays with or abandons the formal features usually associated with the novel, 
the woman artist protagonists in these texts resist the framing devices that determine 
female subjectivity, desire, and aesthetics. My inquiry into the woman artist and 
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subjectivity shares Alison Bartlett’s interest in examining “the politics of how we read 
and write, and of how women might desire differently from men, away from 
patriarchal narrative patterns” (180). Chapter two, “Intellectual Games,” considers the 
texts discussed in this thesis as experimental in more detail, and in relation to 
Kristeva’s theory of the way in which poetic discourse can enact a revolution through 
transgressive practices. It elaborates the concept of revolt as literary play through a 
discussion of Kristeva’s work on Roland Barthes, and considers its relevance for an 
examination of the astonishing tricks performed by the women artists in these texts, 
and the astonishing tricks Franklin, Astley, Jolley, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen employ 
in representing her. 
Chapter three, “Genre Games,” examines Franklin’s textual interrogation of 
the romance genre in My Brilliant Career, showing how the ironic elements of the text 
and the unstable narration are playfully employed to disrupt literary conventions and 
express Sybylla’s artistic consciousness. Chapter four, “The Woman Artist, Irony, and 
Humour,” considers how Astley’s An Item from the Late News and Drylands critique 
modes of Australian history and cultural identity from the observational perspective of 
the woman artist and examines the relationship between Astley’s subject matter and 
her use of metaphysical language and themes. Chapter five, “Ambiguity and Desire,” 
considers the ambiguous roles occupied by the woman artist in Jolley’s fiction, and 
her parodic representation of them with reference to techniques of metafictional play. 
Chapter six, “The Woman Artist and Surrealism,” examines how Jones’s Black Mirror 
challenges concepts of art and aesthetics in relation to recorded history and suggests 
parallels between the preoccupations of Jones’s text and those of feminist 
poststructuralism. Chapter seven examines two recent approaches to the woman 
artist in Night Street and Steeplechase, showing how the figure of the woman artist, 
and the question of creativity, is complicated in these texts. 
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This thesis argues that these texts may be read as chronologically expressing 
a development in the feminist subjectivity of the woman artist in fiction, from 
Franklin’s subtle and ironic subversion of genre and use of language as expressions 
of a repressed feminist and artistic consciousness to Jones’s, Thornell’s, and 
Kneen’s explicit uses of feminist and poststructuralist theory. My Brilliant Career, An 
Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman in a 
Lampshade”, Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase are highly self-conscious 
literary texts, being what Barthes would call ‘writerly’ texts, and pose as a central 
concern the nature of writing and the woman artist. They demonstrate an awareness 
of the ways in which “writing, as genre, as a realm of representation, has both 
perpetrated particular gender identities and organised desire in certain ways” 
(Dalziell, “Australian” 144). It is with this knowledge that they set out to overturn the 
tropes and narrative conventions that provide the usual structures of fiction.  
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Chapter Two 
Intellectual Games: Literary Play As Feminist Revolt 
 
In this chapter, I examine some elements of Kristeva’s theory of revolt as literary play 
in which she discusses Barthes’s playful and subversive analysis of language and 
form, and consider these ideas in relation to My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late 
News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, 
Night Street, and Steeplechase. Each text has an experimental and beautiful—if 
sometimes mocking—imagination, but each also demonstrates a quality of 
playfulness which, I suggest, gives it a special animating force. Play, in Kristeva’s 
reading of Barthes, is a principle of energy and difference which unsettles 
arrangements, promotes change, and resists closure (Kristeva, Sense 3). The 
concept of play provides perspectives on language useful for an analysis of women’s 
experimental fiction, including metafictional texts. This is because play is always 
already interplay (interaction or reciprocity); it counters ideas of singularity, fixed 
positions, simple binarisms, privilege, and truth, displacing authority and emphasising 
the exchange and change which are innate in language. Play can thus be a form of 
revolt and can be employed for political purposes. For Kristeva, this occurs in 
literature in narrative repetitions, ambiguities, inversions, linguistic play, and games—
some of the astonishing tricks I examine in the texts discussed in this thesis—
suggesting that these indicate where the semiotic transgresses its boundaries and 
breaks through the order of the symbolic (Revolution 17). Revolt, therefore, is a way 
to discuss writing that may be termed experimental, and especially metafictional, in 
the sense that it transgresses and subverts the linguistic and social order by means of 
tricks, games, and play.  
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Metafiction is a term for experimental writing that is conscious of the act of 
writing itself. Patricia Waugh defines metafiction as a term given to experimental 
fictional writing that: 
self-consciously and systematically draws attention to its status as an 
artifact in order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction 
and reality. In providing a critique of their own methods of construction, 
such writings not only examine the fundamental structures of narrative 
fiction, they also explore the possible fictionality of the world outside the 
literary text. (Metafiction 2) 
In other words, authors of metafictional texts play with reality and convention by 
writing fiction that observes and interrogates its own processes, as these processes 
unfold. Metafictional texts thus demonstrate a theoretical and critical perspective that 
requires special kinds of responses from the reader, and results in new ways of 
thinking about fiction and reality. Theory can therefore be read in fiction, and fiction in 
theory, as fully textual, and can be played with. Further, play, as Anna Gibbs points 
out, is a serious business: “At once a fuzzy and precise activity, play is inherently 
experimental. It allows us to find a way in the world, or in words, rather than being 
simply subjected to them” (6). According to Waugh, literary play “re-evaluates the 
traditional procedures of communication and allows release from established patterns” 
(Metafiction 36). It may be argued that all fiction is inherently playful, “[i]nsofar as 
fiction is fiction, as it conceives and develops illusions, it does what other forms of play 
do: it creates another, unreal world through the imagination” (Detweiler 43-44). 
Metafictional texts, however, involve a very specific form of play, demonstrating a kind 
of artistic self-consciousness whereby the writer, already intensely aware of the 
illusory nature and potential of the novel and story, manipulates the components of 
narrative to show the reader their artificiality. The narrative voice is no longer 
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presented as authoritative, but rather as one of several variables in the text in which 
the reader must participate in order to create meaning. Metafictional works foreground 
the participatory aspect of reading so that the reader is aware of it. Metafiction allows 
the reader, in the process of reading, to participate in the dynamic of language and 
the production of meaning.  
Metafiction functions by preserving a balance between the familiar (the 
conventional or traditional) and the unfamiliar (the innovative). Metafiction offers both 
innovation and familiarity in its reworking and undermining of familiar conventions and 
is thus, according to Waugh, more effective than other extremely radical forms of 
writing, such as Surrealist writing, which seek to completely resist normal processes 
of reading, memory, and understanding and exist only at the moment of reading 
(Metafiction 12). Metafiction functions through the problematisation, rather than the 
destruction, of the concept of reality, relying on the regular construction and 
subversion of rules and systems. This effect has much in common with Kristeva’s 
formulation of écriture féminine, which also aims at a subordination or delegitimisation 
of patriarchal master-narratives, such as history, philosophy, and religion, privileging 
instead the eruption of new, extra- or anti-narrative fictional spaces dominated by 
multiplicity and difference. The key link here is that this subversion occurs from within 
these patriarchal structures, or master narratives. By subverting dominant forms, 
metafictional writers “not only assail the social structure, but also produce an alternate 
fictional space, a space in which the feminine, marginalised in traditional fiction and 
patriarchal culture, can be expressed. Thus, the rupturing of traditional forms 
becomes a political act” (Friedman and Fuchs, “Contexts” 4). In this way we might 
suggest that all metafiction is necessarily anti-patriarchal. 
What connects the very different writers in this thesis—and all writers who are 
thought to be metafictional—is the way in which, in the words of Waugh,  “they all 
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explore a theory of fiction through the practice of writing fiction” (Metafiction 2). My 
Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, 
“Woman in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase are all about 
the process of creating. They each foreground creativity as an issue, with a woman 
artist who is involved in the conflict at the centre of each text. Interestingly, these texts 
also represent creative development as a particular process of becoming conscious—
with the woman artist struggling towards creative and feminist self-expression in the 
context of an oppressive discourse or against an agent of restraint. These texts bring 
the critical and the creative together, modifying both to create something new. They 
explore the boundaries between theory, criticism, and literature. Each writer tarries 
with the question of literary, sexual, and cultural difference. Each has the capacity to 
surprise. Their subversive explosion of conventional boundaries of gender and 
sexuality undermines mainstream definitions and reveals the normative ways society 
creates and enforces these categories. For example, Jones’s references to 
Surrealism in Black Mirror are not a mobilization of its critical force, but instead a 
critique of it, and Victoria Morrell rejects, at least partially, the theories and images 
that reinforce the categorization of women as the weaker sex in Surrealism. Jolley’s 
employment of voyeurism critiques not only the creation and enforcement of sexual 
norms, but also the modes of perception and evaluation that make such norms 
possible. Kneen also does this in her critique of the ways in which taboos are 
exploited for titillation in the institutionalisation of art.  
Waugh articulates the relationship between perceived reality and fiction in 
metafictional novels by saying that they “tend to be constructed on the principle of a 
fundamental and sustained opposition: the construction of a fictional illusion (as in 
traditional realism) and the laying bare of that illusion. . . . The two processes are held 
together in a formal tension which breaks down the distinctions between ‘creation’ and 
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‘criticism’ and merges them into the concepts of ‘interpretation’ and ‘deconstruction’” 
(Metafiction 6). Such an aligning of the critical and creative implies both an 
identification with, and revolt against, authority in the sense that the artist must play 
both with and also against the rules of language. She transforms her medium and its 
logic by rejecting its rules at the same time as she incorporates them into her artistic 
vocabulary in order to create something new. Meaning thus emerges in the creative 
space opened in the processes of revolt.  
The idea of the tension between the conventional and the innovative producing 
new spaces is central to Kristeva’s formulation of écriture féminine, which aligns 
experimental writing with the repressed feminine libidinal system. Experimental 
writing, for Kristeva, negotiates between what is purely linguistic, the symbolic, and 
what is not strictly so, the semiotic, in that it encompasses pre- or trans-linguistic 
organisation and discharge of bodily drives through rhythms, tones, and alliteration 
anterior to signs and syntax. All representation for Kristeva, artistic and linguistic, is a 
constant negotiation between semiotic and symbolic elements, and the tension 
between them produces representation. Kristeva calls this negotiation “an 
undecidable process between sense and nonsense, between language and rhythm. . . 
between the symbolic and the semiotic” (“The Subject” 135). The semiotic element, as 
theorised by Kristeva, represents the release of bodily drives in rhythms, tones, 
colours, and movement. Anterior to language, the semiotic element is 
nonrepresentational and yet has meaning for the human psyche. It motivates 
representation even as it challenges the stability of signifying structures. The symbolic 
element of representation therefore provides the stability always threatened by its 
semiotic counterpart (McAfee 113-15). For Kristeva, the structures of form, grammar, 
and syntax provide the symbolic support for the process of representation in 
language. She posits formal and linguistic revolt in literature as a means of 
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transgressing the order imposed by the symbolic. Social and psychic processes, the 
pre- or extra-linguistic, and the dynamic and ‘wild’ language of literary texts are central 
to her epistemology. Kristeva suggests that we come closest to psychic revolt in the 
attempt to activate, articulate, and narrate the semiotic (The Sense 19). The feminine, 
for Kristeva, is beyond the bounds of ordinary representation, and is characterised by 
an indeterminacy and an excess that emerges in writing which displaces the 
traditional demands of signification and takes an oppositional stance (or revolt) 
against patriarchal ideology.  
Appearing at the beginning of the twentieth and the twenty-first centuries 
respectively, Franklin’s My Brilliant Career can be compared with Jones’s Black Mirror 
and Thornell’s Night Street. All three texts are oppositional. The major conflict in each 
text is a woman artist’s struggle against patriarchal institutions and conventions. The 
central characters fight for autonomy in or against clearly-defined institutions, for 
example, against marriage (Sybylla Melvyn) and in the male-dominated art worlds of 
which they wish to be part (Surrealism for Victoria Morrell and Australian Modernism 
for Clarice Beckett). The focus of each text also seems clearly-defined: Franklin seeks 
to subvert and critique the bush story and the romance genre, while Jones and 
Thornell reinscribe a historical feminist perspective in the accepted master-narratives 
of modernity. In Astley’s, Jolley’s, and Kneen’s work, however, the object of 
‘opposition’ is less clear. Astley’s and Jolley’s texts, An Item from the Late News, 
Drylands, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade,” were published 
in the 1980s, when there was much debate about both feminism and postmodernism 
in Australian literature. Although there are oppositional elements inscribed in the 
language and content—Astley’s acerbic treatment of Australian small-town culture is a 
good example—these texts do not take a firm position on the issues they represent 
and in some cases may even be read as ultimately endorsing what might be 
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considered a masculine view. Instead of revolting against a clear object of opposition, 
these texts turn inwards to their own medium of expression in order to negotiate the 
relationship between fictional forms and social reality. This is not necessarily to say 
that Astley’s and Jolley’s texts are less explicitly feminist than Franklin’s and Jones’s, 
but rather that Astley and Jolley use sophisticated mechanisms of revolt that do not 
always easily align themselves with a feminist perspective. Kneen’s novel is different 
again. The revolt in the text occurs against another woman, Bec’s sister, Emily. 
Although Bec’s psychological separation of herself from Emily is the central conflict of 
the text, the narrator takes an ambiguous position on whether this separation is a 
good or bad thing. Relationships between women, sisters especially, and their 
relationship to art, are foregrounded in the text and the revolt that occurs is not so 
much against Emily as against accepted notions of madness and the taboo in relation 
to creativity, desire, autonomy, and art.  
The concept of revolt in literature then, does not simply denote an explicit or 
narrow political focus, but may also be expressed in subversive, ambiguous, and 
ironic ways. Kristeva’s theory of revolt as literary play, which she develops in a 
reading of Barthes, focuses on the idea of revolt as displacement, diffusion, and 
dispersal, that is, a playful subversion of narrative that occurs in the structures of 
language. Kristeva displaces revolt into the realm of aesthetic experience, 
emphasising its “richness,” “polyvalence,” and “plasticity” when related to the intimate 
sphere of the psyche (Sense 3). Kristeva develops her theory of revolt by adapting 
Freud’s Totem and Taboo, in which he theorises two kinds of revolt: Oedipal revolt 
and the return of the archaic. Kristeva elaborates these two kinds of revolt, found in 
the analytic experience, into three figures of revolt, found in literature: revolt as the 
transgression of a prohibition; revolt as repetition, working-through and working-out 
(as in analysis); and revolt as displacement (linguistic play, combinations, and games) 
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(McAfee 114-17). She develops these themes of transgression, repetition, and 
displacement to analyse Jean-Paul Sartre, Louis Aragon, and Barthes, whose work, 
she says, represents a rebellious culture of revolt, “a revolt against identity: the 
identity of sex and meaning, of ideas and politics, of being and the other” (Kristeva, 
Sense 18). These three thinkers, according to Kristeva, raise the question of an 
alternative structuring of subjectivity, which rejects monotheistic thought and unified 
conceptions of self and other through the possibilities of language (18). Of these 
three, Kristeva sees Barthes’ work as coming closest to achieving the goal of “a 
jouissance of meaning, through meaning, through a revolt against what henceforth 
appears as a stage or monovalent structure of the mind that we could call 
“consciousness”” (188). I now consider how Kristeva’s reading of Barthes’s work, and 
the concept of revolt as literary play, is relevant for a discussion of women’s 
experimental fiction.  
Kristeva extends Barthes’s argument, first articulated in Writing Degree Zero 
and developed throughout his work, that the writer is caught up in a particular 
discursive order, the socially instituted forms of writing or set of signs that create the 
myths of literature which are naturalised in a particular culture. Rejecting conventional 
modes, Barthes searches instead for an unmarked language, which he calls writing 
degree zero, that transcends the established myths of literature. These myths, 
according to Barthes, are genres and conventions that dictate literature’s obligation to 
be socially committed in some way (Writing 7-12). In doing so, he revolts against what 
might be called the discourse of power, which is caught in the subject/ object 
relationship and the habits of rhetoric, and attempts instead to produce a strategic 
rewriting of cultural materials. For Barthes, cultural materials are items with 
contradictory societal value. The idea of re-working discourse in order to prevent it 
from reproducing a pre-given structure of the world is particularly apposite for 
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women’s experimental work. As Meaghan Morris argues, the question of rewriting 
discourses emerges from a political critique of the social positioning of women, a 
desire to transform discursive material that otherwise might leave women no place 
from which to speak, or nothing to say (Introduction 5). “I think,” says Morris: 
that producing a ‘position’ is a problem of rhetoric, of developing 
enunciative strategies . . . precisely in relation to the cultural and social 
conventions that make speaking difficult or impossible for women. To 
stress a relation to those conventions is to say that I think it is important 
to think of the ‘production of a speaking position’ as a matter of 
strategies of reference, rather than simply of ‘the subject’ or even 
‘subjectivity.’ (7) 
Barthes also stresses that narrative is structured by the particular encounter and 
interplay between shared cultural codes and social conventions, conceiving the ‘text’ 
as taking shape and meaning from a diverse and fluid system of signs rather than 
being an expression of ‘the subject’ or ‘subjectivity.’ For Barthes, the absent ‘I’ who 
produces the text is “already a plurality of other texts, of codes which are infinite” (S/Z 
10). The ‘author’ is a subject position in a text or discourse, rather than a 
psychological being or locus and origin for aesthetic and ethical values (Image 145), 
and the text itself is a performance: it “supersedes grammatical attitudes: it is the 
undifferentiated author” (Barthes, Pleasure 16).  
This indifference to the author, however, is problematic for feminism, especially 
in relation to the preoccupation of literary feminists with finding lost women authors 
and artists, and focusing on women’s literary and artistic production. Many feminist 
critics have argued that the identity of the author is relevant, and that the loss of a 
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female signature is a loss of power for women.1 Others, such as Butler and Morris 
(quoted above), have argued that to dispense with the woman author constitutes a 
move beyond authority through deconstruction of the notions of attribution, identity, 
and literary property. With the authors discussed in this thesis, an awareness of 
debates on authorship informs their work. In Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, for instance, 
Jolley combines a clever spoof of academic-speak on literary theory with sharp 
comment on women's difficulty in finding time to write and subjects to write about. In 
“Woman in a Lampshade,” she parodies the creative person as an inexplicable genius 
and the Romantic notion that authorship is inspiration and the domain of a chosen 
few. Jones’s Black Mirror and Kneen’s Steeplechase deal with the problem of 
imposing a narrative structure on personal history, which relies on subjective memory. 
Both texts pose a challenge to the materiality of the author as a coherent subject in 
control of her story, rejecting the notion of a coherent authorial self, but still insisting 
on a gendered identity as ‘woman.’ My Brilliant Career and Drylands narrate the 
struggles of the woman writer in rural Australian with ironic self-reflexivity.   
Each of the texts discussed in this thesis suggest that the woman author’s 
relation to authority is structurally different from the male’s, and that the controlling 
authorial position has rarely been that of the woman author. Such a preoccupation 
with authorship belongs to a metafictional strand in contemporary fiction in which 
there can be playfulness and knowingness as the author speaks to other authors and 
to a knowledgeable readership about the tricks and vicissitudes of the trade, but there 
                                               
1 See, for example, Peggy Kamuf’s article, “Replacing Feminist Criticism,” as well as her book, 
Signature Pieces: On the Institution of Authorship. See also Kamuf and Nancy Miller’s essays in 
Marianne Hirsch and Evelyn Fox Keller’s edited anthology, Conflicts in Feminism, and Toril Moi’s What 
Is a Woman? And Other Essays (54). 
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is also a serious engagement with the nature of writing and the role of the author as 
artist.  
These texts are also metafictional in the sense that they self-consciously play 
with language. Language, in Kristeva’s reading of Barthes, overflows with meaning: 
“analyses itself, presents itself, saturates itself, and exhausts itself” through word-play, 
unusual combinative systems, and linguistic games (Kristeva, Sense 202). This 
means that at the same time that writing communicates an idea, it also playfully calls 
into question its own economy, its own positioning as a discourse. Language 
becomes a meta-language: “the frontier of the subjective and the objective, of the 
symbolic and the real; it becomes the material limit on which the dialectical 
constitution of the one and the other occurs” (212). A meta-language, as Waugh 
defines it, functions as a signifier of another language, and this language thus 
becomes its signified. In fiction, this ‘other’ language “may be either the registers of 
everyday discourse or, more usually, the language of the literary system itself, 
including the conventions of the novel as a whole or particular forms of that genre” 
(Metafiction 4). Such writing enacts contestation and performs revolt by 
acknowledging language as an independent, self-contained system that generates its 
own meanings.  
Astley’s work is marked by what I see as Kristeva’s semiotic. It is “articulated 
by flow and marks. . . . energy transfers, the cutting up of the corporeal and social 
continuum as well as that of signifying material” (Revolution 40), expressed through 
what Goldsworthy calls her “pyrotechnic (“Magnetic” 69) writing style and “staggering 
talent for the figurative” (70). An Item from the Late News and Drylands both show 
such articulation by presenting impressionistic renderings of isolated objects or 
events. Astley summons, for instance, the unsophisticated nature of an Allbut 
Christmas in An Item from the Late News by describing “the beer-gut belching and the 
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rattle of schooner glasses that always discover the Christmas crib and soothe the 
infant with whack yoicks” (Item 1), constructing a linguistic collage that creates a 
charged impression, a collection of colour and texture. This has the effect of 
compelling the reader to experience the raw image evoked by her verbal composition 
rather than, or before, constructing a linear narrative for it. In this way, Astley sets up 
“a mesh of ironies, stretched between author, characters and reader” (Goldsworthy, 
“Magnetic” 65) that questions the status of language and representation in relation to 
culture.  
Jones also employs startling metaphors in her work. Black Mirror has, in Naomi 
Oreb’s words, “an overarching stylistic interest in associative images and 
transformative spaces” (113). Jones ascribes an almost corporeal reality to words. 
Words, in her view, are not only the signifying stand-in for things, but are themselves 
beings in their own right. Her realm is poetic writing, écriture, which uses words not as 
a means of designating or naming things, but instead allows them to move, to play 
freely, and to unveil their own creativity. Language, images and experience are 
intertwined. Victoria recalls that one of the first elements of French she learns as a 
child is that giraffe is a feminine noun and bear a masculine one. “Like many children I 
misunderstood,” says Victoria, “and thought that the world was invisibly sexed” (48). 
Here, words allow the writer a special, almost eroticized access to the world and 
reading is also figured as an erotic act. Jones presents it as a dialogue between the 
reader and the writer in the medium of the text—reading and writing are thus brought 
into the same space. Writing is also reading, and reading writing. New spaces emerge 
in the interstices, the in-between that is already opened up at the source of writing. 
The otherness of language that we see in Astley’s and Jones’s work, its ability 
to destabilize the boundaries between reader and writer and author and text, 
foregrounds the ambiguous and slippery subject of writing. These texts enact a revolt 
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that does not consist in directly contradicting paternal authority through a radical break 
with language and form, but rather in illuminating where it is artificial, faltering or 
lacking, thus subverting it from within. Rather than a transgressive revolt against the 
established order, these texts engage in a form of play that, in Kristeva’s words, 
“desubjectifies its subject” (Sense 194), by revealing the instability of meaning and 
sense, the power vacuum in language. These texts create a ‘play’ of language and 
meaning, and also ‘play’ with the reader’s expectations in order to contest the notion 
that language passively reflects a coherent, meaningful, and objective world.  Their 
aim is to rend the surface of language and to reshape it into forms more appropriate to 
the historical lives of women and to an aesthetic of a self-apprehended female body. 
This is important and strategic because, as stated above, language itself, and much of 
canonical literature, encode hierarchies of value that subordinate women. Therefore 
Astley and Jones incorporate into their work a strategically critical or oppositional 
posture through unusual or surprising uses of language and metaphor. 
For Barthes and Kristeva, the act of reading (and writing) fiction involves a 
transaction between a reader and text both in the immediate situation and the broader 
social and cultural contexts of reading. An exploration of this transaction, I argue, 
takes place in each of the texts discussed in this thesis because each text rethinks the 
roles of the author and the reader. “The locus of the emergence of writing no longer 
lies within a sovereign, unified subject, but rather emerges where such a subject is 
radically split, where its different facets meet, often violently, and enter into conflict” 
(Bachner 160). By reflecting on their own experiences as not just writers but 
specifically women writers, or rather by fictionalising, by performing these 
experiences, the authors discussed in this thesis open up new spaces between 
writers, readers, the world, words, and writing. As such, they are neither homogenous 
nor stable, but rather performative and volatile. 
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My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase 
enact contestation through forms of play, “displacement, combinative systems, 
games” (Kristeva, Sense 40), which produce a subtle revolt in the Barthesian sense of 
the endless slipping and sliding of meaning that undermines transparent 
communication. By paying attention to literature that seeks to undo and displace, even 
if these disruptions are subtle, we address Kristeva’s question of asking what sense 
can be given to that which imposes itself as obvious and visible, and substitutes itself 
for thought (189). The idea of textual play as a means of escaping patriarchal 
regulation and control of the pleasure principle from within the dominant structure has 
significance for women’s experimental fiction because it emphasies the ways in which 
women writers must engage with, and contradict, traditional narrative patterning in 
order to (re)construct texts capable of articulating their oppositional positioning, both 
inside, and described by, patriarchal ideology (as the idealist construct, Woman), and 
also outside that discourse, experiential witnesses to its contradictions, its 
mystifications (as women) (Lauretis, Alice 26). Such a positioning opens up a 
transformative space, in which “a fact is narrated no longer with a view to acting 
directly on reality but intransitively” (Barthes, Image 142). Women’s experimental 
writing is thus understood as a dynamic and creative process, “all the while implying 
an idea of rupture (of opposition and analogy) as a modality of transformation” 
(Kristeva, “Word” 89), which does not reproduce the structures of a determinate, rule-
bound subject in its language but rather negotiates these structures in order to create 
something new. Play is thus part of the postmodern and feminist subversion of the 
bondage of thought to regulative ideas such as unity, truth, and reality.  
With their innovative use of form and language, employment of parody and 
irony, and composite and multilayered narratives, the texts discussed in this thesis 
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maintain an ironic distance not just from the symbolic, but from their own status as 
aesthetic practice, and, as a result, dislocate normative conventions and perceptions 
and provide alternative discourses. Ideas and forms are woven together in these texts 
with playful double meanings and subtle allusions. They employ exuberant games, 
tricks, loops, and paradoxes in order to revolt against, and exceed, the power 
structures of which they are a product. Each text demonstrates a celebration of the 
power of the creative imagination alongside an awareness of the validity of its 
representations, a self-consciousness about language, literary form, and the act of 
writing fictions, and an insecurity about the relationship of fiction to reality, all of which 
is mediated by the figure of the woman artist. They also develop self-referential writing 
styles. Franklin’s style, for example, is deceptively naive, whereas Astley and Jolley 
have a playful, parodic, and sometimes ironic writing style. While Franklin, Astley, and 
Jolley’s texts all show apparently undirected and spontaneously playful techniques in 
order to comment on fictional modes, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen demonstrate a 
more structurally austere, less parodic, and violent form of writing. Black Mirror 
attempts to create alternative linguistic structures and fictions, for example, in 
Surrealist visual codes, historical figures and references, and the blending of genres, 
all of which encourage the reader to draw on her knowledge of literary and artistic 
conventions and critical theory in order to make meanings in the text. Night Street 
takes a similar approach, although in a less explicit way, referring to historical figures 
from the Modernist movement in Australia as well as particular places and events. In 
Steeplechase, Kneen’s shocking subject matter, which is conveyed in ambiguous 
metaphors and unembellished prose, creates a tight fictional world and a sense of 
anxiety and suppression. 
My Brilliant Career makes use of mimicry as strategic simulation and 
dissimulation, to do something differently, to undo from within. In subverting the 
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romance plot, Franklin not only rescues Sybylla from the inevitable structures of 
conventional fiction, she also helps carve out a fictional space where the feminine can 
be expressed. The novel has an argumentative structure. It engages in debates 
relating to the woman artist and her role in the Australian bush myth, and in relation to 
women’s roles more generally. The text combines dramatic events, reverie, and 
contemplation of the romance, but the genre is undercut significantly throughout the 
text. For example, Sybylla’s dramatic and colloquial mode of utterance paradoxically 
both invites and inhibits psychological analysis, and tropes and images, such as 
landscapes, whips, and books, are highly symbolic and advance the narrative rather 
than being ornamental. Ostentatiously literary language and conventions are also 
exhibited, set against the fragments of various cultural codes so that, as Waugh writes 
about metafiction, “the formal structures of these literary conventions provide a 
statement about the dissociation between, on the one hand, the genuinely felt sense 
of crisis, alienation and oppression in contemporary society and, on the other, the 
continuance of traditional literary forms . . . which are no longer adequate vehicles for 
the mediation of this experience” (Metafiction 11). My Brilliant Career can thus be 
examined as a set of rhetorical and generic strategies which rewrite two discourses, 
the romance genre and the Australian bush myth. The ironic elements of the text and 
the unstable narration are playfully employed to disrupt literary conventions and 
express Sybylla’s repressed feminist and artistic consciousness. 
Astley’s An Item from the Late News and Drylands critique modes of Australian 
history and cultural identity from the observational perspective of the women artist 
narrators in these texts. There is a relationship between Astley’s literary tropes and 
her use of metaphysical language and themes. Harry Heseltine suggests that Astley’s 
work sets up a literary cartography of real and imaginary worlds as metaphors for her 
creativity. “In An Item from the Late News,” he says, “the metaphor of exploration 
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through time and space is so extended that the entire action is seen as a set of moves 
on a board game” (“A Space” 14). This metaphor of ‘play’ is extended throughout the 
novel as An Item from the Late News foregrounds, and then subverts, its own 
illusionism. The game metaphor means that the borderline between fiction and reality 
(between what is art and what is not) is compromised.  
The illusionistic devices of Astley’s writing—metaphors, imagery, disrupted 
narrative sequence, time jumps, flashbacks, alliteration, and metonymy to create a 
whole fictional world of space and form, light and shade—are a source of deep 
imaginary and intellectual enjoyment for the reader. They are also designed to define 
a world that is fragmented and distorted. The rhythmical cadences and poetic effects 
of Astley’s language, and her diction and elliptical manner of expression, contribute to 
the carefully controlled overall effect of abstraction and nothingness. Words and 
images are used not for their visual realism, but to convey directly by their intensity 
and interrelation the mood or an aspect of the meaning of something. The landscape 
in An Item from the Late News, for example, is “skinned to the bone” (3). Tissues of 
meaning created by textual interplay and surface design give the unconscious or 
ineffable a central role in the making of both visual and textual meaning. Astley’s 
language has movement and verve; she depicts “the bounce of December heat” (10), 
and Wafer “moves in his bone cage like a torch of shuttered light that startles the 
yokels” (9). The text is like a puzzle; it gives the reader pleasure to work out that 
Astley is showing how Wafer walks with a particular quality, and the lyricism of her 
alliteration—“shuttered,” “light,” “startles,” “yokels”—elaborates a new perspective on 
the ways in which words define and confine our perceptions. Astley’s writing thus 
illustrates how, in the words of Friedman and Fuchs, by attending to “atmosphere, 
mood, texture, colour, rhythm, intonation, and musicality” contemporary women 
experimentalists “penetrate the world of solid objects and render them magical. 
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Boundaries give way, surfaces become porous, and the world is charged with an 
otherness” (“Contexts” 32).  
Jolley’s Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” show a 
range of parodic effects, both stylistic and structural, reflecting a radical 
disengagement from patriarchal modes by satirizing traditional structures. Jolley’s 
stories are examples of writing that is “contestation, breakage, theft, irony,” in the 
Kristevan sense that these elements act on the unity of language and on the agent of 
this unity: exposing representation as both “contingent and superficial” (Kristeva, 
Sense 212). Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” work as 
commentaries on the practice of writing fiction, depicting a novelist writing a story 
which is itself a commentary on the practice of writing fiction. In this way, they can be 
seen to demonstrate Barthes’s view of the way in which a meta-language can become 
a language-object of a new meta-language (Elements 92-93). Throughout much of her 
work, Jolley uses humour to reflect on the linguistic and social construction of 
meaning, and to call readers into active play with the text. Miss Peabody’s Inheritance 
and “Woman in a Lampshade” contain unexpected, even striking or shocking 
analogies, offering elaborate parallels between apparently dissimilar things. Jolley’s 
analogies are drawn from widely varying fields of knowledge, including science, 
mechanics, housekeeping, philosophy, literary theory, mythology, and astronomy, 
these ‘conceits’ revealing a play of intellect that results in puns, paradoxes, and 
humorous comparisons.  
Jones’s Black Mirror incorporates elements of feminist and poststructuralist 
theory, both structurally and thematically, in order to undermine patriarchal narrative 
patterning and reject surface representations or realities. The novel does this primarily 
by intervening in history, rearranging it and situating women within its spaces. Tracing 
the biographer Anna’s efforts to reconcile the Surrealist artist Victoria Morrell’s highly 
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subjective memory with the temporality and spatiality of the historical record, Black 
Mirror reveals the fallibility of memory and the ordering possibilities of art, while at the 
same time making room for the exploration of memory. Fragments, shards, images, 
and discourses have free play, making meaning through resonance rather than 
metaphor or metonym. Black Mirror’s dependence on the erratic structures of 
memory, and the conscious and unconscious processes that shape it, suggests that 
women’s writing must uncover images that derive from levels of perception beyond 
conscious thought and memory. The writing based on these images blurs the line 
between fiction and autobiography, fiction and theory, fantasy and reality, calling into 
question the absolutes of history, and suggesting that history, as it is codified, is 
merely another form of narrative. Another important element in Black Mirror is Jones’s 
feminist appropriation of the visual vocabulary of Surrealist discourse which, for her, 
relies on violent representations of the female body, assaulted, fragmented, rewritten 
as subject and verb, interior and exterior, as the ultimate Surrealist signifier. Jones 
interrogates this relationship in poetic language, Kristeva’s semiotic, which exposes 
the absence of the desiring female body in the Surrealist assimilation of aesthetic and 
erotic pleasure. Jones attempts to replace the mythical feminine Other represented in 
the work of male Surrealists with an apprehension of Surrealism-as-text, “a kind of 
syntax arranging itself, a new intelligibility” (Jones, Black 69), that exceeds the limited 
and limiting symbolic function of discourse to become the promise of change.  
The women artists in Thornell’s Night Street and Kneen’s Steeplechase find 
themselves caught between the desire to produce their work and an ambivalence 
towards the systems within which they create. Night Street is playful in its use of form. 
Steeplechase plays a game with the reader that mimics the psychological processes 
of trauma and memory as it is represented in fiction. The narrative circles around the 
traumatic event; we are not aware of what happens until the denouement at the end of 
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the novel which is also a re-enactment of the traumatic event. In Steeplechase, play 
and performance are figured as ways of working out and working through and 
eventually lead to subjective transformation. 
Subjective transformation has often been central in feminist agendas for 
political change. By examining women’s cultural production and aesthetic practice, we 
can trace different transformations—challenges, preoccupations, influences, 
limitations, and advancements—across time. Considered chronologically throughout 
the twentieth century, the texts discussed in this thesis demonstrate a gradual 
transformation of feminist and artistic subjectivity, from the repressed feminist 
consciousness of Sybylla Melvyn, to Astley’s and Jolley’s use of postmodern aesthetic 
strategies of disruption in order to re-imagine the world, to the explicitly politically-
motivated and self-conscious incorporation of feminist and poststructuralist theory in 
Gail Jones’s work, to the subtle incorporation of feminist art history in Thornell. It is 
significant that each of these texts precedes the others; that is, they would not have 
been able to have been written in a different order. In this way, they trace a linearity of 
feminist work. This movement also reflects broader shifts in literary and cultural theory 
towards an acknowledgement of the primary reality as the linguistic context of the 
literary text, as indicated by the movements from realism through modernist forms to 
contemporary experimental works. I refer to the work of Barthes and Kristeva in my 
readings of the texts discussed in this thesis because each insists on the truth or 
authenticity of aesthetic experience, a truth of aesthetic experience which marks the 
limits of revolt and of play.  
Kristeva’s theory of revolt as literary play emphasises the possibilities in 
women’s experimental narrative for variable discourse that works against prior 
determinations of form, identity, value, and meaning. I focus attention on the ways in 
which these texts by Franklin, Astley, Jolley, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen produce their 
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own subversions, showing how the woman in the text becomes an effect of the textual 
practice of breaking patriarchal fictional forms so that “the radical forms—nonlinear, 
non-hierarchical, and decentring—offer, in themselves, a way of writing the feminine 
(Friedman and Fuchs, “Contexts” 3). All six authors understand the connection 
between experimental writing and the investigation of women’s place in language and 
in the writing process. They articulate the specific feminist conflict between aspiring to 
and subverting the hegemonic order. In their work, the heightened attention to 
language, power, and the linguistic production of signs is an important way of 
assessing and challenging both the social and political positions women occupy and 
the realities of women’s daily lives. In this way, their experimentalism can be seen as 
an enunciation of the feminine or feminist presence in writing and culture. 
For the woman artist, to observe and create is to be involved in activity, 
discourse, and change, to be involved in what Derrida calls “the joyous affirmation of 
the play of the world” (292). Play offers activity against forms of essentialism and 
authoritarianism, and affirms freedom and possibility against restriction, resignation 
and closure. My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss 
Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, Night Street, and 
Steeplechase—read as experimental, as metafictional, as revolt—decentre and 
problematise notions of identity by moving boundaries. Although they still ‘frame’ the 
woman artist, they do so in unpredictable and surprising ways. Their intention is to 
undermine and disturb authority and to challenge totalising systems. They develop 
revolutionary ways of thinking in order to keep systems open-ended, heterogeneous 
and dynamic, thus clearing the way for alternative playful interpretations and 
alternative ways of seeing.  
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Chapter Three 
 
Genre Games: Feminist and Artistic Subversion in Miles Franklin’s  
My Brilliant Career 
 
How does an early-twentieth century female author revolt against the genre of 
romance? How does she avoid the use of cliché? Romance and love in My Brilliant 
Career are simultaneously inexpressible and constantly seeking expression. This 
chapter argues that Miles Franklin conducts a textual interrogation of the romance 
genre. The ironic elements of the text and the unstable narration are consciously 
employed to disrupt literary conventions and expectations, and to enact what I argue 
is an aesthetic and symbolic revolt. Although Sybylla struggles to articulate her 
developing feminist and artistic consciousness in a consistent or coherent manner 
throughout the novel, she still radically refuses convention through a performative 
appropriation of gendered tropes. This chapter discusses Sybylla’s performative 
identity and the way in which her play with the tropes of masculinity and femininity is 
a technique by which critique is established.  
Miles Franklin’s first novel, My Brilliant Career, is a Bildungsroman in which 
the female narrator and central character, Sybylla Melvyn, who lives in rural New 
South Wales, expresses her aspirations to become a writer. Published in Edinburgh 
in 1901, the book was immediately acclaimed by Australian reviewers. Later, it was 
also embraced by second wave Australian feminists as a novel that made a major 
new contribution to sexual politics. In a 2002 article, Susan Magarey discusses the 
response of prominent Australian and international suffragists, such as Vida 
Goldstein, who called the book “the expression of a passionate protest and revolt of a 
gifted, untutored girl against the deadening slavery” of the lives of wives of small 
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farmers (Magarey 396). Magarey points out that the book was considered rebellious 
from the moment of its publication, suggesting that a developing feminist 
consciousness of the late nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, with all its 
contradictions, confusions, anger and stridency, emerges in the novel. According to 
Magarey, Franklin “locates her bewilderment and rebelliousness at precisely the time 
when so many other women felt rebellious as well, and this played a major part in the 
shape of My Brilliant Career” (395). In her study of early Australian women artists, 
Janine Burke points out that, from the 1880s onwards, the growing acceptance of 
“left-wing and liberal attitudes” and awareness of feminist issues both enabled 
creative production and emerged in the work of women artists (Burke 37). Feminist 
awareness can certainly be found in My Brilliant Career; however, it is employed in a 
truncated, undeveloped, and inconsistent form. 
My Brilliant Career has been called an adolescent novel in the sense that it 
charts Sybylla’s development, and also because Franklin was young when she wrote 
it (Gardner 27; Martin 61). Some criticism has focused on the conditions of 
production of her work, drawing parallels with Franklin’s own life. Franklin was only in 
her mid-teens when she wrote the novel, and she attracted criticism for her perceived 
naiveté and inexperience (Hadgraft 164; Green 638; Bird 175). However, it must be 
pointed out that Franklin can, in some ways, be seen as encouraging this association 
between herself and Sybylla, and her novel with inexperience. In her article,“Novels 
of the Bush,” published in the Australian Mercury in 1935, Franklin discusses the 
popularity of the novel as a literary form. “Even I,” she writes, “in my seething 
adolescence, seized some foolscap and tried to plough new ground in a novel” (120-
21). Elsewhere she has said that Sybylla’s story “was conceived and tossed off on 
impulse in a matter of weeks, spontaneously out of inexperience and consuming 
longing and discontents and half humorously. . . . to show how impossible the 
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Australian scene was for novel-making” (Laughter 119). Franklin’s stance here is 
highly performative, in the same way that Sybylla’s narration is in the novel. Her 
references to “seething adolescence,” “impulse,” and the novel being “tossed off in a 
matter of weeks” (119-21) suggest the vexed interplay of mischief, exhilaration, 
discomfort, and despair mobilised in Sybylla’s utterances throughout My Brilliant 
Career.  
It is clear that Franklin was aware of the way in which her identity as a woman 
writer influenced the critical reception of the novel and, as Julieanne Lamond points 
out, “made judgements about its literary merit and nationalism awkward in Australia; 
as it was at the turn of the twentieth century” (32-33). Both Franklin’s youth and 
gender influenced the critical reception of her novel. In the Australian literary histories 
published throughout the 1960s (for example, Henry Green in 1961, Grahame 
Johnson in 1962, and Clement Semmler in 1966), Franklin’s youth has been cited as 
a reason for the text’s apparent contradictions and uncertainties, and some later 
criticism in the 1980s reinforces the notion of the text as lacking a coherent structure, 
and depicting a confused and unstable consciousness. Frances McInherny considers 
that the novel “reflects a deeply damaged psyche, a self-hatred and total lack of self-
confidence which is frightening in its implications” (284). Susan Gardner argues that 
Franklin’s feminism and her writing were incorporated into Australian pioneering 
ideology (25), asserting that the unresolved “colonial-nationalist/ feminist conflict in 
her affiliations and loyalties” make My Brilliant Career, “like so many other novels of 
female adolescence, an abortive secular quest, a spirited but bitter colonial rendering 
of a common female experience” (41). Despite Franklin’s youth, however, My Brilliant 
Career is not a clumsy text and demonstrates a deep degree of innovation and 
sophistication in its use of multiple narrative levels and meanings.  
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Gardner does recognise that the book is much more complex than her 
previous comment might suggest: “It’s no surprise,” states Gardner, “that a book with 
My Brilliant Career’s structure and mode, seeming to claim a direct and 
uncomplicated link between implied author and readers, was mistaken for 
autobiography, especially by inexperienced readers who would not have recognised 
this as a device” (39). Gardner addresses what is, in my view, one of the most 
important features of the text: the way in which Franklin employs multiple genres for 
ironic purpose, including autobiography, romance, and realism so that the story’s 
narrative incongruities strengthen its advocacy of feminist themes. I agree with 
Gardner’s conclusion that My Brilliant Career is not a “chaotic” (39) text, but think that 
we are only beginning to learn how to read it: 
If some readers conflated narrator, protagonist, and author, other 
strategies (intrusive authorial advice, static reflections almost arbitrarily 
embedded within another narrative where the precisely dated chapters 
imply that sequence should be equated with ongoing significance) 
create the effect of a confession and commonplace book hastily or 
carelessly amalgamated. In addition to the changes in rapport with 
implied readers—directly addressed from specific (if part-fictional) place 
and time at first, but generalized to a eulogized Australian audience at 
the end—tonal “noise” continually jams a narrative that halts and jerks 
forward like an unruly horse: irony, agony, fury. (Gardner 39-40) 
Gardner indicates the way in which the text’s narrative incongruities trick the reader 
because Franklin makes a game of the relation between fiction and autobiography. 
The narrative is in diary form. The story is put in the hands of a narrator who admits 
to being unreliable and who directly addresses the reader. “As I write my eyes grow 
misty,” says Sybylla, “so that I cannot see the paper” (183). Nostalgia is a central 
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theme of the text, as Sybylla reflects on the activities of her youthful and ambitious 
younger self. Susan Martin also identifies an element of reflexivity in Franklin’s work, 
suggesting that what Henry Lawson, in his preface to the novel, refers to as the 
“girlishly emotional” parts of My Brilliant Career, may in fact reveal Franklin’s attempt 
to “parody, excavate, or avoid the unavoidable popular and prolific women writers of 
nineteenth-century Australia” (102). Brian Kiernan points out that many of the 
successful writers of colonial romances for the English market were women, among 
the most prominent Rosa Praed and Ada Cambridge, and suggests that Franklin was 
reacting against these (412). Certainly Sybylla’s introduction to the novel, which 
includes a warning that the novel is “‘not a romance,’ nor ‘a novel,’ but ‘a real yarn’” 
(1), provides an indication of its challenge to the romance genre. Although Sybylla’s 
insistence on the text as ‘a real yarn’ would indicate an emphasis on the realist mode, 
the text is also highly critical of nationalist-realist constructions of Australian bush life. 
Sybylla’s volubility and narcissism in the novel, which I discuss in more detail 
below, place her in a difficult relationship to the reader and raise critical questions 
about the elusive narrative gap between what a character says and what the text 
intends us to hear. Her introduction alerts the reader to expect possible exaggeration, 
possibly even deliberate deception. “You can dive into this story head first as it were,” 
she instructs:  
Do not fear encountering such trash as descriptions of beautiful sunsets 
and whisperings of wind. We (999 out of every 1000) can see nought in 
sunsets save as signs and tokens whether we may expect the rain on 
the morrow or the contrary, so we will leave such vain and foolish 
imagining to those poets and painters—poor fools! Let us rejoice that 
we are not of their temperament. (2) 
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This parody of bush writing, with its emphasis on life on the land, signals both a brief 
moment of play with language, and the beginnings of an entwining of the romance 
and realist genres that extends through the whole work. Ian Henderson asserts that 
through “a complex weaving of realist and romance structures, [Franklin’s] narrative 
offers a model of identity based not on a single gender/ genre, but on a process of 
performing gendered genre roles in a manner that never quite matches the ruling 
prescription” (165). Dalziell agrees that “the intersection of romance and realist 
genres shapes Sybylla’s subjectification, that is, the making of a subjectivity which is 
subjected to the competing discourses that produce it” (“Australian”139). Sybylla 
volunteers class and gender as reasons for her unreliable narration, claiming 
inexperience as a narrative position: “I am only an unnecessary, little, bush 
commoner, I am only a—woman!” (258). In this way, Franklin sets up a structural 
irony by emphasising the gap between Sybylla’s narrative position as a character in a 
love story and her narration, which maintains an ironic distance and critical 
detachment from the story. 
Sybylla’s identity is deliberately and highly performative. This is partly what 
allows her to escape from the binary determinations of heterosexual behaviour to 
examine conventions of romance and femininity. Ian Henderson suggests that a 
resonance between Judith Butler’s theory of gender performance and Sybylla’s 
narrative allows a problematisation of the concept that “maleness and femaleness 
are discrete terms, with discrete modes of expression appropriate to each” (166). 
Following on from Henderson, I suggest that Butler’s work on performativity, and in 
particular its relationship with constraint, may be productively discussed in relation to 
Sybylla. “Performativity,” says Butler, “is neither free play nor theatrical self-
representation; nor can it be simply equated with performance. . . . Moreover, 
constraint is not necessarily that which sets a limit to performativity; constraint is, 
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rather, that which impels and sustains performativity” (Bodies 95). This is an 
important point. Sybylla’s performative identity is compelled by what she perceives as 
constraint (patriarchal notions of femininity, particularly ‘goodness’ and fairness) but it 
also allows her to escape these.  
In a 1993 article, Glen Thomas argues that readings which tend to judge the 
novel as an externalisation of Franklin’s consciousness elide the vitality, playfulness, 
and irony of Franklin’s text. Thomas suggests that instead her work should be read 
with reference to its contradictions and disjunctions. Such a reading, according to 
Thomas, seeks to displace both writer and narrator as the locus of textual meanings 
and no longer privileges the search for an authorial consciousness or coherence (81). 
A number of critics have elaborated on this idea, and Franklin’s innovative use of 
generic conventions to subvert gender conventions has been widely discussed. 
Henderson argues that the mixture of the romance and realist genres in the novel 
elaborates “a genre war fought on gender lines,” and participates in the cultural 
debate about the “feminisation of romance as counterpart to an explicit assertion of 
realism as the artistically-superior and ‘male,’ literary mode” (166). Magarey sees a 
confusion of genres in the novel, pointing out the way in which the conventions of the 
Bildungsroman conflict with the romance genre. “A feature of My Brilliant Career that 
marks it out as exceptional, even among the New Woman and Australian Girl novels 
of the period, is its combination of genres. It is a romance, the story of Sybylla 
Melvyn’s growing attachment to Harry Beecham, and the trials of that relationship. It 
is also, simultaneously, a Bildungsroman, a narrative of Sybylla’s self-discovery and 
self-realisation, her recognition of her commitment to her ‘career’, however nebulous 
or hopeless. The conventions of the second genre conflict with the first, subverting 
the romance, leaving poor Harry bewildered, disappointed” (395).  What has not been 
discussed in detail, however, is the way in which the contradictory, chaotic, transitory 
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and unpolished aspects of the text, and its apparently narcissistic and perverse 
characteristics, are employed ironically to elaborate Sybylla’s developing artistic 
consciousness.  
Linda Hutcheon emphasises that irony is a social act involving the ironist and 
the audience, intention, and interpretation. According to Hutcheon, irony "happens" 
by inferring meaning with an intended attitude towards the said and the unsaid, 
involving both information and evaluation critical of what is explicitly stated (Irony’s 
143). Hutcheon emphasises irony’s dynamic nature, or the process of undermining a 
single meaning, and states that inconsistency is a critical element of irony (143-44). 
She also points to the link between irony and humour, stating that “both involve 
complex power relations and both depend upon social and situational context for 
their very coming into being” (26). Hutcheon further states that it is “irony’s edge” that 
gives certain forms of humour its status as a “survival skill,” a tool for acknowledging 
complexity, and a means of exposing or subverting oppressive hegemonic ideologies 
(26). Franklin’s uses of irony are more or less comic, although some are closer to 
satire, and some cross over into parody. My Brilliant Career is inconsistent: Sybylla’s 
unstable narration is infused with both the ideals and failings of love, romance, and 
marriage. My Brilliant Career employs irony as a highly subversive and transgressive 
strategy to undermine the transparency of literal meanings.  In this sense, Franklin’s 
use of irony is hardly surprising, for a young woman living in rural Australia in the 
late-nineteenth century wishing to write about subjects such as the woman artist and 
feminist subjectivity, subversion may be necessary and unavoidable. Irony, 
understood as having some kind of critical function, is a useful strategy for Sybylla in 
the revolt against patriarchal attitudes that seems to be a necessary element in 
allowing her to define her artistic identity. 
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Sybylla takes an ironic and performative position to satirise male social 
authority and its various ruses. At Caddagat, she is indulged by her uncle and others 
as an actress or performer, and this gives her special status in the sense that it lets 
her get away with behaviour that the female members of the household, her 
Grandmother and Aunt Helen, consider unfeminine, setting her apart from other 
women in the text and outside convention. When she is first introduced to her Uncle 
Julius and Everard Gray, Sybylla entertains them by singing and performing an 
impromptu skit in which she pretends to be a poor Irish woman seeking work for her 
son. At other points throughout the novel Sybylla also reverts to performance, 
playfully assuming different accents and personas for her own and others’ 
amusement (108, 247). She is also performing when she first meets Harold 
Beecham. Dressed in men’s boots and a shabby dress and picking lemons from a 
tree in the garden, Sybylla is mistaken by Harold for a domestic servant. He removes 
her from the ladder on which she is standing by putting his hands around her waist 
and lifting her off, and threatens to kiss her. He then orders her to stand out in the 
yard and cracks his whip around her head and arms. When the two are formally 
introduced shortly afterwards and a horrified Harold realises his mistake, Sybylla 
delights in the psychological advantage brought about by her cunning masquerade 
as a disempowered female servant. “He was a great big man—rich and important. I 
was a chit—an insignificant nonentity—yet despite his sex, size, and importance, I 
was complete master of that situation, and knew it” (88). Sybylla’s use of the word 
‘master’ rather than ‘mistress’ is interesting, suggesting a subversion of the 
heterosexual hierarchy of relations. Harold enters the domestic space to be formally 
introduced to the mistress of the house, who is revealed to be the servant he 
encountered outside. The word ‘master’ also evokes the master-servant relationship 
that Harold takes advantage of, making sexual advances towards domestic staff. In 
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this scene, the implied instability of ‘woman’ and her association with the private 
world of the home are subverted and exaggerated by Sybylla to become weapons 
with which to challenge male dominance.  
Sybylla expresses the creativity of the cunning female imagination, challenging 
the limitations of women’s power over men. She is verbally strong; her command of 
language is impressive; and she uses wit and sarcasm as weapons. The exchange 
between Sybylla and Frank Hawden when they first encounter each other on her 
journey to Caddagat is typical of Sybylla’s sly style of mockery. When Frank reveals 
that he is disappointed Sybylla has “no pretensions to prettiness” as he is “a great 
admirer of beauty” (48), but assures her she seems “not a bad sort regardless” (49), 
Sybylla replies, “I’m sure, Mr Hawden, you do me too much honour. It quite 
exhilarates me to think that I meet with your approval in the smallest degree. . . You 
are so gentlemanly and nice that I was alarmed at first lest you might despise me 
altogether” (49). This mock humility, to Sybylla’s delight, is lost on Frank, who 
continues to “gabble away full tilt  . . . unconscious that I had taken the measure of 
him, and was grinning broadly to myself” (49). Sybylla subverts attitudes typically 
thought of as ‘feminine,’ such as deference and humility, and uses them to ironic 
effect. This delight in ironic word-play and meaning-play is a significant feature of the 
novel and of Sybylla’s personality. Her trickster urge is directed to a psychological 
advantage over her suitors. Throughout the novel, she delights in making a fool of 
Frank Hawden in order to discourage his affections and entertain herself, and the 
reader is complicit in this mockery.  
Of course, Sybylla’s interactions with Frank are a form of flirting, and it is clear 
that she likes the attention. However, a critical pursuit of Sybylla beyond her trickster 
urge and pathological self-regard calls for a re-evaluation of narcissism and its role in 
the gendered production of social identity. For Butler, gender as a set of cultural 
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signifiers is not descriptive or representational; rather, it is performative insofar as its 
signifying acts produce and reiterate the sexed body that it then dissimulates as prior 
to any description (Butler, “Critically” 20-21). The discourse by which Sybylla 
presents herself constitutes a performative production of subjectivity. Approaching 
the narrative voice as performative opens it to an array of questions that are less 
concerned with how accurately or honestly its assertions are enacted in the textual 
space, and are more concerned with the performance of these assertions. Rather 
than allowing us to imagine Sybylla as a self-determined actor who wilfully performs 
her choice of gendered subject-status, Butler’s theorisation underscores the strict 
limitations placed on performativity by the regulatory discourses governing social 
convention.  
Franklin’s ironic subversion of the romance genre, I suggest, has much in 
common with the way in which what Butler terms “postmodern relations of power” 
subvert and destabilise gender hierarchies from inside these structures, so that “the 
power of binary opposition is diffused through the force of internal ambiguity” 
(“Variations” 33). The text can thus be seen as pre-postmodern and experimental in 
its engagement with the subject of identity and discourse, in the sense that Sybylla’s 
narrative performance exposes and challenges the social and discursive limits on the 
construction of the self. The role-playing and self-specularity that characterise her 
narration can be seen as a dramatisation at the textual level of the (ongoing) process 
by which we unconsciously enact cultural strictures on gendered and sexual 
behaviour in order to establish ourselves as legitimate subjects in society. By acting 
out subjection and by gesturing to what must be disavowed or lost in the struggle for 
a stable subject status, My Brilliant Career both critiques the hegemonic forces of 
social power, and offers a creative vision for mobilizing that power.  
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Performativity, according to Butler, “is a matter of reiterating or repeating the 
norms by which one is constituted: it is not a radical fabrication of a gendered self. It 
is a compulsory repetition of prior and subjectivating norms, ones which cannot be 
thrown off at will, but which work, animate, and constrain the gendered subject, and 
which are also the resources from which resistance, subversion, displacement are to 
be forged (Gender 22). My Brilliant Career can be seen as a parodic revisioning of 
the romance genre, based on an ironic principle of subverting from within, from a 
familiar context or discourse. Butler’s warning that performativity “is to be read not as 
self-expression or self-presentation, but as the unanticipated resignifiability of highly 
invested terms” (Gender 28), allows us to see Sybylla’s performative identity, and 
Franklin’s use of the romance genre, as ironic and subversive, rather than as the 
representation or expression of a conflicted psyche. Sybylla is rebellious. She lives in 
a world marked by shifting hierarchies of class and gender which she negotiates in 
various ways; she constructs her identity in a mimicry of discourses by grafting onto 
the effects of hegemony, and complicates and transgresses gender roles and 
relationships. These tenets of performativity may be linked to irony and reflexivity in 
the novel, and to Sybylla’s own oscillation between self-creation and self-destruction. 
Irony necessarily destabilises meaning by depending for its success on the 
holding together (in order to split apart) of at least two contexts or voices. Sybylla 
does not completely articulate a feminist consciousness in the text, but her feminist 
ideas are expressed through irony, ambiguity, and metaphor, such as when she 
invokes the nineteenth-century trope of a caged bird to suggest the limitations 
marriage would place on her artistic and personal independence. Playfully dismissing 
Sybylla’s claim to be able to defy him in a temper, Harold declares that “a tomtit might 
as well defy me,” to which Sybylla ripostes that a tomtit easily might, “having such 
superior facilities for getting about” (165). The exchange between Sybylla and Harold 
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then takes on a more complex significance in the context of their earlier discussion 
about marriage:  
“Yes, unless it were caged,” he said. 
“But supposing you never got it caged,” I returned. 
“Syb, what do you mean?”  
“What could I mean?” (165) 
Harold is aware of Sybylla’s play with language, telling her there are “always about 
four or five meanings in what you say” (165), but even as the chance for this word-
play between them to break into a new language of love, or at least understanding, is 
negated by Sybylla. Her reply is artificial; as readers we register her capacity for 
subtle mockery in apparent effacement. “Oh, thanks, Mr Beecham!” she declares. 
“You must be very astute. I am always thankful when I am able to dish one meaning 
out of my idle gabble” (165). An ability to understand the tropes in the text relies on 
an ability to recognise and negotiate an additional context or voice beyond that 
presented at the surface level. The trick here is that, although Sybylla evokes the 
female protagonist of the romance as a stereotype of passivity, deference, and 
naivety, we as readers recognise that she understands more than she lets on. We 
also recognise that she does not comfortably fit into this feminine stereotype. “I was 
no heroine,” Sybylla confesses near the end of the text, “only a common little bush-
girl, so had to make the best of the situation without any fooling” (245).  
The limitations of Sybylla’s self-consciousness are also emphasised when her 
Aunt Helen forces her to confront the implications of her behaviour to Harold. 
“Sybylla,” Helen entreats, “do you know what you are doing? Do you love Harry 
Beecham? Do you mean to marry him?” (125). Helen’s appeal confronts the 
inevitability of Sybylla’s fulfilling the romantic genre’s ideal conclusion of marriage, 
but it also paradoxically disrupts our ability to see Sybylla as a typical romantic 
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heroine. When Sybylla responds by declaring herself unaware of Harold’s intentions, 
Aunt Helen tells her, “I am glad to see you have developed a certain amount of half-
real and half-assumed youthfulness lately, but when the novelty of your present life 
wears away, your old mature nature will be there, so it is of no use feigning 
childishness” (125). If Sybylla’s artifice here reveals her knowing play with courtship 
conventions, it also indicates her fallibility, not just as the ironic narrator of a love 
story, but also as a character in the story.  
Sybylla’s ability to articulate her feminist consciousness is interrupted by other 
characters throughout the novel. When Aunt Helen confronts Sybylla about the 
possibility of marriage to Harold, Sybylla’s diatribe is interrupted by Helen’s insistence 
on feminine social mores. “I would scorn to flirt with any man,” Sybylla insists: 
‘Play with a man’s heart! You’d really think they had such a thing, Aunt 
Helen, to hear you talk. Hurt their vanity for a few days is the most a 
woman could do with any of them. I am sick of this preach, preach 
about playing with men’s hearts. It is an old fable which should have 
been abolished long ago. It does not matter how a woman is played 
with.’ 
‘Sybylla, you talk at random. The shortcomings of men are no 
excuse for you to be unwomanly,’ said Aunt Helen. (127) 
Aunt Helen’s dismissal of Sybylla’s thoughts on the unfair treatment of women is not 
in itself ironic. The irony here occurs in the textual clues that indicate the effects of 
this dismissal on the narrator. Aunt Helen’s statement concludes the chapter, 
effectively silencing Sybylla, and giving a sense of truncating her developing feminist 
consciousness. It is clear that Aunt Helen disapproves of the content or nature of 
Sybylla’s outburst, but we may assume that she considers it “unwomanly” (127) to 
articulate the discrepancy between how men and women must, or can be, treated. 
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The silence that follows suggests that Sybylla is given no opportunity to reply, 
reflecting the sense of frustration she voices elsewhere in the text about the 
constraints on the ideals of womanhood.  
The infantilising behaviour of some of the male characters in the novel towards 
Sybylla also suggests their attempts to truncate or inhibit any latent feminist or 
political consciousness, or, more broadly, the reining in of high spirits as indicative of 
a wild or carefree nature that is at odds with patriarchal constructions of women as 
refined, passive, and domestic. When Uncle Julius presents her with a doll, and 
materials to make it clothes, for her birthday, Sybylla is “much disappointed, but uncle 
said it would be more in my line to play with that than to worry about tramps and 
politics” (165).  
Sybylla addresses the credibility of the woman artist in My Brilliant Career, 
acknowledging that she is not taken seriously in her aspirations to become a writer. 
Drusilla Modjeska, in Stravinsky’s Lunch, suggests that “being a woman and an artist 
in the first half of the twentieth century was a dangerous activity that required 
boldness and also flexibility” (10). Modjeska cites the example of Mr Tansley’s 
shadow falling across Lily Briscoe’s canvas as he approaches her, in Woolf’s To the 
Lighthouse, to whisper: “Women can’t write, women can’t paint” (75). “That shadow,” 
says Modjeska, “is a powerful image, and a great deal will have to happen before Lily 
Briscoe’s painting can match its power. For it’s not only a room of her own and an 
income that a woman needs. . . . but the place in herself, the space in her soul from 
which she can withstand the onslaught of a world that cannot, or will not, take her 
seriously” (18). When Sybylla tells Harold she is “given to something a man never 
pardons in a woman. . . . I am given to writing stories, and literary people predict I will 
yet be an authoress” (250), Harold’s response is indulgent. He declines to accept her 
refusal of his marriage proposal because “you are such a queer little party, that I’m 
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afraid you might be boggling at some little point that could easily be wiped out” (250). 
What Harold sees as a trifling impediment to the conclusion of their romance in 
marriage is, for Sybylla, the whole point of her existence. “Yes,” says Sybylla, “it is 
only a little point. But if you wipe it out you will knock the end out of the whole thing—
for the point is myself” (250). By rejecting Harold, Sybylla defends a precarious 
independence, and insists on privileging her artistic subjectivity over what is a 
conventionally feminine one in the romance genre. 
The comparison of the wild with the conventional recurs throughout the novel 
to articulate the conflict Sybylla feels between her female identity and her artistic 
aspirations. When Sybylla rejects Frank’s marriage proposal, she tells her 
grandmother, “Frank Hawden is not wild, he hasn’t got enough in him to be so” (82). 
After her final rejection of Harold, Sybylla’s most precious memory of him is “his wild 
jolting heart-beats, his burning breath on my brow, and his voice husky with rage in 
my ear” (233). Sybylla seems to most desire the demonstration of desire in her 
relationship with Harold—figuring it as a force that is creative, free, and unbounded—
and recognising and rejecting the way in which it is channelled and limited by societal 
constructions. When Harold reveals his sexual jealousy in the orchard, after he 
discovers Sybylla flirting with Archie Goodchum, and grips her shoulder forcefully 
enough to bruise her, Sybylla is thrilled by this demonstration of “a little real love or 
passion. . . . something wild and warm and splendidly alive that one could feel, the 
most thrilling, electric, and exquisite sensation known” (160). This reveals Sybylla’s 
desire for the expression of desire, or indicates a relationship, in Sybylla’s mind, 
between sexual pleasure and violence. When she disrobes for bed after the incident 
with Harold she discovers “on my soft white shoulders and arms—so susceptible to 
bruises—many marks, and black. It had been,” she says, “a very happy day for me” 
(166).  
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Perhaps violent actions represent a novelty of action for Sybylla, in the sense 
that they redefine relations between people. Sybylla does confess, after all, to 
leading Harold on in order to disturb what she sees as his perpetually cool 
demeanour (162). It is precisely this intention to affect something outside herself that 
sheds light on the intentionality of Sybylla’s violent response to Harold’s marriage 
proposal in which she strikes his face with a riding whip. Harold is surprised when 
Sybylla agrees to marry him, telling her “I never dreamt you would say yes so easily 
just like any other girl. I thought I would have a lot of trouble with you” (140). Sybylla’s 
response is extreme and impulsive, and, although it betrays her anxieties over being 
considered both “just like every other girl” and the property of a man within marriage, 
it is also much more complex: 
He approached me and was stooping to kiss me. I cannot account for 
my action or condemn it sufficiently. It was hysterical—the outcome of 
an overstrung, highly excitable, and nervous temperament. Perhaps my 
vanity was wounded. . . . The calm air of ownership with which Harold 
drew near annoyed me, or, as Sunday-school teachers would explain it, 
Satan got told of me. . . . As Harold stooped with the intention of 
pressing his lips to mine, I quickly raised the whip and brought it with all 
my strength right across his face. (140) 
This outburst, I would argue, points to a confusion or instability of sexuality in the 
novel as a domain of restriction, repression, and danger, as well as a domain of 
exploration, pleasure, and agency. Sybylla’s violence may also be a subversion of 
the romance-genre tropes of masculinity and femininity, which, as Anne Cranny-
Francis points out, was premised on the naturalisation of a particular kind of female/ 
male interaction: “constructing a particular kind of male (masculine) and female 
(feminine) subject; that is, a strong, assertive male and a weak passive female in a 
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relationship of unequal power which verges on sado-masochism” (Engendered 203). 
Displays of violence may also articulate Sybylla’s inner conflict between her art and 
her social success as a woman and object of desire, that is, the conflict she feels 
between wanting to be desired and her view that she must be physically and 
emotionally isolated to pursue her artistic ambitions. 
Sybylla’s mocking hostility and self-punishing irony are most acute in her 
attitude towards men, and her relationship with Harold in particular. My Brilliant 
Career challenges us to create a believable set of motivations, intentions, and goals 
for Sybylla, who appears unable or unwilling to like herself much. Her complex 
relationship with herself seems to be the dynamic force in her self-perpetuating cycle 
of negative behaviour. Sybylla’s anxieties emerge largely in relation to her 
appearance—despite her castigation of the idealisation of female beauty, and its 
value as a commodity in the marriage market—to the extent that her whole 
personality seems to be pitched on her perceived plainness: “I recovered from the 
disappointment of being a girl. . . .  In fact, I found that being a girl was quite pleasant 
until a hideous truth dawned upon me—I was ugly! That truth has embittered my 
whole existence. It gives me days and nights of agony” (40). Sybylla’s emphasis on 
her appearance can be seen as an ironising of the romance genre, since the 
romantic heroine often perceives herself as plain or unattractive.  
Sybylla appears to disapprove of beauty as a principle, to think it a nuisance, 
and an impediment to the intellectual practices she considers more important. “Girls!” 
she passionately instructs, “if you are afflicted with more than ordinary intelligence, 
and especially if you are plain with it, hide your brains, cramp your mind, study to 
appear unintellectual—it is your only chance. Provided a woman is beautiful 
allowance will be made for all her short-comings. She can be unchaste, vapid, 
untruthful, flippant, heartless, and even clever, as long as she is fair” (40). Sybylla’s 
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understanding of beauty emphasises the way in which feminine ideals are associated 
with power, belief, class, and money, but she also demonstrates the desire to be 
loved and admired. The paradoxical attitude she maintains towards beauty 
throughout the novel is evident when she dons full evening dress shortly after her 
arrival at Caddagat in order to meet Everard Grey. “I think,” says Sybylla, “that 
evening dress is one of the prettiest and most idiotic customs extant. What can be 
more foolish than to endanger one’s health by exposing at night the chest and 
arms—two of the most vital spots of the body—which have been covered all day? On 
the other hand, what can be more beautiful than a soft white bosom rising and falling 
amid a dainty nest of silk and lace” (63). Franklin’s irony not only challenges the 
authority of notions of beauty, but also suggests that subjectivity and self-confidence 
arise from the self rather than being conferred by an outside agent (in this case, 
Everard Grey), especially one derived from patriarchal systems of thought. Despite 
Sybylla’s assertions about the frivolity of evening dress, when she is introduced to 
Everard Grey, the “admiration expressed in his clear sharp eyes gave me a sensation 
different to any I had experienced previously” (66). Sexual attraction is an 
unresolved, if not impenetrable, concept in the novel. For Magarey, Sybylla does not 
have a stable sexual identity, and seeks to escape the heterosexual contract even as 
she seeks acceptance and yearns for a version of love (395).  
Romance and love in My Brilliant Career are simultaneously inexpressible and 
constantly seeking expression. The clichéd plot of romance is subsumed within a 
prolonged meditation on the interdependence of love and language, and on the 
essentially conflicted nature of both language and love.  Language plays a 
constitutive role in Sybylla’s artistic subjectivity, and the ways in which she seeks to 
express this subjectivity through the signifying power of language. Sybylla ridicules 
the clichés attached to romantic love. “Love in fancy and song is a pretty myth, 
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embracing unity of souls, congeniality of tastes, and such like commodities. In 
workaday reality it is the lowest of passions, which is set alight by the most artistic 
nose and mouth, and it matters not if its object is vile, low, or brainless to idiocy, so 
long as it has these attributes” (126). She contemptuously dismisses the confines of 
marriage, which she views as potentially denigrating of personal dignity and lacking 
depth and thoroughness. “Marriage to me,” she says, “appeared the most horribly 
tied-down and unfair existence going. It would be from fair to middling if there was 
love; but I laughed at the idea of love, and determined never, never, never to marry” 
(38). Facing the unavoidable necessity of falling back on the clichéd language of 
romance, Sybylla uses such language against itself, alternating between moments of 
romance-genre banality: “I read his answer in the clear brown eyes bent upon me” 
(173), and moments of critical detachment from, and examination of, such language. 
“Love,” she reflects towards the end of the novel, is “for those of beauty and winsome 
ways, and not for me. I was ever to be a lonely-hearted waif from end to end of the 
world of love” (234). This conjunction of mundane and elevated language, of politics 
and romance, reflects an ambiguity lying at the centre of the phenomenon of love 
itself.  
Michel Foucault has diagnosed a similar duality underlying the discourse of 
love. For Foucault, sexuality is a function of ideology. It is “the name that can be 
given to a historical construct: not a furtive reality that is difficult to grasp, but a great 
surface network in which the stimulation of bodies, the intensification of pleasures, 
the incitement to discourse, the formation of special knowledges, the strengthening of 
controls and resistances, are linked to one another, in accordance with a few major 
strategies of knowledge and power” (History 105-06). Love, the novel implies, 
necessitates and is constituted by loss, just as desire, viewed from the 
poststructuralist psychoanalytic perspective of Jacques Lacan, is defined 
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paradigmatically by a sense of lack. Speaking of the subject, Lacan claims that "it is 
in so far as his desire is unknown, it is in this point of lack, that the desire of the 
subject is constituted" (218-19). Lacan proceeds to point out that the lack is located 
in both the subject and the object of the subject's desire. This dual lack is what 
produces desire. Similarly, in My Brilliant Career, desire is consistently associated 
with a dual sense of lack, absence, miscommunication, or unattainability. 
Just as Sybylla defines love by its loss, so does the language of love derive 
much of its power from the breakdown of its expressive function. “This was an 
experience in love,” Sybylla reflects on Harold’s marriage proposal. “He did not turn 
red or white, or yellow or green, nor did he tremble or stammer, or cry or laugh, or 
become fierce or passionate, or tender or anything. . . . This was not as I had 
pictured that a man would tell his love, or as I had heard of it, or wished it should be. 
A curious feeling—disappointment perhaps—stole over me” (140). Sybylla’s 
disappointment with Harold’s proposal makes explicit Franklin’s comic deflation of the 
romance genre. Sybylla measures the world she lives in against the worlds she reads 
about in books, and the text includes, as Webby points out, many “tongue-in-cheek  
references to ‘fiction’ and ‘fairy-tale’” (xi). “I had often said,” Sybylla confides, “were 
Harold a character in fiction instead of real life, some relative would die opportunely 
and set him up in his former position” (230-31). Sybylla’s attitudes to men and love 
are formed by her reading. This is possibly because, as a young, well brought-up girl, 
she is inexperienced. Taking pleasure in her ability to incite passion and jealousy in 
Harold, Sybylla begins “to have a little faith in the descriptions of love I had hitherto 
ridiculed” (161). And she recounts that “[o]n making my first appearance before my 
lover, I looked quite the reverse of a heroine. My lovely hair was not conveniently 
escaping from the comb at the right moment to catch him hard in the eye, neither was 
my thrillingly low sweet voice floating out on the scented air in a manner which went 
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straight to his heart, like the girls I had read of” (85). Franklin’s subject is both 
romance itself, and the problems associated with describing it in narrative or textual 
form. Although the novel fulfils the formal demands of the romance genre (that is, boy 
meets girl; boy loses girl; boy reunites with girl, marriage proposal follows) (Webby 
xi), it also transcends the romance’s traditional logic as no marriage occurs at the 
conclusion of the novel, and the heroine’s central preoccupation is not whether or not 
she will get married, but whether she wants to get married at all. The romance is re-
imagined in feminist terms, registering Sybylla’s desires, and expressing a 
progressive feminist politics in her ironic attitude to ideals of love and romance. 
Sybylla’s final rejection of Harold subverts the much-repeated sequence of the 
traditional romance plot. In this way, Franklin revises the romance genre to suit her 
purposes, evoking textual precedents only to establish an ironic distance from them. 
The clichéd conclusion of romance is problematised because, in narrative terms, this 
romance leads nowhere. 
Although My Brilliant Career is deeply critical of the prevailing Australian 
literary conventions of station romances and tales of bush life, the novel is, as Brian 
Kiernan points out, “still intensely literary in its play with them. While Franklin’s style 
has often been seen as overwrought, it mirrors, like James Joyce’s in his later A 
Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man, the artist figure’s immature feelings as it soars 
upwards into romantic ecstasies, and then, with comic irony, plummets into the 
deflating depths of low-life realism” (412). Reflecting on her desire and longing for a 
“dream-life with writers, artists, and musicians,” Sybylla invokes her artistic aspiration 
as “that gleaming lake in the distance beckoning me to come and sail on its silver 
waters, and Inexperience, conceited, blind Inexperience, failing to show the 
impassable pit between it and me. To return to the dairying” (21). Franklin parodies 
the bush genre through an irony of tone manifested in mock-romantic imagery. She 
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also subverts other romantic conventions, such as the personification of the sun and 
exaggeration of the modes of nature. The novel concludes with a sinister description 
of a sunset, where the sun is mocking, “grinning and winking knowingly as he goes, 
upon the starving stock and drought-smitten wastes of land” (258). Although the 
overall tone is humorous, the mood oscillates from near farce to the lyrical tone of 
Sybylla’s central love affair with literature and writing, to a near-tragic mode that 
takes over when Sybylla is distressed. “I hold my spirit tight till some wild passionate 
longing sinks down, down to sickening dumb despair, and had I the privilege 
extended to Job of old—to curse God and die—I would leap at it eagerly” (229). 
Sybylla, like many male heroes of modernist literature, achieves self determination in 
aesthetic terms through the refusal of a social relationship, in this case, marriage. Art 
as the impersonal focus of desire displaces the possibility of a romantic relationship 
because it involves no mediation with the desire of the other. 
Franklin’s use of divergent narrative modes emphasises the romance as 
inauthentic in relation both to artistic aspiration and women’s experience of reality. 
She also represents it as an escape from contemporary issues in its preoccupations 
with fantasy, escape, and idealism. She does draw attention to literary constructions 
of reality. When Sybylla takes a job as a governess with the M’Swat family, in lieu of 
interest on a loan Mr M’Swat has granted her father, she invites the reader to share 
in her view of the M’Swats, who appear as caricatures of peasant farmers. Mrs 
M’Swat, according to Sybylla, is “a great, fat, ignorant, peasant-looking woman, 
shockingly dirty and untidy” who speaks “in a rough, uncultivated voice” (189), has 
had twelve pregnancies, and demonstrates a negligent attitude towards 
housekeeping, cooking, and disciplining her children. Sybylla, seeing their home for 
the first time, perceives the family to live in squalor. She describes entering “the 
dirtiest passage into the dirtiest room, to sit upon the dirtiest chair, to gaze upon the 
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other dirtiest furniture of which I have ever heard” (189). Simple verbal ironies 
indicate further layers of contradiction. Sybylla’s overblown language and use of 
repetition allow the reader to catch the insinuation of a discrepancy between the 
image presented and the hidden reality.  
Repetition is also used as an ironic trigger to indicate the monotony and small-
mindedness of the M’Swat family. Sybylla anticipates Mr M’Swat’s evening 
conversation regarding the sheep and their feeding habits, “[t]hey chawed up stems 
and all—some as thick as a pencil,” saying that “[t]his information in that parlance 
had been given yesterday, the day before, would be given today, tomorrow, and the 
next day” (219). She also points out that class and gender are connected to literacy. 
Mrs M’Swat cannot read at all, while M’Swat can “read a little by spelling out the long 
words and blundering over the shorter ones” (196-97), and spends each Sunday 
perusing prices of farm and stock produce in the local paper, the only literature with 
which the people at Barney’s Gap are acquainted. Sybylla caustically remarks that 
the list “perfectly fascinated its reader. The ecstasy of a man of fine, artistic mental 
calibre, when dipping for the first time into the work of some congenial poet, would be 
completely wiped out in comparison to the utter soul-satisfaction of M’Swat when 
drinking in the items of that list” (197). Sybylla’s experience with the M’Swats reflects 
the romantic genre’s preoccupation with class, money, and status. Sybylla is very 
aware of the difference in class and culture between herself and the M’Swats, saying 
of Mr M’Swat: “of course, we were of calibre too totally unlike ever to be congenial 
companions, but I appreciated his sound common sense in the little matter within his 
range. . . He was an utterly ignorant man, with small ideas according to the sphere 
which he fitted” (188). My Brilliant Career is, therefore, not just about sexuality and 
romance, but also about the ways in which these are constructed in society in terms 
of class.    
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My Brilliant Career, as Webby points out, exposes the traditional opposition of 
life and fiction as too simple, and suggests instead that “the values people act on in 
life may, in fact, be derived from the novels they have read” (xiii). I would add that this 
is the case especially if they are young and idealistic, like Sybylla, who forms her 
expectations about romance from the books she has read. Franklin uses irony to 
negotiate the space between the personal and creative level of discourse, and the 
public and conventional level.  “Why do I write?” Sybylla muses towards the end of 
the text. “For what does anyone write? Shall I get a hearing?” (254). From a feminist 
perspective, an association of the personal or private and the public is politically and 
aesthetically significant. The energy, force, and boldness of Sybylla’s arguments, and 
Franklin’s innovative use of form and structure, remain acutely relevant to feminist 
readings today. Although Franklin felt free enough to write about art from an explicitly 
gendered perspective, in the novel Sybylla is unable to articulate her developing 
feminist consciousness in a consistent or coherent manner. She still radically refuses 
normative sexuality through a performative appropriation of gendered tropes, 
however, a process that rewrites the terms of desire. As Modjeska points out: “When 
it comes to a subject like love and art, or daily life and the great work, there are no 
answers, no conclusions, only conversations, meditations—and the shining work” 
(337). Between the pervasiveness of irony and the novel’s complicated sexual 
politics, it is no wonder that critics remain fascinated with Franklin’s text, and with 
Sybylla, rebel and ironist, who exists and expresses herself in ambiguities, 
contingencies, and relativities. 
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Chapter Four 
 
 The Woman Artist, Irony, and Humour in Thea Astley’s An Item from the Late News 
and Drylands 
 
This chapter argues that irony and humour are employed as forms of resistance in 
Thea Astley’s An Item from the Late News, published in 1982, and her last novel, 
Drylands, published in 1999. By telling tales of violence—of the sexual abuse, 
racism, and bullying which accompany the macho version of Australian masculinity—
An Item from the Late News and Drylands interrogate constructions of Australian 
masculinity. Like many of Astley’s novels, these two texts employ humour and irony 
to challenge those Australian national myths of masculinity, pioneering, and the bush 
which promote perceptions of the Australian character as egalitarian, anti-
authoritarian and irreverent about social pretension. An Item from the Late News and 
Drylands are, however, Astley’s only works of fiction that expose these qualities as 
hypocritical and exclusionary through the ironic and marginal perspectives of the 
women artist narrators.  
Many critics read Astley’s fiction as both humorous and ironic. Goldsworthy 
calls Astley “one of the funniest writers around” (“Magnetic” 69), while Debra 
Adelaide adds the caveat that she is also one of the most frightening (“Completely” 
138). Astley’s work provides valuable clues for reading her as part of a tradition of 
women’s writing which combines playful self-deprecation and subtle contestation with 
a bitter edge. The use of humour and irony as transgressive and subversive 
strategies in women’s fiction undermines the transparency of literal meaning: a 
woman wishing to challenge the “masculine terrains” of dominant national myths may 
well find subversion necessary and, in Astley’s case, enjoyable.  
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Here we might consider women’s relationship to language with reference to 
Kristeva’s theory of the subject’s entry into language. By identifying with the maternal, 
the female subject takes up a marginal and hence subversive position outside the 
symbolic order, thus undermining language’s phallocentricity (“Subject in Process” 
133-35). This can be understood as a trickster role: the female outsider, who also 
speaks to those outside, and who never ceases to remind those inside that there is a 
world elsewhere. The trickster renders the existing order incongruous by surviving 
outside it. Hélène Cixous’s “The Laugh of the Medusa” adopts this stance, as 
Frances Gray argues in her study, Women and Laughter. For woman, denied full 
access to the symbolic order by virtue of her gender, “taking up the role of a ‘thief’ of 
language seems not only a logical move but one which delights in the subversion and 
mischief of the trickster figure of folklore” (Gray 13). Finding themselves enclosed in a 
phallogocentric system conceived neither for nor by them, women are obliged to 
‘steal’ men’s language or invent one of their own in order to express themselves 
creatively. It is no coincidence that Astley, like Franklin, as discussed in the previous 
chapter, has a playful, punning attitude to language, and not just in the sense of 
providing comic relief, in order to lighten difficult and painful subjects, but rather to 
defamiliarise language itself, to expose the hidden meaning of words taken for 
granted. 
As well as having female artist narrators, An Item from the Late News and 
Drylands display striking similarities in setting, theme, structure, and style. Set in 
desiccated inland Queensland towns, both novels present male-dominated worlds in 
which the woman artist and narrator is a cultural observer. In An Item from the Late 
News, a landscape painter, Gabriel Jerrold, reconstructs a series of events that 
occurred ten years earlier in the small western Queensland town of Allbut. Formerly a 
prosperous tin-mining town, Allbut is now decaying. It is a place in which education 
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and cultural pursuits are scorned, attitudes are conservative, and national 
stereotypes are upheld. The citizens of the town no longer kill Aboriginals, but they 
do harass them (20-24, 71), and women are treated as second-class citizens, either 
as targets for male violence or victims of ridicule and disdain. “Out here,” says 
Gabby, “the emphasis is on manly games” (26). The action of the novel begins with 
the arrival of the esoteric and unusual Wafer, who, in his ragged ginger toga and 
bare feet, profoundly baffles the town. “He doesn’t drink. They marvel. Someone says 
he’s an artist, musician, a writer? Is he a poof?” (11). Wafer’s apparently non-
masculine qualities separate him from the other males in the town. He helps those in 
need—the Aboriginal woman, Rosie Wonga, the circus people, Emmie, Colley—with 
no expectation of reward. This attitude, along with his austerity, is something the 
town can neither understand nor tolerate. “The simplicity of his needs was what, after 
all, made his life difficult,” Gabby tells the reader. “His meekness was constant 
reproof” (143). “Meekness” is an interesting choice of word here. To be meek is to be 
submissive, which is the opposite of the dominance associated with Astley’s 
formulation of masculinity in the text. However, it also indicates a quiet strength, 
which apparently both condemns and affronts the other male inhabitants of town. The 
one thing of value Wafer does own, a gem stone he has picked up somewhere on 
account of its beauty, is misinterpreted by the townspeople as evidence of a secret 
gem strike. The town also misinterprets Wafer’s friendship with thirteen-year-old 
Emmie, whose own father, Colley, is willing to barter her in return for Wafer’s 
compliance in leading the town to the hoped-for strike. As the novel progresses, the 
town slowly unleashes its hostility towards Wafer, until even those who appear 
initially sympathetic to his peace-loving ways—Doss, Stobo, Colley, Gabby—conform 
and collude in contributing to his violent persecution.  
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Gabby’s “sketchy” (188) relationship with Wafer, and her guilt about colluding 
in his eventual demise, are major themes of the novel. The use of the term “sketchy” 
here could refer to the way in which the story is told only in outline – it is an 
incomplete account that both imitates the arbitrary structures of memory and 
parodies the notion that memory can unproblematically reconstruct the past. Gabby 
admits to being an unreliable narrator. She spends most of her early adult life 
avoiding the town and her family by going away to study at art school, then drifts 
around the coast2 working as a painter: “for the first year or so that [Wafer] was there 
with his sad little attempt at reclusion, I have only confused memories from 
occasional holidays spent on my fading father’s property” (3). Later, however, Gabby 
returns permanently to the town and the story is her recollection of “that swollen 
moment of history when Wafer had the wax on his wings melted from flying too close, 
not to the sun, but to the local grandees” (1). Gabby draws attention to the story as a 
story: “Which was the real hill? The real man? The real sky or its reflection?” (3). 
Astley’s interest in examining the structures of fiction is also emphasised in Gabby’s 
metaphor of painting for telling the story: “I am painting Emmeline Colley surrounded 
by tidal waves of school girls. I am painting Father Colley, quirkily grinning at 
crashing walls” (50). Unlike Sybylla Melvyn in My Brilliant Career, and Victoria Morrell 
in Black Mirror, Gabby’s struggle to be an artist is not at stake. Rather, she is able to 
tell the story because she is a woman artist, and thus occupies a doubly marginalised 
position.  
                                               
2 Sheridan has argued that, for Astley, the ‘coastal’ is “not in nature—it is not in landscape nor even a 
seascape—but in all those settler-populated non-urban spaces on the continental edge” (“Some” 166). 
In An Item from the Late News, the idea of the ‘coast’ is contrasted with the ‘dead’ inland town.  
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Janet Deakin in Drylands is similarly marginalised. A woman “past fifty” (3), 
living alone in her “upstairs flat” above her newsagency with a view of the “dead 
town” (11), Janet is physically and psychologically a detached observer. Drylands is a 
novel, narrated by Janet, and structured as a collection of stories about the people 
living in the town of that name. Janet has decided, “with the irony still running through 
her veins,” to write a book “for the world’s last reader” (10). Janet’s reflections on the 
problems of writing fiction in the contemporary world, such as those in which she 
proclaims the end of the novel and the triumph of television, are interspersed 
throughout the text. Like Gabby, Janet has the authority of being her town’s resident 
chronicler; she relates to the town as a detached storyteller, a cultural observer. She 
does not, in the novel, participate in the life of the town, although she does interact 
with its inhabitants through her job. Before her marriage and subsequent move to 
Drylands, Janet is the manager of a city bookshop, but she stays on in the town after 
the death of her husband, running the local newsagency in a town where no one 
reads books or newspapers. As Janet struggles to write her novel, the residents of 
Drylands abandon the town one by one, fleeing domestic violence, unaffordable 
taxes, drought, and bullying, until Janet too, her shop and writing table trashed by an 
unknown intruder, her manuscript defaced, leaves the town.   
Astley’s woman artist characters offer much in ironic narrative circularity. Both 
Gabby and Janet have an image of the world that is conflicted and paradoxical, and 
their relationship to it is ironic. Creativity is not valued by either small town; any 
gesture towards the life of the imagination is discouraged, and even punished, as 
Janet’s defaced manuscript suggests. The School of Arts in Drylands is “an 
architectural survival of the twenties” (81). Only four women attend Evie’s creative 
writing workshop, “playing truant from husbands who regarded their activity as female 
folly” (81), while Drylands resident Paddy Locke is considered “a nutter” because she 
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tries to establish “reading circles, drama and discussion groups, and tried to drag 
cake-baking homestead wives into university extension courses on ethics and 
contemporary religions” (178). In An Item from the Late News, the “shell” of a school 
of arts, “a bit of architectural lah-di-dah” (10), is appropriated as a “male chapel” in 
which the town elders hold a mock-trial in order to decide Wafer’s fate (162). Even 
Gabby’s attitude to her own artistic ability is sceptical: “In the bowels of me,” she 
confesses, “I know I’m not much of a painter, sketcher, dauber. But then, who is?” 
(6). As an artist, Gabby is simultaneously opportunistic: “paint flows easily onto 
canvases I flog to mug tourists who scour the nearby hills looking for slum colour” (6), 
and suspicious of exploitation “by a succession of spongers who take my talent, 
however miniscule, onto their tote-trays and flog it about like choc-ice” (6). These 
illusionistic devices of Astley’s writing—metaphors, imagery, disrupted narrative 
sequence, time jumps, flashbacks, alliteration, and metonymy that create a whole 
fictional world of space and form, light and shade—are a source of deep imaginary 
and intellectual enjoyment in the novel. They are also designed to define a world that 
is fragmented and distorted. The rhythmical cadences and poetic effects of Astley’s 
language (which is energetic rather than lyrical), and her diction and elliptical manner 
of expression contribute to the carefully controlled overall effect of abstraction and 
nothingness. 
Goldsworthy considers Gabby a “fairly humourless, fairly neurotic” character 
(“Magnetic” 70). I would argue, however, that these aspects of her character are 
necessary in order to maintain the ironic and unstable narrative mode. Gabby is 
sardonic, with a dark, ironic humour: “the first horse I gave three months grooming 
and training threw me at the local show,” she tells us; “the first boy I hero-worshipped 
said ‘But you’re some kind of nutter!’; when I hung my first art school efforts in the bar 
of the Wowser, there was total silence and Mrs Brim said to my mother, ‘She always 
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was a strange girl’” (160). Gabby consistently undermines her own authority, 
emphasising the ways in which the ‘truth’ is always overwritten by language itself. “I 
am the omniscient narrator,” Gabby tells us,” the weaver of knowns and almost 
unknowns. I translate. I paraphrase. It’s all legal in a confessio amantis” (152). By 
foregrounding the creative act, Gabby asserts authorial power as she writes and 
rewrites her story at will.  
Drylands reveals a similar interest in the processes and politics of storytelling. 
Janet is an ambitious artist. Her desire to achieve “the voice of the times” (10), her 
awareness of postmodern fictional techniques, and her commitment to ‘high culture’ 
all suggest her ironic positioning as a fin-de-siècle writer. Janet’s misgivings about 
late twentieth-century Australian culture centre on the effects of mass media on 
reading and writing. For her, Drylands is a “God-forgotten treestump of a town 
halfway to nowhere,” whose population is “tucked for leisure either in the bar of the 
Legless Lizard or in front of the television screens, videos, Internet adult movies or 
PlayStation games for the kiddies” (4-5). Her attempts to stock the newsagency with 
literary journals and books when she first arrives in the town is met with resistance, 
although the residents are quick to complain when she runs out of their preferred 
reading materials: “There were complaints when she ran out of men’s magazines, the 
bosom-thigh buskers, the car and gun monthlies” (7). Janet castigates seventeen-
year-old Toff Briceland when he tells her he cannot read running writing, because he 
is accustomed to using a computer. “So you discuss the beauty of the Bard or Mr 
Eliot by ticking boxes?” Janet asks him (8). Astley’s cleverly ironic and ambivalent 
metafictional techniques emphasise Janet’s fears about the challenge to reading and 
writing at a time of what the novel posits as cultural dispersal and technological 
nihilism: “Everything dominated by smart-arse technology, a blurred world of 
technobuzz” (9). In relation to her own writing, Janet self-consciously wonders if she 
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should try “for a little Nabokov rococo? Sentences as long and meandering with 
tributary clauses as Faulkner’s Mississippi? A touch of Hemingway minimalism?” 
(153). But authorial control and the freedom of literary creation do not go 
unchallenged, and she is shaken when Evie, a visiting creative writing tutor, declares 
that she will write a story “about a woman in an upstairs room above a main street in 
a country town, writing a story about a woman writing a story” (99). By foregrounding, 
and complicating, the woman artist in the act of creating, Astley draws attention to the 
novel as a literary construct. As well as making play with our understanding of the 
intellectual conventions of storytelling, this metafictional technique also reveals 
Astley’s awareness of a lack of authority, a certain ironic positionality as a woman 
writer writing within, but at the same time subverting, a national literary tradition.  
Astley frequently employs humour and irony in her fiction to explore the 
contradictions of Australian women writing in relation to a male-dominated literary 
tradition. She has claimed that her first novel, Girl with a Monkey, published in 1958, 
was accepted by Angus and Robertson because the editor, Beatrice Davis, took the 
initiative in encouraging “a different form of writing from the Bulletin school” (Perkins, 
“Violence” 14). From the beginning of her career, in interviews and public 
appearances, Astley consistently saw herself as on the margins of male-dominated 
Australian literature. In her article on women and Australian humour, Dorothy Jones 
argues that the myths developed by the Bulletin school, and its associated humour, 
defined women as outsiders in relation to a particular version of Australian 
masculinity. This masculinity was anti-imperialist, protectionist, insular, and racist, 
and relied upon the definition of women as other. Some women artists, Jones 
suggests, responded to this marginalization by mocking or deriding aspects of this 
masculinity by which they were either ridiculed or ignored (“Edgy” 163-64). It is 
possible to read An Item from the Late News and Drylands this way: both novels 
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challenge the Australian masculine myth by being set in the ‘outback,’ and by 
adopting and adapting the ironic mode so important to the Australian male comic 
tradition. Sheridan argues that Astley can be seen as “the great exponent of anti-
heroic pastoral; a major impetus of her stories is the deflation of the heroic settler 
ideal” (“Some” 166). Astley challenges and subverts masculine traditions of 
Australian humour by overturning their associated national myths to reveal a dark 
underside. Her humour unsettles categories, subverts and transgresses. It also 
provides relief and pleasure in her representation of unpleasant realities such as 
sexism and racism. Irony tempers the playful elements in her humour by reminding 
us of the legacy of sexism and racism in Australian culture and in ideas of Australian 
identity.  
Astley’s association of humour and irony is also a way to represent anger and 
aggression. Sheridan argues that humour and irony are Astley’s foremost strategies 
to negotiate the violence she sees in masculinist culture, so that attention to violence 
is central in her anti-racist and feminist critiques of Australian life (“Violence” 174). 
Astley’s treatment of violence in An Item from the Late News and Drylands is 
certainly comprehensive. Both novels are concerned with the violence that human 
beings commit against one another, the daily aggression of differences in class and 
gender in small town life, as well as with the violent history of colonial racism. The 
violence in An Item from the Late News disturbed some readers, who admitted that 
they found the novel difficult, or even painful, to read (Goldsworthy, “Magnetic” 70; 
Garner, “In the Tradition” 22; Clancy, “Pessimism” 50). Clancy says that An Item from 
the Late News is “violent,” “angry,” and “harrowing” with a “horrifying” story “one can 
only read and deplore” (“Pessimism” 50). Drylands also struck reviewers as bleak 
and depressing (Kenneally 12; Falconer, “Undimmed” 30; Ross, “Untitled” 590; 
Haynes 138). Indeed, Astley admits in an interview that she was feeling bleak when 
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she wrote it (Koval 47). Asked about the violence in Drylands, Astley remarks that 
people’s misdemeanours and transgressions simply show up more in small towns 
(Koval 47). Sheridan suggests that, although Astley’s reply does not apportion blame 
or explain the violence, it does indicate that the dying town of Drylands can be 
viewed as a microcosm of the larger society, “the essence of patriarchal Australia, 
with all its features writ large” (“Violence” 166). An Item from the Late News also 
connects small-town violence to larger political issues, specifically militarism and the 
threat of nuclear holocaust. Wafer is a “bomb age baby,” who, as a child, witnesses 
his father being blown up during the London blitz (13), and Moon’s aggression in the 
novel is given a chilling caveat with the knowledge that he was conscripted into the 
American army at nineteen and, finding himself in Vietnam with a licence to kill, 
“wrecked three-stripe carnage that even sickened his C.O.” (33). Themes of 
inhumanity, from the national to the personal, are explored as Astley explicitly 
addresses actions of racial violence.  
Racial violence is a theme which might seem difficult to reconcile with a 
humorous perspective, particularly in Australia where racist violence, intimidation, 
and harassment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are an enormous 
social problem. Satire, however, can represent racial violence in a way that 
challenges dominant social paradigms and makes marginal perspectives central in a 
text. In An Item from the Late News, Astley offers a scathing indictment of white 
racism in the reader’s discomfort provoked by the townsfolk’s attitudes towards 
Aboriginals. When a group of off-duty cattle hands ridicule and abuse Ted Wonga in 
the local pub as he dances “stone-drunk tribal” (71), the publican intervenes only 
after Ted has fallen over and vomited on the floor. In another scene, Councillor Brim 
tells Wafer he is “too friendly with the boongs” (107). Most disturbing in the novel, by 
far, is the sadistic Sergeant Cropper and his attitude towards Aboriginal women. The 
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isolation of Allbut allows Cropper to exploit the boundaries of the legally and morally 
acceptable while hiding behind a veneer of lawfulness: “He might ride a gin now and 
again when he was away on scrub duty or even in the back room closeness of the 
shanties, but that didn’t, by God, stop him from chasing the drunken sows off main 
street and shoving them in the lock-up for a night’s cool-off without benefit of a 
chamber pot” (Astley, Item 116). Astley’s satirical treatment of systems of oppressive 
power barely lightens the horror she depicts here, although her reference to the 
sexual exploitation of Aboriginal women and the issue of alcoholism are statements 
on the way in which a people has been repeatedly pushed to self-destruction.  
Elsewhere in the novel, Rosie Wonga and Ted are detained by Cropper while 
on their way to Rosie’s brother’s funeral. Declaring that they need to be quarantined 
because Rosie’s brother has died of leprosy while in police custody, Cropper strips 
them, burns their clothes and possessions, and leaves them naked and stranded 
several miles out of town (20-24). Astley’s representations of racial violence are 
disturbing because they appear so normalised, but this is also what gives them their 
critical force. She emphasises how the lives of Indigenous people are controlled by 
(in this instance corrupt) white people, and sanctioned by the same system of 
government that enabled their dispossession.  
The mistreatment of Aboriginals by corrupt figures of authority is also depicted 
in Drylands. Benny Shoforth, a quarter-Aboriginal man, is considered by the 
townspeople as follows: “Bit of a boong, they all said contemptuously in pub bars, in 
shops. Touch of the old tarbrush!” Benny is forced off his property because he is 
unable to meet the inflated rate prices imposed by his unacknowledged half-brother, 
and Drylands shire president, Howie Briceland. Like Wafer, in An Item from the Late 
News, Shoforth is ascetic; he lives in a shack, owns little, and often refuses payment 
for work. “How the hell do you deal with that?” (159) asks the narrator of Benny’s 
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story. The “blokeship club” of the town is unsure how to treat him: “was he one of 
them, the skin-privileged? Or did he deserve dismissive contempt? The very 
unsureness gave offence” (158). It is this unsureness and insecurity that leads Howie 
Briceland to hunt Shoforth down, after he abandons his home to avoid eviction and 
takes up residence in a cave. The emphasis on Indigenous people as not-belonging 
in the novel highlights, in the words of Aileen Moreton-Robinson, “the different ways 
in which Indigenous people configure home, place and belonging,” and the social, 
political and legal impositions that define them as “homeless and out of place” 
(Sovereign 24). Indigenous belonging challenges the assumption that Australia is 
postcolonial because the Indigenous relation to land—what Moreton-Robinson calls 
“ontological belonging”—is omnipresent, and continues to unsettle non-Indigenous 
belonging (24). Briceland’s refusal to allow Shoforth to remain in the cave 
emphasises that the Indigenous relationship to land is one which the nation state has 
sought to diminish through its social, legal, and cultural practices, and the way in 
which racialised structural power relations are based in the lack of acknowledgement 
of original dispossession.  
Astley’s satires of patriarchal racial violence emphasise the exclusiveness and 
xenophobia that characterize the myth of nationhood, showing how it relies on 
exclusion, elision, and collusion for its very existence. Interestingly, some critics read 
the novel as an attack on the political party, “One Nation,” which came to prominence 
in 1997 led by Pauline Hanson and which promoted policies of white Australian 
xenophobia and racism (Sheridan, “Violence” 166). Astley also invokes colonial 
history and the anxious nature of settler identity, setting Benny’s awareness of his 
Aboriginal relationship with the land against the “settler fright” of the whites, to whom 
the bush appears “alien, spiky, unwelcoming” (182). This passage is reminiscent of 
colonial ideas of Australia and other exotic locations as ‘other’: primitive, difficult to 
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accept, alien. It also emphasises the ambivalent relationship of Australia to the 
colonial past. Astley has said that the portrayal of Australia is “all in the antithesis. 
The contrasts. The contradictions” (“Being” 18). Her representations of landscape 
certainly play on the idea of Australia as a repository of colonial fears, the aberrant 
other of the civilized world. The landscape of Drylands is dominated by a sense of 
violence, brutality, and isolation, emphasised by the relentlessly beating sun. 
“Although there was hard sunlight eye-blindingly bright in the dry air, there was a 
darkness about the town, an ingrown self-sufficiency of secrets” (Drylands 80). 
Contrasting the dark, sinister nature of the town with the bright, light sun, Astley links 
racially-framed prejudices with colonial conceptions of landscape, offering a fierce 
critique of racist, nationalist, and colonialist discourses. 
Astley’s humour and irony mocks white dominance. She also mocks other 
stereotypes of white masculinity, such as mateship, and the value men attach to 
conflict and competition. In An Item from the Late News, the most explicit example of 
this is the overt violence of the ‘bullfight,’ a ritual in which the men of the town strap 
bulls’ horns to their foreheads as weapons, strip to their underwear and fight each 
other in a bizarre male initiation ceremony. Adelaide claims that it would be hard to 
find a more sinister and disturbing example of collective male sadism in 
contemporary Australian fiction than this incident (“Gender” 135), while, for Dorothy 
Jones, it sums up “every contest in male prowess, from sporting matches to the most 
violent and destructive militarism” (“Mapping” 77). The scene parodies sporting 
showmanship using the language and symbolism of the Spanish corrida. “This,” 
whispers Gabby’s father as he watches a fight between Cropper and Moon, “has 
great duende” (120). In the half-time break, Moon adjusts his knee-pads, takes a gulp 
from his beer and pours the rest of the bottle over his head. “They all loved that,” 
Gabby tells us (119). When Cropper is gored in the shoulder, he will not let Doss call 
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for an ambulance. “Not yet. It’s nothing. Give us just one hour” (121), he gasps. The 
usually taciturn Cropper’s dramatic expression, as well as the absurdity of the 
situation, offers a parody of male stoicism that verges on caricature. After Cropper is 
defeated, the victorious Moon selects Wafer as a combatant for the next round. 
“Toro!” Moon hisses at Wafer, establishing him in the victim role. About half the bulls 
immolated in the corridas of Spain are sacrificed in honour to the Virgin Mary 
(Kennedy 56), and the fight can also be read as a symbolic sacrifice in Emmie’s 
honour as the men compete for ownership of her body. “This . . . is for Emmie,” Moon 
declares before he gores Wafer (129). Despite its violent nature, this scene is quite 
funny. The bullfight is a ritual of humiliation, a charivari designed to publicly humiliate 
Wafer, who, in the eyes of the town, has transgressed agreed limits of behaviour, 
ostensibly in his ambiguous relationship with Emmie, but primarily because he 
refuses to say where he found the gem stone.  
The narrative tempo of the bullfight scene is remarkable. Elizabeth Perkins 
suggests that the energy of Astley’s writing often becomes a threatening disruption of 
the reading process, thereby acting as a critique of the various forms of aggression 
and violence shown in the narratives. “When violent incidents, attitudes and emotions 
are narrated,” says Perkins, “the energy of the prose is felt as an aggressive assault 
on the act of reading. This precludes any masculinist admiration of violence” 
(“Violence” 15). Certainly the scene interrogates masculinist aggression and 
competitiveness, in particular as it relates to Australian sporting culture. As Gabby 
points out, “[y]ou don’t have to be a genius, no Einstein, no Mozart, no Tolstoy” to be 
revered in Australian culture. “Just a deadly clobberer of balls or a leg-jiggler or 
muscle-man” (182). Moon’s deliberate goring of Wafer’s groin is seen by the rest of 
the town as unfair sportsmanship. “Simmer down,” Cropper says, pulling Moon off 
Wafer and pinning him down. “Certain things are sacred” (130). “The old crown 
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jewels,” Gabby’s brother, Jam, whispers to her: “They ought to be on the national 
emblem along with the beer can” (130). Tales of cruelty find comic relief in such 
characters as Jam, who conforms utterly to the town’s male ethos while maintaining a 
boyish charm. Astley shows the corrupt aspects of mateship in Drylands. The laconic 
men in the novel exhibit something of this quality. They stick up for each other, 
especially when one of them hits his wife for refusing to go home and make his lunch. 
The police do not intervene in domestic matters: “They wouldn’t do anything to upset 
a mate” (93), and, when Lannie Cuneen leaves her violent husband, Fred, he 
receives from his mates all the sympathy due to a man abandoned by an 
irresponsible wife. Thus Astley interrogates mateship in terms of its frequent hostility 
to women. Women, and non-stereotypical men, are ‘naturally’ the other against 
whom men can legitimately target their aggression.  
Violence, in both novels, is perpetrated by white men against the ‘weak’ or 
non-masculine, women and Aboriginals especially. The tendency in Astley’s novels to 
foreground male characters and perspectives, as mentioned in chapter one, is partly 
explained in her discussion with Sorenson in which she said that she hoped to give 
her work “credibility” by concentrating on male characters (“Perfectly” 11). Taking up 
Goldsworthy’s suggestion that Astley’s “demolition of her female characters’ 
characters is usually of the flip throwaway variety . . . [while] her male characters 
expose themselves by their own behaviour (“Magnetic” 67), Sheridan suggests that 
this process of self-exposure accounts for Astley’s focus on male characters. This 
“masculine narrative focalising,” as Sheridan calls it, means that female characters 
move into the background and male characters bear the brunt of authorial [and 
narratorial] criticism (“Satirists” 267-68). This is certainly true in An Item from the Late 
News and Drylands, where Astley’s male characters frequently display their cruelty, 
vanity, crudeness, stupidity, and hatred in all dominions of power: courtship, 
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matrimony, community, and government on every level. Her women artist narrators 
assume a narrative voice in opposition to the dominant culture and offer feminine 
perspectives and concerns. 
Central to Astley’s depictions of overbearing males is her exploration of how 
women are represented in relation to them. For Gabby, in An Item from the Late 
News, women’s status is precarious. “I come from a long line of men,” Gabby tells us. 
“This country tells me this. Rams this home. Well, women enter into it, but 
peripherally” (132-33). Women’s peripheral status means they are targets of male 
lust and aggression. Along with the aforementioned Emmie and Rosie Wonga, there 
is Wafer’s aunt Clementine, who, Wafer tells us, runs away from home after being 
raped at fifteen. This Clementine possibly becomes the Clementine/ Archie Wetters 
of a separate story told in the town, a boundary-rider and eccentric who lives alone 
on the outskirts of town and is discovered to be a woman only after her death. “He 
wasn’t a bad old sod,” the men of Allbut concur at the funeral: “Not when you 
consider he was a woman” (18). Silenced by the male-dominated, brutal, and anti-
Aboriginal voices around them, other women characters also find alternative ways of 
expressing their dissidence. Doss Campion, who runs Allbut’s only pub, does not 
conform to conventional notions of wifedom and motherhood, telling Gabby about the 
many casual relationships she has had, the offers of marriage she has rejected, and 
the outraged responses she has encountered. “You’re not womanly, Doss,” she 
recalls one man accusing her. When Moon attacks Wafer over his relationship with 
Emmie after Moon’s own attempted rape of her, Emmie stands before them and 
silently removes her nightdress, confronting them with her “still forming body, small 
girl adult” before stalking naked across the paddock to her own house (103). This is a 
remarkable scene: the fifteen year old Emmie shows an awareness of her body as 
commodity in arguments over male property and ownership. It is also an adamant 
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rejection of vulnerability and expression of ridicule. The masculine identification of 
women and property as objects of male lust and desire for dominance is suggested 
very forcibly in the novel (Jones, “Mapping” 77), a theme reinforced by Gabby’s father 
on Australia’s economic politics: 
all Australia has done for two centuries—you know that old joke about 
rape?—is lie back and think of England. No. I’m not quite right there. 
Now she thinks of the States, Japan, and France as well. Even West 
Germany. . . . She’s a regular scrubber of a country, eh? Not even a 
good tart. Does it with anyone anywhere anytime—and doesn’t get 
paid. (39) 
Gabby’s father sees the landscape as a place that submits readily to domination, and 
the scrubber/ tart metaphor and ‘joke’ about rape reveal the tacit sexism and 
aggression in Australian masculine humour.  
What An Item from the Late News shows us about the differences between 
men and women has been debated at length.  Several critics have read An Item from 
the Late News for its interrogation of patriarchal values, arguing that Astley’s 
condemnation of aggressively male characteristics and failings are the product of a 
feminist sensibility. For Roslyn Haynes, the impulses underlying the nuclear threat in 
An Item from the Late News are seen to spring from “a combination of aggression, 
materialism and a weak acquiescence in the assumption that these represent the 
values proper to the Australian male” (138-39), and Dorothy Jones sees the novel as 
an “excoriating attack on the corrupt aspects of mateship” (“Mapping” 77). Others are 
more equivocal: Adelaide’s view is that the novel is not “by any stretch a ‘feminist’ 
text, nor could its narrator . . . be called a feminist” (“Gender” 136). Goldsworthy 
concedes that Astley can be “sometimes savage” about women’s lot (“Magnetic” 66), 
although she does not see this as anti-feminist. Although the text does not always 
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take a positive or generous view of the women it represents, it does this in order to 
satirize the stereotypes and archetypes which inform literary, historical, and 
sociological concepts of the nature and role of women (66). An Item from the Late 
News can appear difficult from feminist perspectives. Gabby at times expresses 
strongly feminist sentiments: “‘I’ve watched women on telly crying in Israel and Syria 
and Palestine. I’ve watched them emptied out of their houses in Cambodia, 
Afghanistan, Soweto. I’ve watched them in the bread queues in Poland. And I’ve 
thought, “If only the men would go away’” (132). However, she does eventually align 
herself with the male culture of the town. Made treacherous by her jealousy of 
Emmie’s youth and creativity, and her own inability to relate to Wafer, Gabby fails to 
speak up when she might have saved Wafer during his mock-trail at the end of the 
novel, thereby suggesting that she implicitly colludes in his murder.  
There has been lively debate about the feminist ambiguities in Astley’s work. 
As Matthews points out, it is important to remember that Astley began writing at a 
time when “it was a lonely time to be a woman writer in Australia” (“Before” 16). 
Sheridan’s sense of Astley is also of a writer formed by the male-dominated era in 
which she grew up and began writing, pointing out that, although feminism became a 
possible frame of reference for her later, Astley’s feminism is one “whose business is 
to mock the whole elaborate apparatus of gender, not to celebrate the feminine” 
(“Satirists” 269). The rise of feminism, as Lever points out, is one of the most 
significant changes in the forty years of Astley’s writing life, and her later [post 1970s] 
novels indicate an awareness, at least, of a feminist consciousness (“Changing” 129). 
Sheridan agrees that Astley’s targets have become more politicised and her stance 
more feminist over the course of her career (“Satirists” 262), an assessment Astley 
confirms in an interview with Rosemary Sorenson (Sorenson 11). I mention these 
viewpoints because I think An Item from the Late News needs to be considered in 
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relation to the struggle with female sexuality and feminism revealed in Astley’s work 
throughout her career. As mentioned in chapter one above, Astley deliberately 
avoided writing from a female perspective until An Item from the Late News, and she 
has said how difficult it was for her to do so (Baker 44). The contradiction involved in 
repeatedly employing a masculine perspective which itself rejects masculinist ideals, 
certainly places the woman artist in an ambiguous and paradoxical space. These 
ambiguities and paradoxes, I suggest, are reflected in Astley’s women characters, 
particularly her women artist characters, as part of her engagement with her own 
complex status as a woman artist engaging with masculine cultural myths and 
models of writing.  
An interesting element in An Item from the Late News is its theme of father-
daughter relationships and masculine lineage, a subject that has become central in 
contemporary feminist discourse. Two fathers appear in the story (mothers are 
conspicuously absent): one is Colley, Emmie’s father, who not only fails to protect her 
from Moon, but is also willing to condone the alleged violation of his daughter, 
provided Wafer leads the town to the sapphire seam. The other is Gabby’s father, 
who is largely absent from the story apart from delivering a few key monologues. 
Gabby’s father remembers her grandfather as “an overconfident bugger sitting his 
horse easy with his hat shoved back and teeth nibbling the chin-strap,” and tells her 
their family history “stops short or begins at a name plucked from a straight-laced 
British statesman three generations back and implanted in a pudgy opera singer of 
indifferent upper register” (135). This suggests that the conservative statesman’s 
affair with the overweight, and not very proficient, opera singer is both regrettable and 
brief, and we are encouraged to read parallels with Gabby’s family history and the 
history of white Australia. The truth of this history is not important, as Gabby’s father 
tells her: “a man’s history is much like that of his country’s—true or false really makes 
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no difference” (39). What is important are the myths upon which the national 
consciousness is built: “Men need legends,” Gabby recalls her father telling her 
(133). Gabby’s father talks of Australia as a country of myth-fits. “Hey, that’s not 
really bad, is it?” he says, pleased with his act of naming: “Myth-fits. I like that” (39). 
These words are given an ironic twist in the novel when Doss says to Gabby: “Islands 
might sounds marvellous, lovey, but that’s another myth. Like men. They’re the 
biggest myth of the lot” (51). Astley here invokes Australia as an island continent, 
made of myths, which are created by men who have largely mythologised 
themselves. This notion of Australia also emphasises British colonialism, and the way 
in which the process of colonisation included the dispossession of Indigenous owners 
of the land.  
Drylands also critiques the fiercely patriarchal nature of Australia’s cultural 
myths, and examines the precarious positions of those marginal to them. Janet 
teaches her husband to read, “mindful all the time of that male myth that women were 
more stupid, less acute, had no brains in fact” (61), while Benny Shoforth recalls his 
teacher attributing his academic success to the fact that he “must have had a bright 
white daddy,” and his resentment about “the implication that the black bits were 
stupid” (169). The men in the novel are depicted as narrow-minded, brutish, and 
conformist: “In the narrow social circle of the town the men were frightened of putting 
a foot wrong” (158). They are also violent. Ro is beaten and humiliated by her 
husband; Joss, the publican’s wife, is stalked and threatened by Ray and Clutch, two 
young men who drink in the pub; and Evie is almost raped by a travelling salesman. 
The gendered aspect of violence in the novel has attracted some feminist interest. 
Two male reviewers felt that the novel’s characters fell into two simple categories, 
bullies (mostly male) and their victims (mostly female) and therefore were not able to 
develop (Clancy, “Angry” 19; Dowling 21). Two others, both female, note, but do not 
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elaborate on, the fact that Astley’s female characters are targets for male violence 
(Sheridan, “Violence” 166-67; Kossew 180-81). It has been reported that Astley 
telephoned the Australian producer, Tony Buckley, after he optioned the film rights 
for Drylands, and said: “Why are you doing that novel? That was written during my 
feminist phase” (Wyndham 3).   
The feminist narrative in Drylands is more explicit than in An Item from the 
Late News, however, on account of the fact that, although the women characters are 
subjected to all sorts of male violence (from criticism and ridicule to domestic abuse 
and attempted rape), in most cases they eventually escape their male oppressors. 
Joss evades her attackers and plans to return to America with her husband Clem; Ro 
leaves her abusive husband; and Lannie rebels against her domestic servitude to her 
husband and their six sons, leaving them one morning as she prepares her nine-
thousand, three hundred and twenty-eighth school lunch. She drives to the coast in 
her dressing gown and slippers, and is picked up by a police officer who tells her that 
her husband is “worried sick” (198) and is driving down to collect her. When she 
refuses to return home with Fred, Lannie is installed in a psychiatric clinic where she 
receives everything she has given to others for so long: food, care, washing done, 
welfare the concern of others. “You make that simple fallacy all men make,” Lannie 
tells Fred when he visits her at the clinic and asks her to return home. “You’re 
physically more powerful, therefore you have total power and because you have total 
power you assume you are more intelligent! That’s your mistake, jumping from 
muscles to brains. A mistake or cunning. So you proceed to shove and bully and treat 
wives like peasants” (221). Other women show resistance to male dominance 
through humour: Win Briceland describes her husband as “the cultural desert” (89); 
while Janet’s mother asks the midwife if her first child is “a boy or a drudge” (103).  
Humorous elements such as these temper the darker aspects of Astley’s 
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representation of gender and relationships, but they also articulate the conflict 
between gender and nation, emphasising the disparity between masculine Australian 
culture and feminism; that is, Astley shows how cultural history, which has primarily 
been a masculinist recording of Australian cultural life, does not accommodate 
women’s experience and, in particular, the experiences of the woman artist who may 
seek to offer alternative versions. 
A particularly interesting feature of Drylands is the way in which Astley 
recognises the inclusion of iconic literary texts in masculinist constructions of 
Australian nationalism. There are references to Henry Lawson’s stories. “Water Them 
Geraniums” is one of the first stories Janet’s husband reads after she teaches him 
(64), and Benny Shoforth picks and discards a dusty red geranium as he prepares to 
leave his shack (177); Franzi misquotes the national anthem, “our home is rort by 
sea”; and Benny Shoforth parodies Dorothea Mackellar’s poem, “I Love a Sunburnt 
Country” with the modified second line: “The land belongs to me” (169). The final 
scene in Joss’s story, in which she cowers in a shack as Ray and Clutch patrol the 
perimeter, testing the walls for structural weaknesses, vividly recalls the fear and 
claustrophobia of a similar scene in Barbara Baynton’s “The Chosen Vessel” (277-
78), emphasising one of the central themes of the novel, the entrapment of women in 
the roles invented for them by particular men, as well as particular masculine 
discourses. Drylands is thus very much a novel about women’s relationship to 
reading and writing. At the beginning of the novel, as Janet contemplates beginning 
to write, she recalls D. H. Lawrence’s warning against self-conscious writing: “self-
consciousness picked into such fine bits that the bits are most of them invisible” (15). 
Later in the novel, Evie, on the train, thumbs through a collection of Lawrence’s 
essays, scorning his “Will-to-Motion we call the male will or spirit and the Will-to-
Inertia the female” with a resounding exclamation of “Crap!” (72). An Item from the 
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Late News also engages with questions of women and aesthetics, and women’s 
creativity. “It’s time to tell you about Doss,” says Gabby in An Item from the Late 
News. “If I tell you that Doss is a big-breasted blonde of coarse good nature, you’ll 
say I’m stirring a worn-out image” (50). The women artist characters in An Item from 
the Late News and Drylands locate themselves outside established patriarchal 
discourses. 
It is interesting here to consider Astley’s representation of the male artist in 
“Ladies Need Only Apply” and her novel, The Acolyte in comparison to her women 
artist characters in An Item from the Late News and Drylands. “Ladies Need Only 
Apply,” which was published in Astley’s short story collection, Hunting the Wild 
Pineapple, in 1981, is a satire on gender relations. The story focuses on Sadie, a 
woman in her forties on leave from her teaching job, who accepts an offer as 
companion to a reclusive musician, Leo Stringer. Leo is the eccentric, selfish, sexist, 
and repulsive ruler of a self-constructed “slovenly Eden” (121), as Sadie sees it in the 
story.  
Leo tells Sadie he needs a companion to run errands and help work in the 
garden, and assesses her physically according to her strength. Sadie works in the 
garden, a large and wild space somewhere in the North Queensland hinterland, while 
Leo practises the piano, sings, and occasionally gives music lessons. She eventually 
becomes aware that Leo is sexually involved with one of his young female students 
and becomes jealous. One evening, Leo makes a pass at Sadie, which she rejects. 
Afterwards, Leo punishes her for this rejection, assigning her more and more 
physically arduous tasks in the garden. Physical work is intertwined with the contest 
of strength of will and purpose that is Leo and Sadie’s relationship, and is used as a 
means of both punishment and pleasure. In the tense few days that follow Sadie’s 
rejection of Leo, he strategically positions her work in the garden close to the house 
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so that she is forced to confront his sexual relationship with his student. This both 
angers and arouses Sadie, and ultimately contributes to the disturbing final scene in 
which she prostrates herself before Leo after weeks of isolation from him as a result 
of the monsoon season.  
The conclusion of the story makes difficult reading from a feminist perspective. 
Sadie strips naked, ritualistically repeating to herself that she hates Leo, and then 
crosses the flooded creek that separates her shack from his house. She takes a 
couple of falls, becoming increasingly mud-streaked and bloody, before finally 
reaching the back steps.  
At the foot of the stairs she cried furiously and briefly for her shame, 
grief and rain became one.  
Ponderously, she dragged herself onto the first step, then the 
second, before she called out to him.  
She heard the movement of his chair shoved back, heard his bare 
feet pad across board; and not until she felt the frightful quality of him 
did she look up, forcing herself into the one word, ‘Please?’: into one 
smile—the whole body and want of her into one doubtful, querying 
smile as he looked down at her on all fours, naked, glistening silver with 
lust and rain.  
‘That’s better,’ he said. ‘That’s more like it. Come on in.’ 
(144) 
Sadie here appears to be caught in a net of emotional slavery and sexual 
desire, stripped of her clothing and her dignity; she is forced to seek refuge with her 
oppressor. This image of Sadie as supplicant, wet, and naked on her hands and 
knees, and the ironic, almost hostile hospitality of Leo’s “Come on in,” concludes the 
story. So what are we to make of this? As mentioned above, critics have argued that 
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Astley’s condemnation of aggressively male characteristics is the product of a 
feminist sensibility. Leo is represented as a sexual predator, bore, egotist, and 
womaniser—but does he bear larger social meanings? Pam Gilbert thinks so. She 
points out that the cruelty Leo inflicts on Sadie, without apparent recognition or 
regret, is “man-made,” as she puts it, and part of the world of cruelty, bigotry, and 
greed that Astley likes to sketch (Coming 126). However, it is also possible to 
suggest that the story is, as Susan Lever argues, about the sexual humiliation of a 
middle-aged single woman acutely aware of her ageing body and diminishing sexual 
allure (“Changing” 17). Certainly Sadie refers to herself in the story as of “non-radiant 
years” (121), and Astley insists on the terrible conflict between Sadie’s sense of her 
own declining desirability and her increasingly desperate physical desire, her sense 
of maintaining herself as a ‘lady’ (in Leo’s perception of one), and her sexual needs.  
I would also suggest that, rather than seeing the story as internalising female 
inferiority, that is, as accepting and perpetuating a masculinist ideology, we can read 
it instead as an example of female mimicry. Mimicry, as defined by Luce Irigaray, is 
when a woman mimics or acts out roles of femininity, in order to expose, 
subversively, the thing that she mimics. As Irigaray argues, if women have access 
only to masculine linguistic structures, their only means of gaining critical distance 
from them is to “play with mimesis . . .  in order to make 'visible' by an effect of playful 
repetition what should have remained hidden” (This, 76). To play with mimesis is, for 
a woman, to try to recover the place of her exploitation by discourse. Sadie assumes 
a submissive feminine role deliberately to invert a form of subordination into an 
affirmation, and thus begin toward it.  I would also add that texts which are interested 
in questions of gender need not necessarily include positive representations of, and 
outcomes for, women. These works by Astley are fiction, not political documents, 
even though she may be interested in political questions. In my view, it is the fact that 
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she explores difficult or unlikeable characters and situations that makes her so 
interesting. 
Sadie is aware of Leo’s shortcomings as an artist. She is dismissive of his 
pretentiousness. “‘Trachycarpus fortunei,’ he had said to her, botanically whimsical. 
‘Nature is the true artist.’ And she had snorted inwardly again. ‘Ah, crap!’” (114). She 
also ridicules his most cherished vanity, his artistic ability, after he verbally attacks 
her following her rejection of his sexual advances. 
‘Look, I’ll tell you something, you member of a virgin breed screwed up 
with your wants and your don’t wants. Oh, yes, I know you’re not a 
virgin in the literal sense. Don’t wince. You don’t like words like virgin, 
do you? Virgin virgin virgin virgin.’ He sang it, scale form. . . .  
‘You sing flat,’ she said. 
He flinched as if she’d hit him. (136) 
The following day, “to atone” (137), she asks him what he was playing on the piano 
and tells him she enjoyed it. 
“Ladies Need Only Apply” makes explicit the connection in Astley’s work 
between irony and anger discussed above. When Sadie first meets Leo, he puts her 
instantly offside: “the more he out-manoeuvred her, the more the dislike settled in, 
became familiar. Why, we could almost be friends, she thought angrily, regaining her 
irony” (123). She also notes that “the pretentiousness of the piano’s bulk alongside its 
quality again pleased her sense of irony. Why, swinging around to observe his idiot 
serious face watching her, she felt better already” (124). Sadie’s sense of irony 
allows her a measure of control and power over Leo. It is also a way of conveying his 
horridness in a humorous way, even if the humour is dark and double-edged. 
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The story has the narratorial intrusion typical of Astley’s work. When the 
monsoon which isolates Leo and Sadie begins, Leo mocks Sadie’s fear by playing 
Mozart on the piano: 
Despite the rattle of water and biblical thunder she caught the sound of 
tinny patches of music blowing across and through, contrapuntally, not 
in a twin frenzy but in a kind of ironic—My God, could he really be 
playing Mozart at a time like this?—comment: the sort of opponent in a 
debate who quibbles about your grammar or pronunciation.  
‘You bastard,’ she breathed into her clammy hands. ‘You arrogant 
bastard.’ (140) 
The sardonic “My God, could he really be playing Mozart” comment by the narrator, 
who is close to Sadie, is typical of Astley’s style. As in An Item from the Late News 
and Drylands, the narrator of “Ladies Need Only Apply” takes an ironic, performative 
position to satirise male authority. 
Astley’s male artist in The Acolyte, published in 1972, has similar 
characteristics to those of Leo. Jack Holberg is a blind pianist and folk figure in the 
town of Grogbusters, “a border town of rangy street sprawl in the southern part of the 
State with apple and grape farms plotting its granite ridges and sheep on random 
story-book squares” (3). Like Leo, he is vain, egotistical, and cruel. The story is 
narrated in a bitter, cynical tone by Paul Vesper, the ‘acolyte’ of the title. Vesper 
transcribes Holberg’s compositions, becomes the confidante of his wife and sister-in-
law, and a member of the artistic milieu Holberg cultivates. This is made up of 
aristocratic, pretentious men who are, as Vesper sees them, “a hideous Greek 
chorus of yes-men who can't do a thing ourselves” (68). The relationship between 
Holberg and Vesper, and the parallel relationships between Vesper and the other 
members of Holberg's coterie structure the story. Everyone around Holberg is 
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subjected to his rudeness, cuckoldry, mental cruelty, and violence. He has a 
debilitating effect on the other characters, but they are unable to free themselves 
from him. They are, as Vesper says, "like the slaves who built tombs for the 
pharaohs" (72), sacrificing themselves to serve Holberg’s imagined genius. Vesper, 
at least, seems aware of what he is doing, though he too seems powerless to break 
free of Holberg’s powerful grip on his sense of self-determination. 
There are few women characters in the novel. Holberg’s wife, Hilda, and her 
sister-in-law, Ilsa, are represented as vacuous handmaidens in Holberg’s service. 
Vesper says: “Men can shrivel women in a marriage. I’ve watched Hilda shrivel” (73). 
Other women appear briefly in sexual service to Holberg, as part of the harem he 
cultivates alongside his artistic milieu, or as his carers. These women are described 
in fragments; they are not complete characters. “There was not much of her to steer 
him. I noticed only a fragility of bone and diffident flesh, a crop of flax-coloured hair 
that adjusted itself brilliantly to electric light” (7). Another woman appears in the novel 
only as “Freckles” (21). Holberg’s elderly aunt Sadie is an exception in the novel. She 
is a strong, bold, woman in her seventies who plays “Manilla poker and the stock 
exchange with the deadliness of a Chicago mobster” (57), and berates Holberg’s 
sycophants and critics with ferocity.   
The Acolyte has similar features to Astley’s other novels, including surprising 
language, unusual sentence structures, and unconventional metaphors. For 
example: “There was wind, and had been for days, from the coast, a scurrying dark 
concussion of branch and leaf-strop” (97). There are also allusions to music and 
books half-remembered, recurring religious imagery, and conversations between 
characters that are not identified and, at times, seem to bear no relation to the story. 
The reader must evaluate and filter these details in order to figure out what is 
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happening. This has the effect of creating a satirical self-consciousness in the text, 
which may be of assistance in creating a character like Holberg.  
“Ladies Need Only Apply” and The Acolyte emphasise Astley’s different 
approach to the male artist compared to her female artist characters. Where Astley’s 
women artists in An Item from the Late News and Drylands are ironic, critical, and 
unsure of their status as artists, Leo and Holberg are delusional about the extent of 
their talents. Holberg is, in Astley’s own words, “not quite the genius he wished others 
to see him as” (“Writing,” 8). The poor quality of Leo’s piano playing and singing in 
“Ladies Need Only Apply” is mentioned more than once. While the male artists are 
satirised in these texts, the women artists in Drylands and An Item from the Late 
News are themselves satirists. Perhaps it is significant that Leo and Holberg are 
musicians rather than painters, writers, or performers. It is interesting to note that all 
Astley’s artists, male and female, are represented as detached or isolated from 
society, and Australian culture more broadly, both physically and psychologically. 
To write as a woman about Australian national myths is both to enter history 
and to commit an act of anarchy. Astley assaults national mythology using a mixture 
of humour and irony that extends from various ironic forms of criticism through to 
satires of masculine dominance and materialism, colonial violence, mateship, gender, 
and relationships. Veronica Brady sees Astley’s writing as “apocalyptic in the 
Derridean sense” of works which have “elements of catastrophe but also of 
contemplation and inspiration since they represent an opening out to view, an 
unveiling of what has formerly been concealed” (85). Astley’s humour and irony, and 
her playful and subversive use of language as strategies of resistance, point to new 
possibilities, new changes, and new relations between women and Australian culture. 
Her comic sense borders on the anarchic or surreal, and her writing exhibits a wry 
fatalism which is expressed in outbursts of violent disorder. There is great violence 
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underneath Astley’s verbal alchemy and lavish use of metaphor. It is this violent 
energy which is a major characteristic of what Goldsworthy calls her “pyrotechnic” 
writing style (“Magnetic” 64). We get the sense that, for Astley’s women artist 
narrators, a great deal of violence and anger is repressed, and their dark, biting 
satires of Australian masculine culture are a way of expressing their anger. Astley’s 
implied reader is educated. So, although they may laugh (albeit uncomfortably) at 
Astley’s male stereotypes and the cruelties of small-town life, they understand, too, 
that joking and laughter involve not only pleasure, but also complex relationships of 
power and knowledge. Humour here has political efficacy; it is a subversive or 
revolutionary act.  
In this way, Astley’s writing does what Cixous says women’s writing should do: 
“shatter the framework of institutions . . . blow up the law . . . break up the ‘truth’ with 
laughter” (258). For women writing in a patriarchal system that has decreed that only 
the masculine voice should be heard, and only masculine meanings construed, 
humour and irony not only create textual space (in the sense of an opening out of 
possibilities, interpretations, and questions) but they also question the philosophical 
basis of patriarchal univocality.  
The combination of humour and irony in An Item from the Late News and 
Drylands enables Astley to decentre masculine claims to authority in a manner that 
invites laugher, yet still expresses a horror about masculine aggression and violence 
and the bitterness and anger felt by the woman artist. By articulating the unstable 
relationship between masculine culture and female subjectivity, particularly artistic 
subjectivity, An Item from the Late News and Drylands show how Australian national 
myths might be rewritten through the efforts of women artists. 
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Chapter Five 
 
Ambiguity and Desire in Elizabeth Jolley’s Miss Peabody’s Inheritance  
and “Woman in a Lampshade” 
 
This chapter argues that Elizabeth Jolley’s novel, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, and 
her short story, “Woman in a Lampshade,” examine the process of writing and 
explore ideas of the author and authorship through the ambiguous and paradoxical 
representation of the woman artist. Both texts are concerned with the idea of 
selfhood as a narrative construction or invention, and suggest that there is 
doubleness in the writer and the writing process. With their playful irreverence in 
relation to established literary discourses, these texts offer an ambivalent use of 
parody as both theme and technique, reminding us that the language with which we 
strive to shape our own intentions is, in the words of Mikhail Bakhtin, “always half 
someone else’s” (Dialogic 293). 
Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” employ complex 
narrative strategies. Both texts have a dual-story form, and are structured by 
alternation and conflict between two stories rather than the development of a 
protagonist and temporal progression. Interaction and tension between the ‘real’ 
world of the story and the ‘fictional’ world of the story-within-the-story produces 
important and distinctive features in both texts: they are dialogical, showing a double 
logic or a dialogue of structural perspectives. Bakhtin proposes the concept of the 
“dialogical” or “polyphonic” to theorise “the plurality of independent and unmerged 
voices and consciousness” in Dostoyevsky’s fiction (Problems 4). He distinguishes 
dialogical oppositions from the dialectical interaction of abstract ideas; for him, the 
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polyphonic always designates a relationship between individual consciousness 
(rather than just abstract ideas).  
We can extend this, however, to think about unresolved oppositions between 
single and multiple narrative foci, since these also imply different forms of 
consciousness or perspectives on the world. There is no necessary connection 
between such dialogical oppositions and the multiple narrative, which may be 
directed toward a monological resolution of perspective or theme, just as a single-
story narrative may maintain such unresolved oppositions as that between the 
consciousness of the protagonist and the narrator. In Miss Peabody’s Inheritance 
and “Woman in a Lampshade,” multiple narratives and frequent thematic parallels or 
oppositions are subjected to a dialogical play of perspectives which prevents them 
from resolving into any single, stable pattern or meaning. 
Miss Peabody’s Inheritance has highly self-conscious double plotting. Its 
experimental approach and focus on the woman artist align it with the wave of 
women’s writing that emerged in the 1980s specifically concerned with questions of 
women’s art, writing, desire, and subjectivity. The novel tells the story of Dorothy 
Peabody, a fifty-five year old woman who has worked for thirty-five years as a typist 
in London. Her dull routine is made even more tedious by the demands of her 
bedridden mother. Dorothy writes a fan letter to an Australian novelist she admires, 
Diana Hopewell, who replies unexpectedly and begins sending letters that contain 
the draft and working notes of a novel in progress. This novel-within-a-novel forms a 
second narrative strand as Dorothy’s quiet life is transformed by her imaginative 
involvement in the homoerotic adventures of Miss Thorne, headmistress of Pine 
Heights girls’ boarding school, her friend Miss Snowdon, and her long-time assistant, 
Miss Edgely. These two narratives are the basis for a dazzling series of literary tricks 
and effects which demands active participation from readers, both in the work, and 
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pleasure, of interpretation, and the fun of puzzling out how the two narratives relate 
to each other. Eventually the double narratives begin to intersect. Miss Peabody feels 
a sense of excitement in knowing that “Miss Thorne and Miss Edgely and Gwenda 
would, quite soon, all be in London. It was not impossible that . . . she might meet 
them” (100). The fact that this ‘imaginary’ world can take over the ‘real’ one 
emphasises the epistemological uncertainty of both of them. In this way, the novel 
questions the relationship between the fictional and the actual.  
Like Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,” first published in 
Westerly in 1980, sets up an internally consistent ‘play’ world which encourages the 
reader’s absorption and then lays bare its rules in order to examine the relation of 
fiction to reality. At the beginning of the story, an aspiring writer, Jasmine Tredwell, 
takes paper, typewriter, food, and wine, and leaves her dozing husband, to seek 
solitude in order to write. As she drives towards her farm, Jasmine picks up a 
hitchhiker, a young man, who becomes the focus of her writing experiments. The 
dramatic force of the story is dependent on a discrepancy between appearance and 
reality, and the unfolding of the plot through the characters’ limited view-points. The 
threat implied by the dishevelled male hitchhiker is soon inverted when Jasmine 
begins to exhibit increasingly strange behaviour: she sings, writes, dances, and 
wears a lampshade on her head while the hitchhiker sleeps, shoots at a rabbit, and 
offers to put up fencing. Jasmine struggles between imagination and reality 
throughout the text, blurring the borders between fiction and reality as she tries to 
overcome her writer’s block. “I thought we was going to have it away together” (144) 
the hitchhiker says confusedly. “Yes,” confirms Jasmine, preoccupied with her 
writing, “I thought so too but it’s my young man—” (144). Our pleasure as readers 
comes from our understanding of what is occurring in the situation—we delight in the 
humour of Jasmine’s obliviousness to the sexual intentions of the hitchhiker, and his 
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struggle to ascertain what is going on. The plot hinges on misapprehensions, so that 
the story becomes a playful manipulation of the characters, in particular the 
hitchhiker. It is also a playful manipulation of the reader’s curiosity about the 
relationship between the characters. 
In a review of Jolley’s novel Milk and Honey, Helen Daniel observes that “the 
narrative works through a deliberate frustration of the reader’s desire to know. It 
works through lacunae, moving along a set of gaps in the explanation” (“Variations” 
58). We discover a similar narrative structure in both Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and 
“Woman in a Lampshade,” where Jolley’s apparent gaps, lack of a consistent 
speaker, juxtapositions, and allusions simultaneously frustrate our desire for narrative 
coherence and exhilarate our desire to explore the provocative, the transgressive, 
and the absurd. Both stories are presented in apparently unrelated fragments, and 
intellectual and imaginative work is required to fill in the narrative gaps. A flexible and 
interactive relationship is thus fostered between reader and narrator; the reader is 
immediately caught up in what Andrew Riemer refers to as a “collaborative 
endeavour” in which “the writer neither explains nor directs” (“‘Du” 10). In Jolley’s own 
words, she offers the reader “small fragments, hints, suggestions of experience 
(“Barefoot” 452), which allow the freedom to imagine, to supply the details according 
to their own interpretations and experiences, and to move towards certain insights 
and understandings. By employing double narratives and numerous other points of 
view and repeatedly resisting traditional linear plot development and narrative 
teleology, Jolley creates contrapuntal ironies and a self-reflexiveness about the 
novelist’s art and literary tradition. 
In Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, the act of writing is shown as the action, plot, 
and psychological motivation of the central characters. It is, as Goldsworthy points 
out, “a novel which tells the story of a novelist who tells a story to someone who, in 
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the end, becomes a novelist who will go on telling the story” (“Voices” 477). In this 
way, Jolley seems to encourage a reflexive doubling between herself as a woman 
writer, and Diana Hopewell and Dorothy Peabody in the novel, demonstrating an 
almost didactic self-consciousness about the entire act of writing and the production 
and reception of a text. Jolley presents the dilemmas and aspirations of a writer, her 
mode of life and method of writing. Diana’s letters to Dorothy comment extensively on 
the life of an artist: “Perhaps it is in writing, the novelist wrote, that the writer remakes 
himself and his world” (15). “Writers don’t have many friends, the novelist wrote, and 
any friends the writer has don’t read what the writer has written” (69). Diana provides 
Miss Peabody with summaries of her characters, explains how she structures her 
stories, and draws Dorothy’s attention to particular points of authorial interest, for 
example, the use of clichés (68). Sue Gillett suggests that the novel offers “an 
extended parody of the realist novel’s expectation of the reader as the writer’s 
accomplice,” highlighting the quest for identity hidden in realist reading practices, 
while at the same time playing this quest against itself (“Elizabeth” 78). I would agree 
that, with its finely tuned examination of the process of writing, Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance is, in Delys Bird’s words “a kind of self-parody of the writer with serious 
intentions” (“Now” 175).  
The novel’s incorporation of another work as a deliberate and acknowledged 
construct is structurally similar to parody’s formal organisation. Parody, as defined by 
Hutcheon, "is a form of imitation, but imitation characterised by ironic inversion, not 
always at the expense of the parodied text. . . . [It is] repetition with critical distance, 
which marks difference rather than similarity" (A Theory 6). Hutcheon further states 
that the “mimetic and ideological status of parody is more subtle than this: both the 
authority and transgression implied by parody's textual opacity must be taken into 
account. All parody is overtly hybrid and double-voiced" (28). In developing a theory 
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of parody applicable to twentieth century art, Hutcheon argues that we must expand 
the concept of parody “to include the extended ‘refunctioning’ (as the Russian 
Formalists called it) that is characteristic of the art of our time, we also need to restrict 
its focus in the sense that parody’s ‘target’ text is always another work of art” (16). 
This is certainly true in Jolley’s case, where the incongruity of the subject is her 
subject, and her parody is less of an ordered world to be disturbed than of a 
disturbed world that needs ordering. Jolley’s emphasis on transformation, on the role 
of the artist as reader and writer, and hence on the complex act, and art, of 
communication in fiction, parodies the writer by foregrounding fiction’s devices and 
revealing the context-dependent nature of meaning. 
The part of the novel in which Miss Thorne is baffled and discomforted by a 
passage of postmodern critical theory is an example of this self-reflexivity. While 
carving meat in the school kitchen, Miss Thorne recalls borrowing a journal of literary 
criticism from a passenger beside her on her aeroplane flight home from Europe. She 
selects a passage at random and reads: 
The discussion falls on the concept of structuralist reading and the 
exposure of the artistic process as being an achievement, on semantic 
levels, of harmonious surfaces built on insoluble conflicts, for example, 
the lexical, the grammatical and syntactic levels, with an ideological 
solution to the contradictions in the mode of discourse, the angle of 
narration and the symbolic structure of a culture. (151) 
Miss Thorne’s lack of comprehension, despite her confident assertion that the journal 
is “[j]ust my sort of reading” before she looks at it, make her doubt herself: 
because of not understanding what was being discussed, unable to 
remember any words or phrases. She does remember vaguely reading 
another statement that being a character in a novel is apparently not 
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being a character at all. Such ways of thinking are too much for her. 
Dizzily she returns to the meat. The meat is there and she is cutting it. 
(151)  
The parallels here between carving meat and the critical dissection that may be seen 
to occur in some literary analysis satirises literary theory. It also addresses a 
particular type of reader, one that will be familiar with this kind of discourse. This 
passage thus offers us an example of the way in which, in the words of Hutcheon, 
parody in contemporary metafiction “is frequently joined to manipulative narrative 
voices, overtly addressing an inscribed reader, or covertly manoeuvring the reader 
into a desired position from which intended meaning (recognition and then 
interpretation of a parody, for example) can be allowed to appear” (85-86). Jolley 
achieves here a particular kind of pleasurable understanding—that of parodic 
complicity—in which the recognition of parody depends on shared beliefs or 
experiences. 
“Woman in a Lampshade” also offers a comic parody of the creative process. 
Parody fulfils a dramatic function as a structural principle in the story, and as the 
mainspring of the plot’s dynamics. The dialogues between Jasmine and the young 
man provide dramatic tension which reveals the central play of parody in the story. 
Their conversation inserts an element of disorder in the text; it upsets linearity and 
binds assorted bits and pieces of discourse into a not-too-coherent whole. Jolley 
parodies Jasmine’s naïve and self-important efforts to see herself and her creation in 
exalted terms: 
‘I really can’t help it,’ she said, adjusting the lampshade with one 
delicate finger, ‘if He visits me in the middle of the night.’ 
Who? Here? Who visits you? He began to search through the heap 
of fur. 
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‘Where’s my clothes?’ I’d better be off. Look, I shouldn’t be here.’ 
Jasmine laughed. ‘Oh, relax! The Muse of course,’ she said, 
‘perhaps I should say My Muse.’ (143) 
In my view, Jasmine presents an aesthetic theory of the artist that sounds like the 
‘Artist-God’ Barthes derides in “Death of the Author,” privileging what she perceives 
as the superior role of the artist. For Barthes, the “Author-God” is patriarchal and 
maintains in his work the relation of antecedence which is similar to that a father 
maintains with his child; the ‘message’ of his work is delivered to him through his 
muse, and he conveys this message to the reader (“The Death” 142-148). Jolley 
parodies this romantic image of the artist and artistic creativity, which requires a very 
specific type of masculinity. As Lynda Nead states, “the great artist likens his 
relationship to his work to being: father, lover, God. This triad very consciously 
evokes the central metaphors through which artistic creativity has been and 
continues to be represented, with the work envisaged as the creation of the artist, 
enacting a fantasy of male autogenesis” (59). The artist is demiurge, with the gift of 
divine creativity. Jolley, however, subverts this equation of creativity and virile male 
desire, and artistic creativity is instead shown as a form of melodrama, played out 
between the woman artist and the young, confused hitchhiker. 
“I’ve got a young man,” Jasmine explains to the hitchhiker, “he’s a bit of a 
nuisance really. First he’s in a suburban post office in Australia. Can you imagine him 
behind the counter with his pale offended eyes about to burst into tears and all the 
little veins and capillaries flushed on his crooked boyish face, or something like that?” 
(139). Jolley plays with the conventions of storytelling and the way in which we 
suspend our disbelief to accept as truth the narrative presented to us. Jasmine’s vivid 
and entirely convincing description of the young man in the post office is instantly 
destabilised by her ‘or something like that,’ which emphasises the fictionality of her 
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story. “Woman in a Lampshade” stages a dramatic confrontation between the 
principles of ‘reality’ and fiction, each attempting to compose the text into a unity 
which the other opposes and dismantles.  
“Woman in a Lampshade” has all the elements of the postmodern romance, as 
Wendy Steiner defines them: voyeurism, fetishism, parody, a pastiche of modes, 
stylistic levels, and aesthetic illusions; spontaneous humour and insensitivity about 
serious issues like suicide; and the equation of art with brutality and even assault (3). 
Throughout, Jasmine takes advantage of the power granted to her by the sudden 
shifts of identity that the imagination can create. “’My story just needs a bit of action,’” 
she thinks. “A gun-shot sounded close by, it was followed by a second shot. 
‘Splendid!’ Jasmine said. ‘That’s just what I needed. Now I know what happens next.’ 
She continued to type” (146). Jasmine thinks the hitchhiker has killed himself, and 
her typewriter rattles industriously as she transforms this into her story. “Quietly he 
took the jewelled pistol from its silky case and held it to his pale crooked forehead. 
His eyes were full of tears . . . She changed her voice. ‘That’s a nice touch, the 
crooked forehead, what exquisite writing. I’ve never written so well before’” (146). 
Here Jolley parodies the self-mirroring nature of artistic activity, and the concept of 
the great artist, and their divine creativity, being reflected in the work of art.  
Jasmine’s vision, however, rebounds on itself and she is surprised when the 
young man re-enters the cottage unharmed. She becomes frustrated when he 
reveals he had been shooting at a rabbit:  “you’ve muffed the whole thing,” she tells 
him (146). As in much of Jolley’s fiction, the fictional world is so carefully woven with 
the experiences of the characters, that at times it becomes the external correlative 
mirroring the human event.  When she dismisses the hitchhiker and he pleads to be 
allowed to stay, Jasmine remains absorbed in the world of her story. “‘Where will I go 
in the empty town?’ he whined. ‘I’ll have nothing to eat and nowhere to sleep. Can’t I 
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stay and paint the shed? Please?’” (148). Jasmine does not respond to the hitchhiker 
directly. Instead she correlates him with the male character in her story: “‘I never 
realised before,’ Jasmine yawned, ‘that my young man in Madras is an absolute 
Bore!’” (149). To Jasmine, the young man in her story becomes more real than the 
physical presence of the hitchhiker. The doubling and confusion between Jasmine 
and the hitchhiker, and Jasmine’s confusion between real and fictional worlds, 
reflects what Lynda Nead, in an unrelated article, has identified as the anxious 
oscillation between the masculine and the feminine in the construction of artistic 
identity. According to Nead, “if artistic identity can be said to embody a particular kind 
of masculinity, then it is a form which is both related to and different from other 
contemporaneous forms of masculinity. . . . but this also enables a counter-reading of 
creativity as feminised; as a working through of the creativity of the female body” 
(68). This means that, at the core of masculine artistic identity, is the presence or 
potential for femininity (68). I would argue that “Woman in a Lampshade” can be read 
as a comic reminder of this paradox. 
Doubling also occurs in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance where the female writer-
female reader relationship of Diana and Miss Peabody might be read as a positive 
version of the relationship between Jasmine Tredwell and her young man in the 
sense that the exchange between Diana and Miss Peabody enables, rather than 
frustrates, the expression of desire. With its themes of disruption and renewal, and its 
concurrent plotting, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance can be read as a tragic metaphysical 
love story followed, complemented, and reversed by a comic counterplot in which 
extreme versions of the older, wiser figure of authority (Diana and Miss Thorne) and 
the younger, pupil figure (Miss Peabody and Gwenda) converge. As in “Woman in a 
Lampshade,” both the dramatic conflicts and the conflicting possibilities of 
interpretation in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance arise from the novel’s dialogical form. 
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Jolley offers and withdraws the satisfactions of order, subverting the fictive laws of 
duality and unity which organise her narrative.  
Barbara Milech suggests that Jolley represents intimate relationships that 
deviate from idealised, monogamous, heterosexual love, yet affirm the value of erotic 
intimacy as a ‘special friendship’—the kind of eroticism that does not matter so much 
as the intimacy of mind and spirit it can embody” (“Friendship” 100). Adult friendships 
among women have not often been privileged as central narrative subjects in 
literature, since they do not serve the dominant patriarchal ideology and system of 
gender relations encoded in heterosexual marriage. In this way, the relationship, or 
“emotional pact” (Levy, “Jolley’s” 118), between Diana Hopewell and Miss Peabody 
challenges both conventional narrative patterns and the sexual construction of 
identity inscribed in these patterns.  
At the beginning of Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, Dorothy is very mannered. 
The erotic qualities of Diana’s letters begin to excite her and prompt her into 
unaccustomed activities, such as taking a late bath and singing to herself. She also 
begins to note the aesthetic qualities of words, reciting psalms to her mother: “‘in 
pastures green. . . . ’ Lovely word pasture” (35), and the erotic charge of objects: 
“Miss Peabody, in her nightdress, continued to read the letter. The pages had an 
exotic smell. . . . A sweetness as of strange pleasures to be had from smoking wild 
herbs and specially prepared roots” (35). Eventually she begins to take pleasure in 
the act of writing. “The magnificent oak tree is the monarch of the English forest,” she 
imagines writing to Diana. “[S]he loved composing fine sentences for her replies . . . 
she could hardly wait to write it down” (84). However, her duty to her mother is 
forever intruding: “Her mother’s voice pierced the tranquillity. ‘Dotty! You never 
washed the potato saucepan tonight’. . . . Dorothy Peabody quietly put her pen down” 
(69). Dorothy’s tedious and repetitive domestic activities are contrasted with the 
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discovery of her artistic subjectivity, which is enabled by the vigorous, sexually 
suggestive nature of the letters which she keeps in her underwear drawer.  
Miss Peabody is an emotionally involved reader: “Her reading is saturated with 
subjectivity, with the search for herself as subject” (Gillett, “Elizabeth” 76). However, 
she is not a passive recipient of a literary work. Her correspondence with Diana is 
represented as a two-way exchange in which each participates in the dynamic 
interaction of writing and reading, and contributes to the imaginative and emotional 
involvement of the other. “I am still trying to reason out,” Miss Peabody writes to 
Diana, “how your writing can get me so emotionally involved” (114). As Barthes 
would have it, Miss Peabody is a writerly reader. More than the writer’s translator or 
interpreter, more than the mirror of the writer’s desire, Dorothy has her own desires, 
and these are represented as an important motivation for Diana. “I am so interested,” 
Diana writes in reply to Miss Peabody’s first, tentative letter. “And do you know I love 
your handwriting. It excites me! Perhaps I should say I’m in love with your 
handwriting” (6). We later discover that, for Diana, writing offers a release from 
illness, pain, and her confinement to a wheelchair. As an author, she provides Miss 
Peabody with entertainment, excitement, and, later, opportunities to become involved 
in the creative process, preparing her to take up a role as story-teller. The act of 
writing and reading is thus figured as an act of transformation, transporting both the 
writer and the reader out of the limits of their physical circumstances.  
Although Miss Peabody feels that she and Diana connect intimately through 
their letters, there is no union of reader and writer because Diana’s death precedes 
Miss Peabody’s arrival in Australia. As Pamela Bromberg points out, “the plot of 
friendship—unlike the plots of courtship or adultery, the Bildungsroman, or even the 
plot of the mid-life crisis—has no obvious end except death” (10). But death, in Miss 
Peabody’s Inheritance, enables the desire of Miss Peabody, and initiates the 
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inheritance of writing in which the role of story-teller passes from Diana to Miss 
Peabody, because death confronts the reader with the absence of the writer. I would 
suggest that the novel can thus be read in relation to the completion of Barthes’s 
statement that the death of the author makes possible the birth of the reader (“The 
Death” 142-48). By disrupting the usual narrative conventions understood to separate 
authors from implied authors from narrators from implied readers from readers, the 
novel reminds us that authors do not simply invent novels. Rather, as Waugh points 
out, ‘authors’ are ‘invented’ by readers who are ‘authors’ themselves (134). Thus, the 
split of writer and reader allows the reader to be born, to be released as productive.  
The novel’s focus on inheritance also has resonance with what Annette 
Kolodny has theorised as “an acute and impassioned attentiveness to the ways in 
which primarily male structures of power are inscribed (or encoded) within our literary 
inheritance [and] the consequences of that encoding for women—as characters, as 
readers, and as writers” (“Dancing” 511). Jolley writes, and rewrites, women’s lives 
as a metaphor for the way women experience their lives and construct their identities. 
When Diana asks Miss Peabody if she is in love, Miss Peabody considers inventing a 
relationship between herself and her married boss, Mr Bains, borrowing aspects of 
her tale from the real life accounts of the female colleague who is having an affair 
with him. She discards this idea, however and writes “her other version of what she 
called ‘her love life,’” inventing a young man who is killed in the war “before the 
complete blossoming of the romance which was to have been hers” (13-14). As well 
as suggesting the way in which we construct and understand our lives through 
stories, this is also a parody of an acceptable reason for not marrying, and was often 
represented as such in early twentieth-century romance fiction.  
Miss Peabody is a model reader. She admires Diana’s work, offers 
suggestions, and becomes emotionally involved in the story. She also presents 
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writing as a process of looking back and discovering what is wrong with a previously 
written story. Miss Peabody’s writerly preoccupations express the excitement and 
possibilities entailed in rewriting as access to the exploration of the self: rewriting 
gives her powers of self-determination and enables change. By inscribing female 
difference and female desire into various conventions, Jolley’s work presents a 
feminist rewriting that revises inherited traditions. Offering an alternative to the 
traditional romance novel, and foregrounding and parodying the collaborative 
possibilities between the reader and author in relation to the creative process, Miss 
Peabody’s Inheritance challenges ‘portrait of the artist’ stories and subverts narrative 
structures.  
The conscious fictionality of Jolley’s work suggests the linguistic basis of 
experience in general. It also enables an examination of the place of fabrication, 
creativity, or delusion in that experience (“Preface” xi-xii). I now consider Jolley’s 
representation of women and sexuality in more detail, and with reference to some of 
Butler’s theories on gender and performance, which have resonance with Jolley’s 
work. In particular I focus on the way in which Jolley’s representation of relationships 
between women, lesbian desire, and sexuality in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance 
radicalises subjectivity and emphasises that narrative is potentially poly-vocal. Its 
gendered meanings are defined not by any intrinsic qualities but by its artistic uses.  
Butler has theorised the way in which narrative structures encode social 
meanings, asserting that "the regulatory norms of 'sex' work in a performative fashion 
to constitute the materiality of bodies" (Bodies 2). Butler explores the points at which 
identity norms are taken up and subject positions assumed. Butler’s focus on the 
social mechanisms through which gender is produced, performed, and regulated 
shifts attention from presumptions of innate biological difference towards an 
emphasis on identity as discursively constructed. This concept relies on rejecting the 
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assumption, such as the one proposed by Kristeva and discussed in chapter two of 
this thesis, that gender possesses a ‘natural’ or pre-social meaning. Kristeva 
theorises the semiotic as a realm of drives and original pleasures which she aligns 
with a maternity reified as prior to the law of the Father. According to Butler, 
Kristeva’s analysis of sexuality and ideology “fails to consider the way in which that 
very law might well be the cause of the very desire it is said to repress” (Gender 90). 
Unlike Kristeva, who aligns sexuality with the maternal pre-symbolic, Butler is 
interested neither in the ‘natural’ past of the body nor in its original pleasures but in 
“an open future of cultural possibilities” (93). To move towards the future means to 
move away entirely from the seduction of the requirements to enter the law.  
For Butler, this movement away exists in a radical transformation of language. 
She emphasises the "somatic dimension" of the process of subject formation through 
language (5), arguing that such forms of address as ‘girl’ or ‘spinster’ do more than 
designate persons and bodies; they establish "a practical sense for the body, not only 
a sense of what the body is, but how it can or cannot negotiate space, its 'location' in 
terms of prevailing cultural coordinates" (Excitable 159-60). Whether they be names, 
innocuous categories, or patently derogatory terms, such designations enable 
agency and foreclose "in a single stroke . . .  the possibility of radical autonomy” (26). 
With their mixture of imagination and eroticism, Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and 
“Woman in a Lampshade” both achieve a kind of radical autonomy by destabilising 
categories of gender and identity.  
Jolley’s work has long perplexed critics interested in sexual politics. She writes 
in a style that can be characterised as feminine (Salzman, Elizabeth 54; Liddelow 
130-31; Kirkby, “The Call” 46), but her representation of female themes and 
characters is always ambiguous. Dean Kiley points out that Jolley’s metaphors are 
“always also (and already) a figure for something else, operating elsewhere on some 
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other level” (Kiley, qtd. in Levy 114). Aneeta Rajendran argues that Jolley’s writing, in 
its depiction of women characters and the relationships between them, moves 
between the homosocial, the homosexual, and the homoerotic (80-82). These 
crossings occur regularly in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, where the women 
characters in the story are in lesbian relationships. Misses Edgely and Thorne are 
lovers, and Misses Snowdon and Thorne also have a romantic relationship, which is 
rekindled during a water fight in the shower while Edgely is off sulking. Miss Thorne 
has a crush on her pupil, Gwendaline Manners, an attachment which is reciprocated 
and acted upon on the trip to Europe. As in several other of Jolley’s novels, the text 
presents irresponsible middle-aged women in positions of authority. 
The three older women, as Peter Monaghan points out, are stock types, intent 
on manners, refinement, and the intellectual and moral education of young women. 
They also, however, resemble mischievous and carnal boarding-school girls, and, in 
Monaghan’s words, “are constantly soused, somewhat gluttonous, and wholly given 
to creature comforts” (116). As Headmistress of Pine Heights Boarding School, Miss 
Thorne enjoys “exciting hitherto unknown, as she thinks, passions in the breasts of 
young girls while remaining calm and dignified herself, in charge, as it were, of their 
passions” (35). She takes pleasure in the girls’ sexual potential, seeing “immense 
possibilities for her girls at all times, but mostly on Sundays when they enter the 
school chapel like swans in their white dresses . . . Immense possibilities . . . 
Immensitie cloystered in thy deare womb. She knows the quotation is not quite right 
for this stage of their development but she likes the words” (80). Although the 
representation of desire here is playful, the dynamic between Miss Thorne and her 
‘gels’ subverts understandings of the relationship between age and experience and 
youth, especially when the older person holds a position of authority. 
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In addition to the representation of older women, Miss Peabody’s inheritance 
includes another Jolley archetype: the dancing young woman whose carefree nature 
is overpoweringly vital and sexual, and who appears in the novel as the character 
Debbie Frome. Miss Thorne admires Debbie’s provocative dancing, “the way she has 
of moving her shoulders” (79). When Miss Thorne calls Debbie into her room to 
chastise her for listening to music and dancing past the girls’ appointed bedtime, 
Debbie appears, naked apart from a domestic science apron. The girls appear to 
have a remarkable lack of volition, for example, Debbie is hastily wrapped in the 
apron by Matron and pushed into Miss Thorne’s office, giving the impression that she 
is controlled by unseen forces, but they also demonstrate the ability to seduce and 
coerce.  “Miss Thorne smiles kindly. She’s thinking that the apron suits the gel. The 
aprons should be used more often; there was something virginal and attractive about 
them especially when worn next to the skin like this” (38-39). After Debbie shows her 
awareness of Miss Thorne’s attraction to her, playfully inviting the Headmistress to 
touch her as she dances, Thorne admits to herself she has been tempted. “‘What a 
delicious yet terrible thing temptation is,’ she tells herself” (40). Thomas Shapcott has 
discussed Jolley’s focus on “the dance of victim and predator” and the relationships 
between “youth/ age, predator/ victim, female/ female” (73-75), and certainly Miss 
Thorne is a predatory character.3  
                                               
3
 Jolley’s novel The Well also depicts an intense relationship between an older woman and a younger 
one.  The lame, middle-aged Hester, heiress to a large property, adopts Katherine at the age of 
sixteen and the two women live on the margins of Hester’s property. Their isolation from society gives 
free reign to the women’s fantasies and emotional clashes. Hester psychologically manipulates 
Katherine into staying at the cottage, preying upon her fears and naivety. However, towards the end of 
the story it is Katherine who becomes predatory, preying on Hester’s physical and emotional 
vulnerability and her fear of abandonment. 
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Miss Thorne imagines introducing Gwenda to Europe as a kind of seduction. 
She is “rather looking forward to the initiation of Gwenda into the art of travelling; the 
choosing of elegant clothes and how to wear them; and to the music and the art and 
the culture of Europe.” Gwenda, thinks Miss Thorne, “is more than ready for a little 
finishing and what better way to obtain it than to travel with her Headmistress; a kind 
of short pilgrimage to bring out in the gel a true appreciation of beauty in all its forms” 
(27). Despite her pretensions to urbane respectability, Miss Thorne is an inelegant 
and somewhat bovine character, physically and characteristically at odds with her 
pursuit of what she perceives as ‘culture.’ When they arrive at the Pension 
Eppelseimer in Vienna, the scene of the seduction, Miss Thorne “snorts and sniffs 
her pleasure and stoutly mounts the stairs to the rooms” (55). The Night of the 
Thunderstorm, in which Miss Thorne comforts a frightened Gwenda in her bed, is 
described as “idyllic, tender, hilarious, and ludicrous. There was the laughing and the 
trying not to laugh; it would not have done to disturb everyone in the Pension” (60). 
The suggestion of a sexual encounter, however, is then undercut by the bed giving 
way under the two sturdy figures. Miss Thorne, laughing “till her face was wet with 
tears” (60), suggests retiring to her room but Gwenda points out they will have more 
room on the mattress on the floor. In the morning, Miss Thorne resolves to send 
Gwenda back to Pine Heights, a dismissal the girl takes as romantic rejection and 
refuses. “It wasn’t only the storm,” Gwenda accuses Miss Thorne in language which 
is simultaneously that of the rejected lover and thwarted child. “You were pleased, 
you said, you told me things, you talked to me like you were happy with me” (64).  
This scene, which reveals both Miss Thorne’s self-interest and Gwenda’s 
vulnerability, is interesting; and readers may well feel uncomfortable trying to interpret 
the relationship given that Miss Thorne is in a position of authority, something Jolley 
acknowledges in the novelist Diana Hopewell’s instructions to her reader, Dorothy: 
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There are bound to be some people who will dislike this. . . .  If you feel 
disturbed and strange this is all perfectly natural. It is disturbing to 
explore the breast of a sixty year old woman in relation to a girl of 
sixteen. If you feel emotionally involved that is natural too. . . . some 
readers will fight off this involvement. Don’t worry. Read on. (114-15) 
Lesbian love affairs are a common theme in Jolley’s fiction. Such liaisons, however, 
do not always have the scandalous flavour of Miss Thorne’s involvement with 
Gwenda. In this novel as in others, however, the love affairs, if they are scandalous, 
are not scandalous because they are lesbian. They are rather expressions of what 
Miss Thorne refers to as “a need matching needs in other people,” and also of what 
Jolley herself has called a cherishing of another, not necessarily to do with sex 
(Learning 36). Salzman reads the lesbian undercurrents in Jolley’s work as an 
interest in the sexuality of older women which, in these texts, is usually, but not 
invariably, lesbian (Elizabeth 12). I would also argue that the theatricality of Jolley’s 
characters, and her text, suggests that sexuality constitutes a kind of essentialism at 
the level of identity. The constructed character of sexuality has been invoked to 
counter the claim that sexuality has a natural and normative shape and movement, 
one that approximates the “normative phantasm” (Bodies 2), as Butler calls it, of 
compulsory heterosexuality. 
The act, or activity, of sexuality in the novel is intentional and performative, 
where performance suggests a dramatic and contingent construction of meaning. To 
cast sexuality in terms of performance is not to imply, however, that it is a piece of 
theatre staged by a volitional agent who is able to select their sexuality at will. Rather, 
following on from Butler’s work on gender and identity, sexuality can be theorised in 
linguistic and discursive terms as the effect rather than the cause of a discourse, 
which is always there first. The idea is that there is no sexuality behind expressions 
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of sexuality: sexuality is discursively constituted, the effect rather than the cause of 
the sequence of acts which give it its appearance of substance. Sexuality, like 
gender and identity, is an effect rather than a cause, the product of a law which 
precedes, produces, and affects the subject, that is, sexual identity itself is a socially-
determined concept constituted by actions which are repeated until they become 
ideologically legitimised. “Gender ought not to be construed as a stable identity or 
locus of agency from which various acts follow. . . . Rather, gender is an identity 
tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space through a stylised 
repetition of acts” (Gender 140). Because, for Butler, this gendered self consists only 
of performative (as opposed to expressive) attributes and acts, “there is no pre-
existing identity by which an act or attribute might be measured; there would only be 
true or false, real or distorted acts of gender, and the postulation of a true gender 
identity would be revealed as a regulatory fiction” (141). The representation of gender 
and sexuality in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance sabotages any false naturalising of 
gender and identity, undermining the stereotypical assumptions which inform Jolley’s 
subjects.  
Jolley’s intervention in the dominant practices of gender can be read in relation 
to Butler’s social function of parody. According to Butler: 
Practices of parody can serve to reengage and reconsolidate the very 
distinction between a privileged and naturalized gender configuration 
and one that appears as derived, phantasmic, and mimetic—a failed 
copy, as it were. And surely parody has been used to further a politics 
of despair, one which affirms a seemingly inevitable exclusion of 
marginal genders from the territory of the natural and the real. And yet 
this failure to become ‘real’ and to embody ‘the natural’ is . . . a 
constitutive failure of all gender enactments for the very reason that 
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these ontological locales are fundamentally uninhabitable. (Gender 
146) 
Parody may thus reconsolidate major differences between a privileged sexual identity 
(heterosexual, masculine, feminine) and a “phantasmic” (146) one (in this case, 
lesbian) and express a sense of the exclusion of the marginal (non-stereotypical) 
from power. It also throws all forms of identity into question by exposing the lack of 
any pre-existing identity as well as what Butler calls the “regulatory fiction” of the 
dominant gender’s role. In this way, Jolley’s parody is successful in that it generates 
“a subversive laughter in the pastiche-effect of parodic practices in which the original, 
the authentic, and the real are themselves constituted as effects” (Butler, Gender 
146). 
Despite these assertions, it is difficult not to feel uncomfortable reading the 
scenes between Miss Thorne and Gwenda, mostly, as Levy points out, because of 
the voyeuristic position we are encouraged to adopt as readers together with her 
narrators (“Now” 233-34). Certainly the reader is invited to take pleasure in the fact 
that Gwenda’s apparent sexual innocence seems in danger at any moment of being 
corrupted by Miss Thorne: 
“Sie ist, how you say, eine Valkyrie.” The older woman, the mother, who 
keeps the Pension, unashamedly, in front of them all, caresses, with the 
back of her freckled hand, the full curve of Gwenda’s breast. Miss 
Thorne, a little proud and more than a little fond, looks on with approval. 
There is an attractive blush spreading on Gwenda’s smooth white neck. 
(62) 
If sexual identities are indeed a performance, as Butler describes, the voyeurism 
thrives on performativity. The act of reading invites us to look at people and watch 
how they behave. The text, as Levy suggests, provides an alibi or our reason for 
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looking, so that “[f]rom a deflected angle Jolley achieves a clear view, but readers are 
always implicated in the observer’s gaze” (“Jolley’s” 115). Part of our pleasure and 
discomfort can be accounted for by our understanding of Miss Thorne’s (perhaps 
subconscious) sexual motivations towards Gwenda. Jolley does not seem primarily 
interested in exploring this dynamic or its moral implications; rather, her writing is 
concerned with the relationship between narrative art, voyeurism, and desire.  
It is also possible to argue that Jolley’s representation of lesbian desire and 
spectatorship disrupts the idea of the ‘gaze’ as always imaginatively male and 
heterosexual. In Jolley’s work, says Levy, the “power of the gaze is always evident, 
and the link between the desiring female artist’s gaze and a desiring feminine erotic 
gaze is telling . . . there is a link to the outsider too, for the outsider, or artist or 
observer, has to make sense of what she sees and decide how she wishes to 
engage with, or in it” (“Jolley’s” 117). Jolley’s narrator positions the reader as 
‘looking,’ and the meanings the text produces oscillate and change depending on the 
kind of ‘look’ the reader wants to assume, or what the reader reads into it. The act of 
reading thus acquires a new role surpassing the simple function of pleasure, and 
enabling the reader to engage further with the text’s mediation to comment, justify, 
explain, and promote a better understanding of the complexities of human nature. 
Voyeurism can therefore be re-read as a new freedom of the gaze, and its fetishistic 
attributes re-evaluated as an emancipation of restrained energy, and a testing of the 
boundaries of taboo. 
Jolley also explicitly links reading and writing with the erotic aspects of 
observing, looking, and longing and the woman artist in “Woman in a Lampshade.” 
There are striking juxtapositions of the banal and domestic, and the sensuous, in the 
text. Jasmine is “not a pretty woman, she never pretended to be. But the lampshade, 
when she put it on, made her feel pretty, softly so and feminine. It was the colour of 
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ripe peaches and made of soft pleats of silk” (138). The lampshade, an everyday, 
and feminine, household item, is transformed into “the dangerous and the exotic 
while still sheltered under a cosy domesticity” (138). In the same way that Diana 
Hopewell’s letters eroticise Miss Peabody’s existence, the lampshade makes 
Jasmine aware of a sensuous reality: 
After that first time she had looked with shy curiosity at other women in 
shops and at parties, at the hairdresser’s and even while passing them 
in the street, quietly noticing the private things about them, the delicate 
shaping of the back of the neck or the imaginative tilt of the ears. She 
wondered too about the tiny lines and folds and creases, all the secret 
things. (138)  
As Levy observes, it is not directly stated that Jolley’s observer-narrators are 
attracted to the feminine, but lesbian desire is “suggestive of motives for looking, and 
longing, among Jolley’s desiring women” (“Jolley’s” 117). This ambiguity defines 
Jolley’s writing and is, as Levy points out, an important technique in feminist and 
lesbian theories of writing as a strategy to overcome or avoid silencing (114). For 
Levy, the ambivalence that Jolley explores “not only provides the topics and 
contributes to the form of her novels, it is also a precondition for the writing” (119).  
Butler is also interested in the concept of ambivalence because she sees it as 
a site of subversion. Her concept of ambivalence is closely related to Derrida’s 
concept of différance; she defines it as the slippage between the call of the law and 
its articulation, from which one can reveal the false claim to naturalness and 
originality of hegemonic norms. For Butler, ambiguity escapes what she calls 
"ontological essentialism" (Gender 16), which invariably contains a "normative 
injunction that operates insidiously by installing itself into political discourse as its 
necessary ground" (Bodies 219). This allows categories of identity, including gender, 
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to present themselves as beyond contestation. Seen from this perspective, Jolley’s 
narrative ambiguity is crucial to her critique and deconstruction of gendered 
mainstream cultural images. Ambiguity, in Jolley’s texts, offers a critique of social 
hierarchies and language; her fiction appears to waver between psychological and 
social imperatives, on the one hand, and a re-evaluation of discourse on the other. 
Jolley defines reality in her texts of fragmentation, rupture, and alienation, and 
challenges modes of realist narration.  
With their shifting collages of feminine and lesbian disruptions and 
reinscriptions, Jolley’s texts explode and subvert discourse and gender, “all that 
would prescribe who should be attracted to whom and when and where and at what 
age” (Kirkby, “The Nights” 489). Jolley does this through a radical destabilisation of 
form and language, which also destabilises categories of gender and identity, 
including, “those associated with the words ‘spinster,’ ‘invalid,’ ‘headmistress.’ 
Instead, we have images of woman as indomitable, voyaging, powerful” (488). 
Salzman agrees that Jolley “never locks the female position” into a fixed frame of 
reference: her texts depict women, not Woman” (Elizabeth 12). In both texts, Jolley 
defines writing as a natural and sensual female activity, linking it to the desire both for 
and of the woman artist.  Writing is figured as a transformative process, enabling 
connectedness between women, and also space for difference and autonomy. As 
Gillett notes, Jolley focuses on women not as ‘realistically’ or ideally delineated by the 
male gaze, but rather as agents of change, eluding the mirror of representation 
through their relationships with themselves and other women (“Breaking” 115). 
Sexual ambiguity, celebrated as a form of creation, is a guiding force for 
interpretation. Jolley’s texts can thus be read against the artificial categories of 
difference which limit individual actions and impose restraints upon society at large. 
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Jolley employs the subversive possibilities of postmodern aesthetics of 
fragmentation, indeterminacy, and multiplicity to problematise representation, and to 
denaturalise language and images as transparent means for constructing female 
identity. Both texts highlight the creative process rather than the finished object. 
Creativity is enacted in a narrative of revision and uncertainty, frustration and failure, 
rather than in a final cohesive work. The artistic process thus has a highly symbolic 
role and is figured as the textual staging of the genesis of imagination and creativity, 
testifying to the mental and emotional aspects of artistic production rather than the 
finished product. Jolley’s interwoven voices and stories complicate identity, revealing 
it as a contingent construction which assumes multiple forms even as it presents 
itself as singular and stable. Both “Woman in a Lampshade” and Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance draw attention to the notion of life, as well as novels, as constructed in 
multiple and sometimes overlapping stories, and suggest that it is ultimately 
impossible to know where one frame ends and another begins: there is no simple 
dichotomy of reality and fiction.  
This chapter has attempted to give an indication of the versatility, complexity, 
and virtuosity of Jolley’s writing. Like Astley’s and Franklin’s, Jolley’s fictions do not 
pose a revolutionary challenge to existing literary conventions, but rather work from 
within patriarchal literary structures to subvert and extend traditions of literature. 
Informing her work is a special talent for poetic thought and expression, and a mode 
of writing which involves both herself as an author, and her readers, in the creative 
process. In this way, her work is not only an imaginative act of creation, but also an 
exploration of the possibilities of fiction.  
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Chapter Six 
 
The Woman Artist and Surrealism in Gail Jones’s Black Mirror 
 
In Gail Jones’s Black Mirror, published in 2002, a young Australian woman, Anna 
Griffin, attempts to write a biography of Victoria Morrell, a fictional expatriate artist 
from the same small, Western Australian goldmining town as Anna. Now dying in 
London, Victoria was once a talented artist who lived in Paris in the 1930s on the 
fringes of the Surrealist movement. In a compelling double narrative, Jones tells the 
story of Victoria's past as it intertwines with Anna's life. Engaging with the aesthetics 
of Surrealism by examining its artistic, social, and cultural practices, the novel 
examines the history of an international art movement in relation to feminist theory. It 
also looks at industrial and race relations in Western Australia and the treatment of 
Aborigines in the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Addressing the range and complexity of themes in the novel, critics to date 
have focused on the limitations of biography (Jacobs, “Light”), the aesthetics of 
modernity (Roughley, “Spatialising”), postmodernity and the reception of female 
artists in the early twentieth century (Genoni, “Art”), and the representation of 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous relations (Oreb). This chapter draws on these, and 
other readings to discuss the ways in which Black Mirror explores issues of female 
creativity in its examination of Surrealism as a masculine movement, showing how 
Victoria’s experiences document the struggle against hegemonic masculinism in 
Surrealism and indicate the main strands of thought that shape the theory of 
feminism and art. In this way, I suggest, the novel enacts a feminist revisionist 
imperative. The novel does what Sandra Gilbert has said is the purpose of feminist 
criticism; it “seeks to decode and demystify all the disguised questions and answers 
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that have always shadowed the connections between textuality, sexuality, genre and 
gender, psychosexual identity, and cultural authority" (qtd. in Showalter, “Feminist” 
183). The novel explores the challenges and paradoxes of writing a life, drawing 
attention to the processes of evasion, subversion, and illusion that are at work in the 
text. This chapter concludes with a brief discussion of Jones’s insistence on 
“ineradicable difference” (“A Dreaming” 21) in her representations of race. By 
focusing on the relationship between race, memory, and representation, Jones insists 
on the ambiguous nature of identity and history, and considers what writing and 
reading might mean in contemporary Australia. 
Black Mirror is a fictional autobiography and biography, where Anna writes the 
story of Victoria’s life as well as her own. The novel explores the relationship between 
feminism and the writing of women’s lives. Sidonie Smith asks a series of vital 
questions about women’s uses of autobiography: 
At the scene of writing, each woman struggles with inherited 
autobiographical narratives constitutive of the official histories of the 
subject. When does she take up the sanctities of official narratives and 
when set them aside? How far does she accommodate inherited forms 
and how far does she stretch the form to fill her own needs and 
desires? . . . Where exactly does she find the narrative elasticities and 
subversive possibilities of the genre? What narrative counter-practices 
does she import into the text? What formal experiments or out-law 
practices does she pursue? And how do these experiments enable her 
to evade narrative fixture in official scripts of the universal subject or the 
embodied subject? (23) 
These key questions, with their emphasis on the woman writer’s renegotiation of the 
paradigms of autobiographical models, are relevant to the representation of selfhood 
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in Black Mirror. The novel explores both biography and autobiography as central 
themes. The framing narrative, recalled by the frail and elderly Victoria, is both a life’s 
retrospective and a confession. This is interrupted and interpolated by Anna’s own 
perspectives and memories throughout the text. The novel emphasises that any 
reconstruction of the past is filtered through one’s individual consciousness, and is 
thus subjective. For both Anna and Victoria, there is an emancipatory dimension in 
the multiplicity of self-construction in the text.  
Jones’s observations on her writing career and practice encourage reading 
Black Mirror as an investigation of myths about the female artist, and for 
understanding the need for women writers to subvert the ideologies which underlie 
such myths by telling their own stories. Jones aligns herself with feminist and 
feminine writing traditions. Her focus on the lives and works of women Surrealists 
aligns with the feminist aim to uncover and develop a female tradition of creativity, 
and the novel is critical of the male Surrealists’ representation of women. She is 
interested in disrupting and challenging ‘official’ histories in fiction, and is adept at 
exploiting the “subversive possibilities” and “narrative elasticities” identified by Smith 
(23) as crucial elements of autobiography and biography. Jones offers a feminist 
perspective, stating that her work is concerned with “the negotiation of lost histories” 
(“A Dreaming” 13). In an interview in the Australian Book Review, Jones discusses 
reading “The Persimmon Tree,” by Marjorie Barnard, which she sees as:  
So radically different in its assumptions about what was worth telling, 
and about the mode you could tell it in . . . [it is] a very self-conscious 
artifice. And I thought, yes, there is perhaps a suppressed women’s 
tradition that has been concerned more with design and texture, more 
with the circuitous route. . . . there have been all kinds of deviations and 
contestations of various traditions. (“Taking” 28) 
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Jones’s feminine writing style inscribes the female body and female difference. 
Victoria recalls whispering to Jules about Paris, “[t]his city: its scent is feminine. . . 
I’ve also thought so too,” Jules replies, “[i]t is yeasty, rich. Sometimes it smells of 
menstrual blood” (88). By inscribing the sexually specific female body in the city in 
the text, Jones examines the process of writing the feminine as a form of subversion. 
Aligning with theories of écriture féminine, Jones incorporates the bodily signifiers of 
feminine erotic drives into the text. 
Body fluids have distinct qualities which render them particularly appropriate 
as metaphors of subversion, which has been theorised by writers such as Kristeva 
(Powers of Horror), Mary Douglas (Purity and Danger), Luce Irigaray (Speculum of 
the Other Woman) and, of course, Cixous whose “Laugh of the Medusa” associated 
eruption and milk with écriture féminine. Irigaray’s concept of fluidity to define woman 
is probably most apt in relation to Jones’s use of menstrual blood as a metaphor 
because it is a concept that is shared between Jules and Victoria—the male and the 
female. For Irigaray, fluidity does not dissociate or set apart the otherness of 
masculinity and femininity. Instead, it dissolves boundaries and connotes that which 
cannot be contained. She celebrates the unadulterated happiness of giving oneself 
fluidity (Speculum 221), and applauds the shapeless flux that “dampens, soaks, 
floods, channels, electrifies, lights up the apartness in the blaze of its embrace” (238). 
Mucous, or the concept of mucosity, is used by Jones to elaborate on the idea of the 
threshold and the exchange between the sexes. The redeeming critical and 
subversive power of the metaphor of body fluids to overturn basic 'masculine' or fixed 
beliefs and to emphasise the idea of écriture féminine is evident in its association with 
the metaphor of circularity and change: “Everything, then, has to be rethought in 
terms of curl(s), helix(es), diagonal(s) spiral(s), roll(s), twirl(s), revolution(s), 
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pirouette(s)” (38). A sense of spiralling, unfolding, and fluidity is very much present in 
Black Mirror. For example, in Victoria’s perceptions of Paris:  
Together and correspondent existed typewriters, aeroplanes, purple 
hyacinths unfolding, the fur collars of large women trapping droplets of 
water, cigarette smoke, velotaxis, old men weighted by sandwich 
boards, telephone receivers (ringing loudly or sitting silent), café names 
writ effulgent with electric lights, marble columns, kerbside garbage. . . . 
She linked arms with Jules Levy, held him preciously to her, and met 
the city, jamais vu, hyperaesthetic. (87) 
The subversive co-presence of excess and fluidity that characterises Jones’s text is a 
way of writing the woman into the city, bringing the body into discourse. It is also the 
woman artist’s view of the Surrealist city, experienced in fragments. 
The tension between ‘woman’ as muse and real-life embodied subject is a key 
focus in feminist interpretations of Surrealism. While this tension stages both the 
fantasy and erasure of the female subject, it also opens up a debate—central to 
Surrealism and feminist theory—between experience and theory, between artistic 
practice and interpretation. Jones has stated her interest in the violence of Surrealism 
towards women (Sibree, “Biography” 37), saying how her disenchantment became 
more profound while she was writing Black Mirror in Paris, a city that she calls “this 
ideal space of art” (37). For years Jones had, in her own words, “cherished an 
interest in Surrealism, especially the work of women Surrealists,” yet the more she 
worked on the novel, “the more alienated I felt from the Surrealist movement and 
indeed from their artworks” (37). The tension between fascination and aversion that 
Jones articulates here is a tension that Surrealism itself exposed as the driving force 
of human desire. In her introduction to Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement, 
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Whitney Chadwick delineates what she sees as the defining tension in critical work 
on the women Surrealists: 
No artistic movement since Romanticism has elevated the image of 
woman to as significant a role in the creative life of man as Surrealism 
did; no group or movement has ever defined such a revolutionary role 
for her. And no other movement has had such a large number of active 
participants, their presence recorded in the poetry and art of male 
Surrealists, and in the catalogues of the international Surrealist 
exhibitions. . . . Yet the actual role, or roles played by women artists in 
the Surrealist movement has been more difficult to evaluate, for their 
own histories have often remained buried under those of male 
Surrealists who have gained wider public recognition. (6) 
The paradox Chadwick identifies is the simultaneous absence and presence of 
‘woman’ within Surrealism, that is, her historical absence from overviews and 
accounts of the movement despite her heightened visibility as a subject of desire and 
emblem of Surrealist revolutionary practice. Since the publication of Chadwick’s 
survey in 1991, this absence has been considerably modified, and there has been a 
number of important works which restore the art of the women Surrealists as well as 
critical appraisals of it, including by Susan Rubin Suleiman, Mary Ann Caws, and 
Reneé Riese Hubert in the 1990s, and, more recently, by Katherine Conley, Annette 
Shandler Levitt, and Alice Gambrell. Penelope Rosemont’s anthology of work by 
Surrealist women writers has made available in English previously untranslated or 
out of print work. However, the central paradox of women’s metaphorical presence 
and historical absence is still a focus of many of these critical reflections. While 
women were muses, scribes, and emblems of and for its revolutionary cause in the 
early part of the movement, the large numbers of women writers, artists, intellectuals, 
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and political activists who became associated with the movement during the 1930s 
and 1940s,4 and who were only much later subjects of intellectual inquiry and 
evaluation, have inevitably shifted the contours of the movement and its broader 
relationship to modernism. 
During the 1930s, women artists came to Surrealism in large numbers, 
attracted by the movement’s anti-bourgeois and anti-academic5 stance and by its 
sanctioning of art in which subjective experience dominates. However, these women 
artists, according to Chadwick, “almost without exception saw themselves as outside 
the inner circle of poets and painters that produced Surrealist manifestos and 
formulated Surrealist theory” (291). Most were young women embarking on artistic 
careers when they came to Paris, but many did their mature work only after leaving 
the Surrealist circle. Often they came to Surrealism through personal relationships 
with men in the group, rather than shared political or theoretical goals (292). By 
depicting these realities for women artists in Victoria Morrell’s fraught relationship 
with Surrealism, Black Mirror reveals the contradictions inherent in the woman artist’s 
attempt to be part of an aesthetic and social movement that confirms her role as 
subsidiary and Other. The title of the novel suggests a lack of subjectivity, an inability 
to see or interpret oneself in relation to the world. Victoria is the token Australienne 
                                               
4
 For example, Leonora Carrington, Giselle Prassinos, Jaqueline Lamba, Dora Marr, Frida Kahlo, 
Léonor Finni, Lee Miller, Meret Oppenheim, Valentine Penrose, Remedios Varo, Nancy Cunard, and 
Claude Cahun were all active as artists, writers and intellectuals in the Surrealist group in the 1930s 
and early 1940s. See Whitney Chadwick, Women Artists, and Penelope Rosemont, Surrealist Women, 
for more detailed biographical information. 
5
 Following on from Dadaism, Surrealists saw the academic discipline of art as intolerant of the free 
expression of feeling, and felt that form, which had dominated the history of art, was a culprit in that 
intolerance. They believed abstractionism was the only way to bring to life the images of the 
subconscious (Chadwick, Women 12-13). 
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(22) in the Surrealist circle, but becomes a woman who claims that when she looks in 
the mirror “darkness looked back” (272). This coincides with the critique developed 
throughout the novel of the way in which Surrealism metaphorically obliterates 
subject and object polarities in violent assaults on the female image. It is also the title 
of Victoria’s artistic and personal retrospective, her “Black Mirror” painting, which 
holds the key to the mysteries of her repressed memory, and artfully refracts the 
novel's subtle play upon the Surrealist cult of the ‘marvellous,’ the promise of figuring 
out meaning in the conjunction of unbelievable, or marvellous images.  
Black Mirror charts the experiences of an artistic exile fleeing Australia in order 
to pursue aesthetic fulfilment. Helen Topliss suggests that women, whose art practice 
was less institutionally recognised than men’s, were in a better position than male 
artists to escape the conservatism of Australia’s established art schools at the 
beginning of the twentieth century (34). Many women artists went overseas, a 
number going to London first and then Paris, as Victoria does in Black Mirror. In 
London, Victoria experiences the increased freedoms for women in the modern city. 
She responds to the “ritual of it all, the artists-in-studios, arranged in an equidistant 
circle around a shivering model, leaning forward, daubing, leaning back, squinting, 
wiping fingers on rags stuffed down the front of childish calico smocks.” She calls it 
“this effete choreography. This slow-motion dance of spectatorship” (36). Victoria 
soon goes to Paris where she is drawn into an avant-garde Surrealist masculine 
circle that includes Pablo Picasso, Max Ernst, Man Ray, and André Breton. We see 
the milieu engaging in Surrealist practices such as automatic writing and hypnotism. 
For Victoria, it is a world of experiment, excitement, and challenge, but also of casual 
cruelty, insult, and disregard. 
Discussing her short story collection, The House of Breathing, with Peter 
Holland, Jones claims her interest in this collection was in revising an historical 
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moment, “producing  a kind of knowledge that was plausible and compelling but not 
actually registered in the historical record”(4). She undertakes a similar project in 
Black Mirror, exploring the female artist in relation to feminist art history. When 
Victoria begins to spend time in the Parisian Surrealist circle, she notices “women of 
extraordinary beauty clad in feathers and furs whose names she did not yet know 
(one was Gala, perhaps, another Dora, Jacqueline)” (19). Initially, the women artists 
in the group appear to Victoria as exotic accessories to the male Surrealists, which 
emphasises the simultaneous absence and presence of women in Surrealism 
identified by Chadwick (Women 6). Victoria does acknowledge the ostensibly 
misogynistic tendencies of male Surrealists whose work depicts fantasies of violent 
mistreatments of the female body, most specifically in her response to their paintings:  
Representations of women seemed everywhere to confront her. There 
was Dali’s sketch, like a rape, of the faceless woman whose whole 
upper half was a chest of drawers. There was Roland Penrose’s objet, 
called Captain Cook’s Last Voyage, which consisted of a mannequin 
torso held fast in a globe-shaped cage. And most hauntingly there was 
Magritte’s La Femme Introuvable. This was a painting of an innocent-
looking naked woman, who stood with one hand resting upon her right 
breast, and stared dreamily, impassive and in a kind of trance, straight 
out of the picture. (70) 
For Victoria, Magritte’s painting signifies an effacement more disturbing than the 
fragmented female form depicted in Dali and Penrose’s images. Woman, in this 
image, is a subversive symbol, lacking any sort of subjectivity. Victoria’s response to 
this image is a feminist critique of the way in which, with its machines, dolls, 
mannequins, and other lifeless representations, Surrealism objectifies women in 
artworks as lacking agency and autonomy. 
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Victoria does, however, also become a mythical Other onto whom the male 
Surrealists’ romantic, sexual, and erotic desire is projected. Recounting her 
experiences to Anna, she describes how she agreed to become hypnotised. “I was 
so anxious,” she says, “to become a true Surrealiste that I became instead a 
shameless and docile body, reconstructed as a medium, the object of others’ 
intentions, a sign, a manikin” (88). For the male artists in the novel, women are magic 
objects and sites on which to project erotic desire. “I would have lain on a table,” 
Victoria recalls, “Aztec and sacrificial, with my breasts exposed to the regarding sky, 
inviting knives” (88). Victoria’s rhetorical, dramatic tone reveals to Anna her collusion 
with the fantasy of effacement. It is not a simple collusion, however; Victoria does not 
feel as though she has free and equal choice, and sees no other way of fitting in with 
the Surrealist group. Her loss of agency indicates the violence done to women by 
male artistic conventions and the way in which these connect artistic creation with 
male sexual energy and present women as powerless and sexually subjugated. 
“Take me. Subordinate me. Give me erasure,” Victoria wills, drunk and unhappy at 
Paul and Nusch Eluard’s party. Breton then ceremoniously hypnotises her and she 
responds to his series of questions—“What fabric are you composed of? What is the 
taste in your mouth?”—with a dazzling and incoherent cascade of scenes and 
images which arouse, excite, and horrify the assembled crowd, and of which she has 
no recollection afterwards (90). “Bravo!” Breton announces as Victoria wakes. She 
sees “Leonora’s face, her smile, her absurd congratulation” (91), and experiences a 
profound sense of disquiet at not being able to recall what she has revealed. The rest 
of the party assume she was fully conscious and manufacturing her responses, 
cooperating with Breton. This profoundly disempowers her, and once she leaves the 
party she experiences “one of those moments in which vocation seems entirely 
presumptuous. Victoria saw Paris darken and believed her artistry despicable . . . 
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What am I doing here?” (92) she wonders. The male Surrealists’ love of hallucination 
and erotic violence leaves Victoria destabilised and denied cohesion. 
By depicting the limited roles for women Surrealists in the group—temptress, 
lover, and model—Jones addresses the conflicting and contradictory concept of 
‘woman’ among the Surrealists as revealed in their supposedly liberated attitude 
towards art and life. They were free-thinking and avant-garde, and also sexist. The 
novel explores the ways in which the women artists either renegotiated or cooperated 
with their repressed status, creating a fictional-theoretical framework that questions, 
and sometimes undermines, the oppressive structure of Surrealism. Victoria does not 
attempt to lay claim to feminist subject positions, such as the rejection of 
constructions of beauty and women in the language of the Surrealists: “I wanted to 
be oh-so convulsively beautiful,” she tells Anna, “a rose, a swan, an alabaster Venus. 
Breton used to say . . . ‘beauty will be convulsive, or it will not be.’ I believed that 
maxim absolutely” (88-89). She does, however, vacillate between a kind of suspicion 
and respect for Surrealist stunts and practitioners. When Leonora Carrington takes 
Victoria’s wrist at a party and leads her across the room to meet “the Surrealist 
maestro, Monsieur Breton,” Breton removes a rose petal from his tongue and 
inspects it critically, then announces, “[w]e are all Australians. All bodies are black” 
(23). Victoria thinks to herself, “quite unSurrealistically” that “neither statement is true” 
(23). The Surrealist artist in Black Mirror is often presented as a fool, striving for 
authenticity. Victoria says one of the Surrealist parties she attends is “an art of 
magical fantasy” in which everyone “was enacting their own exceptionality” (89). 
Another example is “the Dali story” Victoria tells Anna, in which Dali performs a 
lecture wearing, for no apparent reason other than spectacle, a deep-sea diving 
helmet in a sweltering gallery. “Expirations of all kinds,” says Victoria, “were 
apparently imminent.” Dali, behind his mask, begins to asphyxiate. “Behind his circle 
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of glass he gulped like a goldfish. His muffled voice became weaker, his face was 
lobster” (85). Once the diving helmet is removed, “Chaplinesque” (86), Dali continues 
his lecture. Victoria’s accounts of these events question the male Surrealist’s creative 
stunts, mocking their artificiality and spectacle.  
Although Victoria does at times view the spectacular nature of Surrealism as 
tending to childish shallowness, grotesque showiness, and eccentricity, she also 
believes Surrealism, as a practice and philosophy, has genuine visual power and 
intellectual effect. In Women, Art and Society, Chadwick argues that women artists 
did vacillate when it came to Surrealism, particularly in relation to its inflammatory 
erotic language. Turning to their own sexual reality as source and subject, they were 
unable to escape the conflicts engendered by their flight from conventional female 
roles. As Chadwick notes, imagery of the sexually mature, sometimes maternal, 
woman has almost no place in the work of women Surrealists (312). She suggests 
that their “conflicts about this aspect of female sexuality reflect the difficult choices 
forced upon women of their generation who attempted to reconcile traditional female 
roles with lives as artists in a movement that prized the innocence of the child-woman 
and attacked the institutions of marriage and family” (312-315). No artistic movement 
since the nineteenth century, says Chadwick, has evolved a more complex role for 
the woman artist in a modern movement; however, no other artistic movement has 
had as many female practitioners (310-312). 
 In Black Mirror, the elderly Victoria is critical of the male Surrealists’ treatment 
of women, finding little support for the open-minded understanding of sexuality that 
Surrealism pursued so avidly. “They were shits,” she tells Anna, “some of those 
Parisian Surrealists” (94). However, she also has a deep respect for, and takes 
pleasure in, the intellectual and sensual engagement of Surrealism, and describes 
attending lectures and exhibitions with Leonora Carrington, both of them joyfully 
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consumed by their “artistic inebriation” (84). Victoria encounters Surrealism as “a kind 
of syntax arranging itself, a new intelligibility” (69). She recalls attending the famous 
International Surrealist exhibition, held at the New Burlington Galleries in London in 
1936, where she sees “Max Ernst’s Two Children Menaced by a Nightingale. Meret 
Oppenheim’s cup and saucer covered with fur. Dali’s deliquescent clocks. Tanguy’s 
weird plasma shapes. Collages. Frottages. Impossibilities. Victoria recognised 
something: they had painted dreams” (69). For Victoria, the exhibition enacts a 
transformation—“Let me tell you about 1936,” Victoria says to Anna, “my alchemical 
year,” which fuses her to her art and separates her from her lover, Jules, who is a 
photographer and favours art that is “still, contemplative, and above all, luminous 
(135). He calls the Surrealists “tricksters” and “frauds” (135).  
The transformative qualities of aesthetic experience are highlighted throughout 
the novel, although this experience is not necessarily limited to art. Aesthetic 
transformation and beauty are found in everyday objects, in reality as well as in 
theory or abstraction. “Vanished things,” Victoria proclaims to Anna, “are the basis of 
all art.” But Anna secretly disagrees, insisting on the material essence of her 
memories. She recalls from childhood the “red bodies of skinned rabbits: the 
absoluteness, their quiddity. The memory of blood on her fingertips, her father’s quick 
knife, and the small stain, a dark ruby, left at the end of the day” (33). Jones has said 
that what interests her is the idea of ordinary artists, of artistic vision itself, and the 
way that “someone who is not an artist also has access to intense aesthetic 
experiences . . . I wanted to affirm the idea that everyone has this capacity” (Sibree, 
“The Window” 17). The miner who shows Anna the salt lake as a ‘vision’ is an 
example of this:  “She had never seen so many horizons at once. Nor this precise 
pink tone dispersed around the sky. It was another kind of knowledge” (73). In an 
interview with Michelle McCrea, Jones says she wishes to preserve “some notion that 
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the aesthetic as a category, however perceived, still operates as a form of solace, as 
a cognitive field, and as something that has an interventionist power” (27). Anna and 
Ernie’s vision of the salt lake is transcendental. It has interventionist power for them 
individually; it also strengthens their relationship and their understanding of each 
other.  
The novel also insists on the transformative and interventionist nature of 
language, and its ability to construct, fragment, and dissolve reality. Victoria talks 
about a room as being “pink-coloured from light filtered through scarlet curtains . . . 
over all was the impression of an organic pinkness. She breathed deeply and 
imagined her lungs blooming with pigment, so that inside her chest became a vase of 
pink hydrangeas. (You see how serious I was? How bent on Surrealist 
transformation?)” (19). For Victoria, the Surrealist aesthetic itself is a technology that 
demands a special sort of imaginative engagement that goes beyond—and 
potentially undermines—the conventional subjective experience of narrative. Jones’s 
evocative use of language and imagery in the novel shows her interest in the 
connections between the visual arts and writing, which she describes as “co-
responsive and mutually informing; I think that writers can learn a great deal by 
meditating on the epistemology of images, the look of things as a visual artist might 
wish to represent them—in their bizarre aspects, their un-familiarity” (McCrea 28). 
Certainly, the fact that Jones is also a visual artist (she is a painter, like Victoria) 
bears strikingly on the novel (McCrea 27), particularly in the way in which visual 
forms and techniques are often transformed into writing effects. This is, of course, 
significant in much Surrealist aesthetic practice where the interplay between visual 
and verbal language is central to its aim of aesthetic innovation and its radical 
reconfiguration of the value of content over form (for example, Max Ernst’s collage-
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novels or Magritte’s word paintings are innovative due to their deconstruction of form 
and meaning, rather than the words or images that they depict).  
Jones’s postmodern rejection of metanarratives occurs not only in her subject 
matter, but also in the structure of the text and her use of language. As with the other 
authors discussed in this thesis, Jones exploits contrasts between stasis and flow, 
design and story, and repetition and narrative. In so doing, she draws our attention to 
the oppressively closed-off, hierarchical spaces that women in Surrealism inhabited, 
but also questions the limitations she identifies, examining the ways in which Victoria 
and other women were able to find sources of support and inspiration within the 
movement. The spaces Victoria and the other women artists in the novel occupy are 
not as closed off as those of the ‘conventional’ middle-class wife, but they are 
contradictory spaces with limits that are unexpected for women characters in the 
novel. In this way, Jones, in the words of Friedman and Fuchs, "heightens the 
visibility of women's contributions to traditions of formal innovation and explores how 
formal innovation enables women to enlarge discourses about women's subjectivity" 
(“Introduction” 3). Jones’s writing style, which is nonlinear, nonhierarchical, and 
decentred, is in itself a way of writing the feminine, and her reinscribing of a historical 
feminist perspective “breaks the sequence of history” (Friedman and Fuchs 5) in 
which the woman artist is marginal, and makes room for an alternate arena for the 
exploration of memory. Friedman and Fuchs follow on from Alice Jardine's Gynesis: 
Configurations of Woman and Modernity, which elaborates a theory of modernism as 
a “crisis-in-narrative,” a breakdown or de-legitimation of the traditional patriarchal 
master-narratives of history, philosophy, and religion, and the eruption, in their stead, 
of new, extra-or anti-narrative fictional “spaces” which, as Friedman and Fuchs put it, 
are dominated “not . . . by discursive rationality but by multiplicity and difference” (6 ). 
The experimental structure and style of Black Mirror aligns with this account of 
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écriture féminine as subverting and displacing (patriarchal) narrative, such multiple 
and self-differing “spaces” have been, as Friedman and Fuchs observe, “designated 
as feminine”( 6). Jones’s exploration of repressed voices, and the processes of story-
telling and self-determination, creates anti-patriarchal fictional space.  
Jones depicts the constellation of events that intersect in memory as not 
existing in historical time. The narrative thus represents the erratic structures of 
memory and imagination, and the conscious and unconscious processes that shape 
them. The historicity of an individual’s experience is central to the novel. Anna 
recognises that the “meanly simplifying genre of art-catalogue biography” registers 
none of the intricacies and strangeness of Victoria’s life. “There is no hourglass, 
flashing. No river-plunge. No dream. It is like reading about someone else, someone 
already dead, someone obliterated in Parisian dark by twin purple thumb-marks” (17). 
Anna knows “in her heart the crankish ambition of biography, its overweening 
possessiveness, its latent collusions, its disrespect for the irreducibly copious life” 
(35). The relationship between Anna and Victoria, and Anna’s struggle to capture 
Victoria’s “inaccessible complexity” (108), highlights the multiple voices and collective 
process of historical representation. 
The structure of the text is complex. There are two prologues, which set up 
two different narratives, or perspectives. In the first, Anna approaches Victoria’s 
house in the rain, experiencing herself “[a]s a painter might see it . . . luminescent . . . 
a pillar of shine. For some reason, this is the way she images herself, as a modernist 
composition in a hypothetical artwork, caught in the possibilities of the elements and 
their visual trickery” (1). In the second prologue, which relays the moment of Anna’s 
approach from Victoria’s perspective, the same moment is, for Victoria, “the ribbon of 
a movie she is endlessly unspooling” (3). Standing at her window watching Anna 
arrive in the street below, Victoria notes the sky is “unusually shot and illuminate; it 
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reminds her of a pool of spent semen, glistening mother-of-pearl” (3). This imagery is 
significant. In regard to creativity, écriture féminine links female and male creativity to 
female and male orgasm.  Men's art and writing are lineal, that is, directed to the 
'explosion' and release of creative tension at the end of the work,6 while women's art 
and writing are more cyclical and explorative of multiple ideas. Écriture féminine 
argues that phallocentrism validates male creativity and sees it as superior to female 
creativity. Jones’s subversive use of a somatic metaphor of eruption and excess, and 
the fact that the semen is “spent” and thus divested of its creative potential, 
challenges this notion. The novel charts Victoria’s changing relationship to Surrealism 
and the development of her own artistic and intellectual authority, therefore the 
female artist’s employment of male semen as a metaphor indicates that Victoria does 
indeed develop a definitive and female-centred authority (even if she does not 
achieve artistic maturity in the text). It also subverts the idea of the Surrealist Woman 
as a subject of male definition and catalyst for masculine creativity, confirming and 
completing the male creative cycle.  
Black Mirror is a portrait of the artist which incorporates transmuted fictional 
versions of autobiography and biography. Its contrarily-remembering seer-narrator, 
Victoria, is a representation of the self as complexly layered. She negotiates different 
versions of herself in both her private and artistic life. A complexity in the construction 
of the self is clearly acknowledged in the novel: Anna admits that the more she learns 
about Victoria, “the more imprecise she began to seem, the more disincarnated” 
(155). Victoria’s story of her early life relies on two equally unreliable sources, her 
                                               
6
 Interestingly, when Marcel Duchamp wanted to overturn stereotypical convictions about art with his 
Fountain (1917), he used the urinal, a receptacle specifically designed for communal male discharge. 
Whereas the unstoppable eruption of milk and menstrual blood is female, the deliberate squirting of 
urine in an arc shape is a typical action of masculine prowess.  
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memory, and Anna’s interpretation of her paintings as a record of her experience. 
Her success at self-representation is suggested by the harmony between the aging 
artist and her paintings. However these symbols are misinterpreted by a feminist art 
historian at a posthumous art exhibition held in Victoria’s honour, suggesting a 
discord between the represented and the lived self and emphasising that 
representation, physicality, and history form a tenuous relationship. Anna sees her 
biography as “not the neat confirmation of a life, but its meagre supplement. Not 
attestation, but its barest trace. Biography works, she thought, as reliquary does, 
investing in fragments” (155). Parallel to Victoria’s narrative is the official, public 
version of events, which is revealed to be at odds with Victoria’s accounts of her 
experiences.  
Victoria is a highly self-conscious, intrusive, and unreliable narrator. She 
constantly challenges the verisimilitude of historical events. She tells Anna, for 
example, that she, not Dora Maar, is the subject of Picasso’s Crying Woman. “Just 
shows how much you know,” she replies when Anna insists this knowledge is “in all 
the books, it’s history, everyone knows this” (58). Later on, when Anna sees Victoria 
wearing her elaborate feathered headdress, standing in birdlike silhouette, “an optical 
illusion, peering out of the window,” she is “reminded instantly of those paintings by 
Max Ernst in which women have the peaked and almost monstrous heads of birds, 
and flounces of iridescent feathers streaming down their backs” (129). Victoria is the 
subject of the painting, the woman in the frame—she is reinvented in the process of 
biography, perhaps the model for Picasso or Max Ernst or for Leonora Carrington’s 
Marian Leatherby, a symbol of desire. The novel’s real-life names, artworks and 
events, its literary allusions and quotations lend to the text what Anne Kellas calls “an 
eerie verisimilitude that makes reading it more like watching a documentary” (81). 
However, the novel is less concerned with questions of reality than with the 
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representation of a life constructed in art. Black Mirror shows the development of the 
self as a collage of memories. Jones has said that she thinks of biography as being 
“an image repertoire, not as being a series of facts” (Sibree, “Biography” 37). The 
novel presents a female Künstlerroman that is a collage of the self that we might see 
as compatible with the aesthetics of Surrealism. It represents an image of subjectivity 
that dramatises the self as made up of different surfaces or veneers.  
The excursion into Victoria’s past begins with her vague memories of the 
house in which she was born, named Kathleen, the impression of her mother as an 
hourglass, “a shape perpetually emptying” (8), and the recollection of an incident in 
which, in her early twenties, she sees a woman throw “what she thought was a baby” 
into the Seine during the German Occupation of Paris in 1942, “the load apparently 
heavy, the shape infant-imprecise” (9). Victoria plunges into the freezing river and 
searches fruitlessly for the bundle before being dragged onto the stone bank where 
she dissolves into tears, weeping “for the baby as if it had been her own. She wept 
for Occupied Paris, and its many barbarities; she wept for her lover, Jules, who was 
missing, presumed dead. She wept too for private things—her lost hourglass, the 
flame tree. All these irretrievable bundles that had sunk, or caught in tunnels, or 
washed away” (11-12). Victoria remembers the woman’s olive felt hat with its 
peacock-feather decoration, and recognises the incongruity of the fashionable hat, 
symbol of modernity, amidst the barbarity and violence of war: “[I]t seemed somehow 
incredible that a person in a hat like that could hurl a possible baby” (10). Later we 
learn that the bundle was a baby, “a German baby, you understand” (12) and that the 
woman who throws the bundle in the river was raped by German soldiers, as was 
Victoria herself. 
This incident, and its emotional aftermath for Victoria who succumbs to 
depression, sobbing and sleeping on her bed, “a foreigner in Paris, alone, misplaced” 
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(12), suggests the horror, and frequency, of the rape of women in war, the lives 
disrupted, and the combined fragility and resilience of the self. When Victoria 
eventually emerges from her torpor, she is unstable, barely alive, and confronted by 
images of war. “She reached for the windowsill to support her as she looked down at 
the still-there world, the bicycles, the flapping banner, the strolling men in grey 
uniforms, and her two hands, blue stars, were unrecognisable” (13). The image of 
blue stars is poignant, signifying the profoundly othering affect of war and trauma—its 
ability to make strange one’s own body, to render it obsolete. Jones thus suggests 
the distortion and profound loss of bodily integrity that occurs during war, the 
negative potential of things out of place, things that are strange. “At this hour, in this 
Occupation,” Victoria remembers thinking when she confronts the woman in the olive 
and peacock-feather hat sometime after the incident with the baby, “everyone’s face 
is patterned with distortion” (13-14).  
Interestingly, the motif of hands and stars recurs later in the narrative, 
although temporally earlier in Victoria’s life, when Victoria recalls a transformative 
moment during a Surrealism lecture given by Dali, who wears a diving suit covered in 
plastic hands. “I was distracted,” she tells Anna. “A single plastic hand had detached 
in the flurry, and lay on the floor, orphaned, at the foot of the diver . . . I saw the 
beauty of things in dislocation. I saw the asterix of every hand. And I saw my hands, 
glimmering, white and open for the first time. As though fabulously new” (86). In this 
way the novel compares the transformative nature of art with the transformative 
nature of war. The persistence of innately national concerns throughout the text 
shows Jones’s interest in the idea of a kind of national grief as the novel evokes the 
haunted, layered history of Paris, the darkness of its wartime history a counterpoint to 
the bizarreness of the Surrealist movement (Sibree 37).  
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In its formal and thematic preoccupations with history and memory, Black 
Mirror also addresses Australia’s colonial past. The novel articulates a complex and 
nuanced alternative to dominant approaches to race (as well as class and gender), in 
its exploration of race in relation to history, memory, and identity. Naomi Oreb argues 
that Black Mirror foregrounds the need to rectify past and present injustices and the 
importance of Indigenous Reconciliation through the filter of the Surrealist art 
movement. According to Oreb, Black Mirror urges an understanding of the ways in 
which these elements of Australia’s past continue to impact on the present (and, by 
implication, the future). In particular, says Oreb, Jones foregrounds the long-term 
effects of history on future generations: “The ways in which momentous encounters 
and forms of grief are reproduced and re-navigated along family, ethnic, and national 
lines” (120). 
I would add that, in doing so, Black Mirror traverses the line between the 
imagined and the lived reality of racial constructions—an exploration that reflects the 
suppression of female-centred and Indigenous narratives as well as the emergence 
of these narratives in a feminist and post-colonial context. Racism is a key theme in 
the text. Victoria notes the prejudice of some of the male Surrealists, describing an 
argument between Jules and Dali at a party in which Dali seizes a vase and smashes 
it against Jules’ temple (110). “Your friend Dali doesn’t like to be contradicted,” a 
bandaged Jules says later to Victoria as they lie together in bed. “Nor does he like 
Jews” (111). Victoria also recalls a scene in which Breton “waxed racist on Black 
Venuses,” calling Josephine Baker “a Surrealist par excellence in her pitch-black 
nakedness,” her skirt of bananas “an exemplary girdle, the phallic containment of 
convulsive womanliness. When she dances, Africa wakes in us” (145). Breton’s 
gauche racism is echoed in Anna’s stunt seducing Winston, a married man from 
Jamaica, in which she lights candles, then blows them out and asks him to teach her 
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“not to be afraid of the dark” (102). Anna’s involvement with Winston emerges out of 
her desire for “something far-fetched, for something foreign, for anything that might 
awaken and enliven her” (99). Winston is in London studying the representation of 
slaves in Shakespeare’s plays. Anna exoticises him as her “new found land” (99), but 
he refuses to be romanticised this way: “I will not be your dark fucking continent” (98), 
he tells her.  
These scenes seem overstated because they are written in simple, unadorned 
language which contrasts with the flowing, evocative language and metaphors used 
throughout most of the text. This may be a strategy, however, and I would argue that 
Jones’s representations of racial difference can be read in terms of a paradigm which 
Alison Ravenscroft has outlined, one that “emphasises what feminist critic Marianne 
DeKoven calls the “irreducible ambiguity” of some texts, their “radical undecidability,” 
their “impossible dialectic” (233). Ravenscroft is “interested in revisiting modernism, 
not only as a kind of writing practice, but as a critical practice, and therefore as a 
reading practice, one that has possibilities for reading ‘black’ and ‘white’ Australia” 
(233). Ravenscroft argues for reading and writing practices in Australia which, in their 
undecidability and uncertainty, open up a space for the unrepresentable, “in 
particular the unrepresentability of the relations between white and Indigenous 
people” (235). This is an approach Jones has also advocated. In her article “Re-
imagining Critical Paradigms,” Jones suggests that recognition of sites and relations 
of power, and recognition of cultural multiplicity and immanent difference, means that 
the act of writing is transgressive:  
If we acknowledge the map that begins with honouring difference, the 
map that seeks to instate a model of community that does not, in 
Emmanuel Levinas’s terms “absorb the difference of strangeness” then 
we must also acknowledge differentials of power. Writing across—or, 
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indeed, reading across—is the negotiation of symbolic regimes which 
alerts us not just to the precious specificity of different communities, but 
also to disparities of serious social implication. (Jones 14) 
Jones cites Rosalyn Diprose’s discussion of Bringing Them Home, the report of the 
national inquiry into the separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children 
from their families, in which Diprose argues that the model of community based on 
shared experience must give way to one based on “ineradicable difference” (Diprose, 
qtd. in Jones, “Re-imagining” 21). According to Jones’s reading of Diprose, 
ineradicable difference is a premise that requires an economy of “unconditional 
generosity” as ineradicable difference is a disturbing and unsettling premise. “It 
allows for no self-serving pity, no coercive identification, but does assume imbricated 
interests and the perhaps necessary risk of losing one’s own centrality in the scheme 
of things” (21). In these conceptions of otherness, of ineradicable difference, both 
Jones and Ravenscroft encourage us to reject falsifying totalities which erase the 
locations of culture which contribute to a national narrative of settler colonialism, and 
acknowledge instead the complexity of cultural difference.  
In Black Mirror, Victoria has a great deal of empathy for Aborigines, largely 
due to her personal connections with Lily-white and Ruby. However she is not fully 
cognisant of the reality of Indigenous Australia. Anna’s attitude is similar. As a child 
she perceives Indigenous people as exotic and other, riding her bicycle to “Aboriginal 
camps and the desert” (55) in part because “in this far-out region Anna felt 
transgressive” (55). As an adult, Anna appears cynical about the ability of white 
Australians to know or appreciate Indigenous culture. This is suggested after Winston 
visits Victoria and mentions that she has been telling him “about the black people, the 
Aborigines.” “Jesus,” thinks Anna, “[w]hat could she possibly know?” (131). Oreb 
suggests that Anna’s inability to identify with Indigenous culture reflects a broader 
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political detachment and complacency on Indigenous issues: “She [Anna] knows next 
to nothing about their way of life and thus, like Australia at large, has preferred to 
disguise her ignorance by avoiding the topic altogether” (121). I would argue, 
however, that by representing Anna’s relationship to Indigenous culture as one of 
benign ignorance, Jones, as a white writer, is acknowledging her limits of knowing in 
relation to Indigenous culture. 
“From where do I speak?” Jones asks in a 1998 essay. “As the ‘single white 
woman,’ the singular focus (that no degree of narrative omniscience can disguise); 
the story, like the screen, is already whitewashed” (“Thaumatropes” 99). 
Unrepresentability is shown throughout the text in myriad ways: the relationship 
between Victoria and her unacknowledged Aboriginal half-sister (179-180); Anna’s 
stereotypical reformulations of Winston’s recollections of growing up on a sugar 
plantation in Jamaica (102-107); Anna and Winston’s ultimate failure to identify with 
each other, but most significantly in Victoria’s relationship with her family and the 
series of events that lead to her disengagement from her father, Herbert Morrell. 
These events include the failure of her parents’ marriage, her father’s exploitation of 
dependent women, and her brother’s class-motivated violence against Victoria’s 
working-class lover and his family. Herbert Morrell personifies the sexism and racism 
of his class in his savage treatment of Japanese prostitutes and of his Aboriginal 
house maid, Lily-white, who becomes the “outline that Herbert Morrell, mine-owner, 
desired. . . . Contemptuous of her race, he nevertheless believed that Aborigines 
were the custodians of some secret and defining essence, some nocturnal mystery. 
He ruminated Darwinian and relocated his misgivings. Lily-white was almost not 
there, a symbol he banged against” (178-79). Lily-white suffers sexually and violently 
at the hands of both Herbert and Victoria’s brother, Henry, who pokes her eye out 
with a stick (189). In these gruesome characters and events, Jones seeks “to 
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intervene socially in a spirit of metaphysical confidence” (Jones, “A Dreaming” 21), by 
representing the brutality and dislocation of racially-motivated violence without 
offering explanations or solutions.  
Jones cites Diprose’s Corporeal Generosity to further explain what she means 
by “intervening socially in a spirit of metaphysical confidence” (21). “[Diprose] argues 
that the model of community based on shared experience must give way to one 
based on ineradicable difference, a premise which requires an economy of 
unconditional generosity” (21). For Jones, “ineradicable difference” as it is described 
above is a disturbing and unsettling premise. “It allows for no self-serving pity, no 
coercive identification, but does assume imbricated interests and the perhaps 
necessary risk of losing one’s own centrality in the scheme of things” (21). How 
successful Black Mirror is in this respect is debatable, but certainly the novel does 
urge an understanding of the ways in which these elements of Australia’s past 
continue to affect the present, and, by implication, the future. By sustaining a sense 
of what Oreb calls “incompleteness” (113) in her text, Jones’s representations of race 
(and class and gender) in Black Mirror seem to suggest that the difference between 
self and other, and between community and margin, is perhaps inevitable, and that 
we must conceive of other ways to achieve subversion and transformation.  
Black Mirror concludes with a motif both of subversion and transformation: the 
image of the place where Lily-white buried her placenta after the birth of her 
daughter, Ruby. “Whitefellas would pass by and not notice anything at all. But a small 
mound of gathered stones marks the generation of spirit. This place is holy. It 
contests all the mine-work and despoliation that is everywhere around. It is the 
unregarded and persisting monument of countless other stories. It is its own kind of 
marvellous” (301). Dalziell argues that the imagining of this site is one of redemption, 
a recovery of the land in spite of the scars of settler capitalism: “It determines that the 
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(effects of these) acts and contested histories will not be laid to rest and recognises 
that there are additional narratives still to be told”(“An Ethics” 58). We can also read 
this image in terms of Jones’s argument for reading and writing practices that 
account for ineradicable difference and a recognition of otherness: “Perhaps writing 
across,” says Jones, “includes recognition of the déjà disparu, the lost space, 
conceptualised in terms of sites of erasure or denunciation” (“A Dreaming” 15). In this 
paradigm, the déjà disparu is a site not only of erasure and burial, but also of 
possibility. 
In Black Mirror, Jones allows the unutterable to speak; she creates space for 
the unknown and unknowable, and acknowledges limits of understanding. The novel 
is a feminist investigation of the effects of Surrealism on the woman artist. Although 
the story is fiction, it is essential to keep in mind, as Jones advises us, that all our 
forms of writing and text contribute to cultural meaning-making: “the counterfactual 
virtuality of the novel, the charged concision of the poem, the modest, perhaps 
halting, confessions of an oral tale”(Jones, “A Dreaming,” 11). In these ways, and 
others, Jones’s work loops back from whence it comes in enriching ways. 
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Chapter Seven 
 
Two Recent Approaches to the Woman Artist: Kristel Thornell’s Night Street and 
Krissy Kneen’s Steeplechase 
 
This chapter will consider the representation of the woman artist in two novels, Night 
Street, by Kristel Thornell, published in 2010, and Steeplechase by Krissy Kneen, 
published in 2013. Steeplechase, an exploration of the nature of trauma and the 
structure and functioning of memory, is experimental in its style. Night Street, which 
is an imagining of the painter Clarice Beckett, is written in the realist mode; this, I 
propose, is what makes it experimental.  
Night Street is an imagining of the life of the Australian painter, Clarice 
Marjoribanks Beckett (1887-1935)7, who studied painting at the National Gallery 
School in Melbourne, completing three years of study with Frederick McCubbin 
before continuing her studies under Max Meldrum. His controversial theories became 
pivotal in her art practice. After a brief period studying and living away from home 
with her younger sister, Beckett returned to live with her parents in the Melbourne 
bayside suburb of Beaumaris and became their housekeeper and carer, her painting 
restricted to early morning and late afternoon. She died in 1935 at the age of forty-
seven, after developing pneumonia from a chill caught while out painting at night.  
Although Beckett is now recognised as an important modernist painter, little 
work has been done on her art or life.8 Despite a talent for portraiture and a keen 
                                               
7
 I refer to Clarice Beckett the painter as Beckett throughout this chapter, and the fictional character in 
Thornell’s text as Clarice. 
8 Hollinrake’s Clarice Beckett: The Artist and her Circle (1979) and Clarice Beckett: Politically Incorrect 
(1999) are the two major works. Beckett is included in Max Meldrum’s The Science of Appearances 
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public appreciation of her still lifes, Beckett preferred the solo, outdoor process of 
painting landscapes. She painted sea and beachscapes, rural and suburban scenes, 
capturing the atmospheric effects of early morning or evening light. Her subjects were 
often of Beaumaris, and she was one of the first of her group to use a painting trolley, 
or mobile easel, to make it easier to paint outdoors in different locations. This was 
partly because her father, Joseph Beckett, did not allow her a studio (Modjeska, 
“Framing” 134). Thornell began the novel after seeing some of Beckett's artworks in 
the Art Gallery of South Australia, while researching the scholarly work of curator 
Rosalind Hollinrake. Most of Beckett's work, never having been acquired for public or 
private collection, was rediscovered by Hollinrake in the 1960s. Hollinrake found 
almost two thousand paintings rotting in an open-sided barn in the Victorian 
countryside. Having been exposed to the elements for almost four decades, most of 
the work was irreparably damaged.  
Thornell says in the author’s note at the end of the novel that her Clarice is not 
the historical Clarice Beckett but an “imagining of her” (241). Thornell tried to write 
Clarice’s life in a manner comparable to how Beckett herself might have looked at a 
landscape, “squinting to soften edges and reach beyond detail in the search for 
patterns of light and shade” (241). The mostly third-person portrait is subtle, 
suggestive, and soft-edged. Thornell states that the protagonist’s family and personal 
life are invented, as are the other characters, including Meldrum who is “another 
imagining of the historical figure whose surname he borrows” (241). The trajectory of 
Beckett’s life, studying art and living away from home with her sister, returning to her 
                                                                                                                                                   
(1950); Jane Hyslip’s Modern Australian Women: Paintings and Prints 1925-1945 (2000); and Tracey 
Lock Weir’s Misty Moderns (2008). Beckett (or her paintings, in some cases) is also the subject of 
several poems, including Sarah Day’s “En Route” (2001), “Narringal Landscapes” by Brendan Ryan 
(2002), and “For Clarice Beckett” by Helen Cerne (2003).  
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parents’ home to care for them, painting outdoors using a painting trolley, and dying 
middle-aged of pneumonia after being caught in a storm, is, however, the trajectory 
of Clarice’s life in the novel. Thornell says: “I had a somewhat ambiguous relationship 
with the facts of the artist’s life. . . . Rather than a biographical novel, I wanted to write 
an alternative, invented, very internal kind of history” (“The Story” np). This is an 
interesting comment. The relationship between history and subjectivity can be 
considered with reference to biographical fiction, which plays with the connection 
between subjectivity and objectivity, historical ‘truth’ and fiction. Subjectivity, as Butler 
has defined it and as discussed in chapter five above, is embedded in language 
(Bodies 2-5). While history is a matter of politics, economics, institutions, the 
circulation of journals, and all the social circumstances external to knowledge, 
subjectivity, as judgment based on individual personal impressions and feelings and 
opinions, might be seen as the history of individual items of knowledge, conjectures, 
experiments and refutations. As the linguist Emile Benveniste has stated: “We have 
no good account of the relationship between external and internal history” (qtd. in 
Kelly 157). By focusing on the subjective experiences and perceptions of a single life, 
Thornell offers a fictional portrait of the artist that investigates the conditions of 
possibility in Beckett’s life. 
The novel’s formal structure is an experimental version of the Künstlerroman, 
a type of Bildungsroman which traces the education and growth of a gifted artist-hero 
from childhood to maturity. However, in portraying the development of a young artist 
who is not only female but Australian, Thornell departs from the traditionally male- 
and Euro-centred model. The novel traces the evolution of the female psyche and 
identity as an artist. Thornell says, “I thought a lot about what creative work—of any 
kind—might involve or mean” (“The Story,” np). Night Street is divided into four 
sections, each of which focuses on a particular period in Clarice’s life. Technically, 
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then, it would be more accurate to describe Night Street as a collage rather than as a 
portrait of the artist as a young woman. In the first section of the novel, Clarice is 
“already thirty and beginning to think of herself, with intermittent irony or 
embarrassment, as an artist” (5). It is 1917 and Clarice has almost finished three 
years studying painting under McCubbin at the National Gallery School. She hears 
Meldrum speak at a lecture, admires his “controversial, scientific” (6) approach to art, 
which he contrasts with the “airless, fossilised academic teaching” (7) of the National 
Gallery School. Clarice decides to study with Meldrum, and joins a group of painters 
who experiment with paint in a style characterised by a ‘misty’ or atmospheric quality 
created by painting tone on tone.  
To date, Night Street is Thornell’s only novel. It was mostly well received by 
critics and has attracted a number of nominations and awards. In 2009 it was joint 
winner of the Australian/ Vogel Literary Award. Kate Holden says the novel is “a 
delicate, unexpectedly moving study of a female artist who didn't marry and didn't 
regret it” (24); Patrick Allington calls it a “stirring tale” with “broodily luminous prose” 
(27). Andrew Riemer seemed to miss, or did not like, Thornell’s emphasis on the way 
in which a supposedly mundane life can be filled with passion and fulfilment, calling 
the novel “private and small-scale” as a result of its focus on Clarice Beckett’s 
“obscure and domestic” life (“Obscure” 30). He does, however, identify that politics 
are subtly presented in the novel: 
Politics seems largely absent from Night Street yet it is there in subtle 
ways. Thornell is highly attuned, I think, to the structures of class that 
have always distinguished Melbourne life. And there is, too, an 
engagement with issues that were to feature prominently in the 
feminism of later decades of the 20th century. (30) 
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I would argue that the feminist sentiment in the novel is both political and 
pervasive. The novel explores feminist themes such as the expectations held of 
women in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Like Sybylla Melvyn in My 
Brilliant Career, Clarice resists the matrimonial expectations of the time, seeing 
marriage as something that would compromise or curtail her artistic identity. In her 
twenties, she turns down three offers of marriage. The third is significant for her. She 
cares for Thomas but “realised she was in danger of moulding herself to what she 
imagined was the shape of [his] desire, of playing a part, because it appeared 
scripted. She did hope for love: there was anticipation in her. But she resisted this, 
waiting for something unequivocal and visceral” (27). Thomas never formally 
proposes. Instead he follows her one morning when she goes to paint on St Kilda 
beach. Clarice sees this as a trespass. “He was threatening the self-absorption that 
she needed; that time must remain pristine” (33). Clarice does not respond to his 
wave but turns away, thinking “dimly: understand what is happening here” (33). His 
following her is, Clarice thinks in retrospect, “the most eloquent proposal she ever 
received; and her turning away an unambiguous answer” (33). Clarice’s development 
as a painter relies on her refusal to compromise her artistic identity, and is articulated 
in a consistent and coherent manner throughout the novel. 
After she turns thirty, Clarice’s parents and her sister become concerned that 
she has not married. They arrange an introduction between Clarice and Stanley, a 
furniture maker who helps her design, and offers to make, her painting trolley. 
Stanley is invited to afternoon tea. Clarice is uncomfortable, resenting her family who 
stand like “hopefuls assembled for an audition on which a lot is riding,” drinking tea 
“with frequent small sips from the special china, a blue and white fantasy of pastoral 
England wrapping itself around the cups, spreading over the saucers, like an 
extravagant rash” (39).  When Clarice’s parents leave Stanley and Clarice alone to 
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“talk” (42), Stanley tries to win favour with Clarice by saying he plays the violin. He 
remarks “there’s a lot to be said for having something to do in your spare time.” 
Clarice’s response is forceful: “I don’t paint in my spare time,” she tells him. “When 
I’m not painting, that is my spare time” (41). Like Sybylla in My Brilliant Career, 
Clarice repeatedly insists on the centrality of art in her life.  
Rejecting marriage, Clarice instead engages in romantic relationships with 
married men. This is strategic: it affords her freedom from the child-bearing and 
domesticity that were expected in a marriage in this period. Clarice is able to enjoy 
romantic and sexual relationships without the expectation of becoming a wife and 
mother. This is highlighted towards the end of the novel where Clarice forms a 
relationship with a man known as the Doctor, whom she has seen for many years 
walking near the beach where she paints. “It seemed that, for better or worse, she 
found married men the more interesting or appealing. She was drawn to them. It may 
have been a coincidence. Or their married state suited her, allowing her to belong to 
herself” (191). By representing the desiring female artist who chooses intimate 
relationships that allow her to remain independent, Thornell subverts the plot of the 
traditional romance genre in the same way that My Brilliant Career does.   
My Brilliant Career and Night Street are both set in the first few decades of the 
twentieth century, a time when the idea of spinsterhood as a choice rather than a 
shortcoming was unconventional. Clarice acknowledges that “from outside, a 
woman’s life not furnished with a husband and child rearing would appear bleak, 
brittle, to most” (147).  The novel portrays a society where women who do not take 
the conventional path down the respectable avenues of marriage and motherhood 
are looked upon with both suspicion and sympathy for their apparent misfortune and 
deficiency as women. Clarice overhears her mother and their cook discussing her 
childhood art teacher, middle aged and unwed: 
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‘I feel awfully sorry for her, without a family of her own. She’d be so 
lonely.’ 
 ‘Did her husband pass away?’ Henrietta asks reverently. 
 ‘No, no. A spinster, poor dear.’ (20) 
Henrietta’s response indicates that it was unusual for a woman to choose to remain 
unmarried during this period. The young Clarice is affected by this exchange. “Miss 
McFarlane; not married. Clarice was shocked by Mum’s superior tone, Henrietta’s 
Poor thing” (21). Miss McFarlane, however, is Clarice’s role model. Observing her 
from a window after she overhears her mother, Clarice notes, “[t]here was nothing 
unlucky in her appearance” (21), and she imagines Miss McFarlane at home, in a 
“modest room in which to loiter and draw in a restful half-light” (21). At an early age, 
Clarice sees solitude as necessary to her artistic identity.  
The marriages depicted in the novel do not offer Clarice reason to regret her 
decision to remain unmarried. Louise, Clarice’s sister, marries Ted after a brief 
courtship (35), but the relationship does not work out and Louise ends up living alone 
with their two children (158). Clarice’s parents’ marriage is very formal, her mother 
deferring to her father as head of the household. Clarice says of her father: “There 
was no poetry in him. This was their tragedy—hers, Louise’s (although she had 
escaped the house), perhaps even his, but Mum’s especially; because Mum was a 
romantic confined to a life with a man who—at least to all appearances—had a blank 
in place of dreams” (89). As her mother gets older and frailer she retreats into her 
bedroom and reads novels as a means of escaping from Clarice’s father and their 
diminished circumstances after his retirement. 
Like Jones’s Black Mirror, Night Street shows how difficult it was for women 
artists to find space in male-dominated artistic circles. The novel shows how few 
women studied art in 1917. After a class, there is a “rushing-off of students back to 
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their less artistic lives, the few girls screening the daring lustre in their eyes with 
insouciance; most of them were alternately animated and insecure” (8). Ada 
Adamson seems to be the only other woman in Clarice’s class who continues with 
her painting. Despite this, however, Thornell depicts the relationship between the 
(male) master and (woman) student as a mostly positive one. Meldrum backs Clarice 
and sees her generously, even if at first his instinct is to dismiss her. When he 
appraises her first paintings at his art school, Clarice understands that “[h]e wanted to 
criticise it, rebuke her . . . but he was not sure how to go about it” (12). Throughout 
the novel, Meldrum offers Clarice endorsement and the kind of paternal concern that 
is absent in her life.  
As a woman painter, Clarice is marginalised and her work is mostly either 
dismissed entirely, or met with disparaging reviews from critics who see her 
technique, Tonalism, as controversial. Clarice is crushed by her first review, 
published in the daily paper the day after her graduate exhibition. 
‘And the lady had no right to obfuscate her subjects so tenaciously with 
mawkish veils of fog. The result is altogether dreary, and, I regret to say 
it, entirely without the lyricism in which we seek solace in art.’ (72) 
She folds the paper and walks out of the kitchen where she has been having 
breakfast with her mother, uncomfortably reminding herself of one of her former 
suitors who, after she rejects his offer of marriage, folds his newspaper and makes a 
“stunned, grave retreat” (72). The lady has no right recurs throughout the novel and 
becomes the motivation for Clarice’s pursuit of painting. Her desire to actualise the 
artistic core of herself provides her with an inner sense of continuity and direction, 
despite the rejection and ridicule she receives from the art world. 
It is not just the patriarchal art world that Clarice struggles with. Her father 
(always referred to with a capital ‘F’) is also a gatekeeper to the full expression of her 
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artistic identity, albeit with varying degrees of success. Clarice “could not stay out as 
long as she liked, Father insisting she be back by a Reasonable Hour, but at 
calculated intervals she transgressed” (151). Preparing his evening meal, Clarice 
calls him “the pater” (103). This term is loaded. Latin for ‘father of the family’ or the 
‘owner of the family estate,’ it is an honorific title; the paterfamilias was the head of a 
Roman family. It was also standard slang of the period. Clarice’s use of the term 
emphasises the overbearing, patriarchal role her father plays in their household. 
Clarice’s father “could not accept that she had rejected the marriage proposals in 
favour of spinsterhood and this freakish occupation. He might have been less 
alarmed to have an artist for a daughter were she less public about the whole thing 
and if it did not involve so much gallivanting about” (87). He does, however, let her go 
out to paint and occasionally asks about her paintings, although his response is 
usually to comment on their “dreariness” or the way in which they all look the same to 
him (89). Clarice and her father exist “in different spheres,” yet he affects her. “Father 
very naturally released an aura of power. . . . He stuck to the pragmatic, scrupulously 
denying himself astonishment. It was as if he refused to leave the close air of a man-
sized box, a kind of premature coffin he bore around with him” (88-89). Clarice refers 
to her father’s stress and unhappiness throughout the novel. He seems to be a man 
boxed into a life that does not suit him, and, as a result, may have resented his 
daughter’s creative capacities as these were absent in his own life.  
Clarice’s father is an indistinct figure in the novel. He says little, but is a 
brooding, heavy presence in the family home, although this has the effect of 
galvanising Clarice rather than restricting her. When Ada Adamson telephones to 
commiserate with Clarice after the negative review their graduate exhibition receives, 
her father patrols the corridor checking his watch. “He disapproved of the telephone 
for anything other than emergencies: it was for communication, not conversation” 
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(73).  Speaking of the review, Clarice says, “[t]he only serious art is big bright 
sentimental potboilers. Apparently. You can’t show the smaller view, the real colours 
of the Australian landscape. That’s unacceptable. Not heroic enough, I suppose. She 
was nearly pleased to have provoked them” (74). The dismissal of her work angers 
Clarice, but it also motivates her.  “Your art is important,” Ada tells her, “but it’s easier 
for them to discount you as a woman. . . . You don’t paint as a Lady Painter should” 
(75). Clarice thinks about this, as her father passes the doorway checking his watch. 
“Still angry but also increasingly pleased with herself, she said, ‘No, I don’t’” (75). 
Clarice is not self-effacing. She does not cancel or conceal her own pride and 
ambition. “When you stray from flowers,” Clarice tells Ada later in the novel, “when 
you turn your back on decoration and try to find your own way out here, you’re done 
for. As far as They are concerned. . . . But you keep on. Ada, you have to” (138).  
The words for patriarchal authority that Clarice uses throughout the novel—
They, pater, Father—indicate the obstacles in her life. Her great strength is that she 
recognises them as such, even if she takes a rebellious stance against them only as 
far as an unmarried woman in the first two decades of the twentieth century can. Her 
unmarried status gives her the freedom to pursue art on her terms. But it also means 
she is expected to care for her parents and take on a domestic role in the family 
home, as unmarried daughters at this time often did. Like Sybylla in My Brilliant 
Career and Miss Peabody in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance, domestic tasks intrude on 
her imaginative life. Clarice resents what she refers to her “second life as housemaid” 
(101). She dislikes“[t]he vacancy of a kitchen” (103) and sees homemaking routines 
as “fences within which she could run” (182). In this way, Clarice’s life mirrors that of 
Miss McFarlane, who stops teaching Clarice and her sister, Louise, because she 
leaves Melbourne to be near an ailing relative in New Zealand (21). Unmarried 
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women in the early twentieth century were often expected to care for relations who 
were ill or elderly.  
Although Meldrum and another male artist friend, Herb, come to respect and 
admire Clarice and her work, it is the other women in the novel who encourage her 
the most. Ada Adamson and Mrs Hamlin support her, and, to a lesser extent, so does 
Clarice’s mother, even if she does not understand her daughter’s dedication to 
painting. Clarice’s mother is the conventional wife and mother of the period. She 
believes in “the value of creative occupations for one’s leisure time, in artistic 
accomplishments for girls and women. She was attracted to Culture, associating it 
with elegant grandeur and civilised pleasantness” (14). Mrs Beckett likes to tell 
company that Clarice and her sister Louise are artistic, “they take after me” (15), and 
the girls are encouraged to sketch flowers, corners of their home, or each other (15). 
Clarice does not have an especially close relationship with her mother, who favours 
the more conventionally feminine Louise, but they become closer after Louise is 
married and leaves the family home. Her mother colludes with Clarice against her 
father to allow her the freedom to paint.  When Clarice tells her mother she “must go” 
to the artist colony Meldrum organises at Anglesea for a fortnight her mother 
promises to convince her father on her behalf (113-114). Mrs Beckett also does not 
reveal to her husband Clarice’s lie that she is going out for the evening to Ada 
Adamson, when she is really going to meet her lover, Arthur (91).  
As she sits beside her dying mother, Clarice thinks, “she was my first 
seascape, the interior sea, a bone shoreline curving like a half moon. Floating in her, 
in the forgetful twilight before birth, I prepared for the waters of Port Phillip Bay. 
There, I was taught to seek nourishment curled in on myself” (171). After her 
mother’s death, although she continues to care for her ailing father, Clarice has 
“more space for her mind, her artist’s mind, a liveliness cutting through anything 
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tedious and soul deadening” (183-83). This association of female creativity with the 
womb and the maternal recalls Kristeva’s theory of the semiotic, discussed 
throughout this thesis. The semiotic is, for Kristeva, a primary ground or origin 
stemming from a biological maternal realm as opposed to the symbolic paternal 
realm. It is also a site of radical difference. Rather than taking up a position either on 
the side of symbolic identity or on that of semiotic instability, Kristeva points to the 
revolutionary potential of the transgression taking place within the boundary of the 
symbolic itself. This has been my aim in this thesis—to show how the woman artist 
creates a space for herself within patriarchal structures. Kristeva calls the boundary 
within the symbolic the “thetic,” marking the break that distinguishes the semiotic 
from the symbolic (Revolution 46-47). Opposed to a homogenous, symbolic realm of 
identity and unity, the semiotic is creative and transgressive. It breaks through the 
thetic and brings drive and heterogeneity into symbolic language and identity. This 
does not mean, however, that the thetic is destroyed. Rather, it is permeable and 
allows for irruptions of semiotic heterogeneity into symbolic language and identity 
(Grosz, Sexual 96-97). The irruption of difference is thus not a negation of symbolic 
identity, but rather a transgression of negativity, and is energised with positive and 
creative potential. 
In the novel, the semiotic maternal is also linked to creativity in Clarice’s 
perception of the city: 
On that Tuesday of imminent rain, she saw Princes Bridge. A slice of it: 
the solidity of cast iron resting on bluestone bulwarks, and the steady 
current of traffic this carried. The palm trees in the foreground, in some 
way endearing, self-consciously adolescent. The little boats on the 
mirroring water beneath and above, a maternal sky. (52) 
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These images signify a nurturing and also a potentiality. Clarice sees the artistic 
possibilities of the city, the potential for creation. The sky metaphor here functions in 
a similar way to the semen metaphor for the colour of the sky that appears in Black 
Mirror, discussed in chapter six above. The maternal sky is a visual metaphor for 
creativity, subverting the link between artistic creativity and male sexuality. 
Another distinctly feminist element in the novel is the allusions to the anxiety 
felt during the early 1920s about the ‘modern,’ or independent, woman. In a 
newspaper Louise leaves at the house, Clarice reads an article by a famous male 
author on how the fight for women’s freedom has gone too far. “Men, he believed, 
had been left emasculated, without faith in themselves, because women had no faith 
in them, fought them, would not give up fighting for freedom” (147). Clarice, however, 
refigures this conflict in terms of her art. 
When she thought of freedom, she thought first of the freedom to paint. 
If she had turned her eyes away from the common shape of woman’s 
life, it was in order to fight her true opponent: her art. The author found 
the Woman of today an unhappily severe creature, with her brief attire, 
short hair and aggression, a kind of soldier, and hers an unfulfilled, 
impoverished femininity. He clearly did not believe that a fighter, a 
soldier, could be enriched by her own cause. (147-48) 
The author shows a masculine disillusionment with modernity, fears of independent 
women, and fears of the alienation that accompanies the urban, cosmopolitan world. 
The enigmatic woman, with her “brief attire, short hair, and aggression” (148) 
threatens him. In addition to reflecting the anxieties arising from changes in power 
relations, these contending images reveal anxieties about modernity.  
Marilyn Lake argues that in the first decades of the twentieth century some 
Australian intellectuals used the ‘woman question’ as a keyhole through which to 
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address issues of modernity and the nation (6). Because the process of national 
invention and the struggle for women’s rights occurred simultaneously in Australia, 
the tension between contending ideals of womanhood reveals not only the anxieties 
associated with changing roles for women, but also the anxieties associated with 
modernity and the modern nation (Lake 8). Social conservatives (such as, we might 
assume, the author of the article Clarice reads) proposed a cultural ideal of 
womanhood that accorded with the more traditional ideology of the ‘good’ wife and 
mother. More progressive perspectives, however, encouraged, or perhaps tolerated, 
the independent modern woman. The much older man with whom Clarice has her 
second affair, known only as The Doctor, says to her: “You know, I have a huge 
respect for you bright, modern girls. Your generation. Faced with so many new ideas, 
the new times. . . . And having so much more independence than your mothers did” 
(193). In this way, Night Street engages with tensions about the modern, the urban, 
and the desirable in the period. On one hand, the modern woman stood for the nation 
and its quest for modernity as an admirable state of civilisation and progress. At the 
same time, this figure was used to represent fears for the modern nation and the 
perceived drawbacks of modernity, which were danger, individual alienation, and 
cultural loss. 
Jean’s death highlights the alienation and fears associated with the new urban 
lifestyle. Clarice notices Jean, a new art student, when she drops into Meldrum’s 
class one afternoon and is immediately struck by the young woman:  
In a snug red jumper, Jean had an extreme prettiness, a childish yet 
flowered femininity. . . . She kept turning to smile at Clarice, an 
irrepressible smile that seemed exaggerated and charming to Clarice, 
who was so practised at dissembling her own higher-pitched feelings. 
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Jean’s excited, joyously free rendering of the ginger jars showed she 
was famished for art. She would develop quickly as a painter. (110)  
A month later, Jean is discovered dead. Clarice reads in the newspaper that “Jean 
had gone to the theatre with ‘artist friends’ (was the journalist implying that 
frequenting artists was itself a dangerous activity?), to see Bernard Shaw’s 
Pygmalion. She went missing that night” (111). Jean, with her close-fitting red 
jumper, candid manner, and apparent access to city spaces, is one of the modern 
women that the author of the article Clarice reads denounces. The choice of play is 
also significant. Shaw was a progressive playwright and Pygmalion, a satire of the 
rigid British class system in 1912, is about a woman changing class position. Jean is 
represented as a cosmopolitan, urban figure of desire and change. However, she 
becomes a figure who falls prey to the dangers of the city. 
The complicated relationship between the modern city and the woman artist is 
also explored in Jones’s Black Mirror. Victoria Morrell’s relationship to Paris is an 
important part of her artistic identity. Her aesthetic engagement with the city enables 
her art. It is also the site of her relationship with Jules. After Jules leaves Paris, 
however, Victoria wishes to be destroyed by the city. “When Jules left Rue Git le 
Coeur, he took Victoria’s heart with him. So she re-learned the city at night and with 
heartless promiscuity. Paris was a vessel of ink with all messages still merged. A 
well, of darkness, totally fluid” (141). Victoria, like the city, is subversive. Elusive, 
fluid, she moves thorough the modern city unescorted and with her own agenda.  
She spoke imperfect French to perfect strangers and seduced them 
with her air of abandonment and desolation. A man’s hand entered her 
dress as she sat over her Pernod, and she let him explore there. . . . 
She brushed against priests and old men riding home on the Metro and 
blew kisses to small children and rich ladies in hats. (141)   
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A sexual figure, and a focus for male desire, Victoria fantasises about the erasure of 
the female subject. She is, she thinks, “waiting to be murdered” (141). One night she 
is attacked as she loiters in a park, contemplating suicide by jumping off the Bridge of 
Suicides. “[I]t was then—as though, after all, she had successfully summoned 
something to destroy her—that a man appeared from nowhere and flung himself 
upon her” (143).  As Victoria is being strangled she realises that she wants to live and 
fights off her attacker, “all the time imagining another murderous scenario—that she 
might push him, her substitute, from the Bridge of Suicides. No one would know” 
(143).  Later, she describes her attacker as her “assistant” (144). He is a catalyst for 
her realisation that she wishes to live following Jules’s disappearance.  
This inscription of the female artist in the city, inhabiting its spaces, reveals 
some of the tensions inherent in ideas of modernity. Clarice’s relationship with the 
city in Night Street also reflects the search for female subjectivity, and the conflicts 
and fears of the woman artist struggling against society and tradition. As the female 
spectator, Clarice subverts gendered notions of modernity. “Melbourne in the mist. 
Tucked between substance and mirage, her city of shifting presences. There was 
surely nowhere more alluringly ghostly. She seldom felt alone. Clarice and Melbourne 
were joined; the paintings of her city were love poems, a consummation” (151). 
Clarice lives in the city, but she is defined by an ambiguous relationship to urban, 
modern life. She prefers to be a witness to, rather than a participant in, the life of the 
city. 
Sometimes she passed a place like the Latin Cafe, where there might 
have been people she knew or had known, a cluster of Meldrum’s 
former students hotly debating art and philosophy. An odour of beer 
leaked out. Some jazz, perhaps. If a bearded, shaggy type whom she 
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recognised emerged into the street, she looked quickly away. She only 
wanted to watch and, in this way, take the city’s pulse. (151)  
It is significant that the cityscape features mostly men, with whom Clarice avoids 
contact, and there are suggestions of potential violence in the “cluster” of former 
students and the “odour of beer” (151). The cultivated invisibility that Clarice assumes 
can be seen as a form of protection against this implied threat of violence, but also 
against the cultural censure of supposedly ‘unladylike’ behaviour. For Clarice, 
“walking—journeying through landscapes on foot—was inseparable from her art. . . . 
At night she went home to cook, eat, and sleep in her parents’ house, but that was 
only her official residence, her domicile fixe, because in reality, she inhabited the 
outdoors” (149). The venture of the woman artist into the public sphere examines the 
relationship between gender and modernity, in particular, the way in which 
modernity’s focus upon democratic humanism, individualism, and self-expression 
may have allowed women to move beyond circumscribed domestic conditions. 
Clarice’s physical movement through the city is an enactment of autonomy that 
affirms her individuality and creativity and enables her artistic practice. 
The correlation between isolation and creativity is an idea that recurs 
throughout the novel. The epigraph is from Daniel Keene’s Two Shanks: “To be alone 
seems at once so natural and yet so unnatural I’ve never understood it.”  Clarice 
dwells on the words of her art teacher, Meldrum, that “women are incapable of giving 
themselves completely to art, lacking a propensity for solitude”9 (13). This seems to 
be the driving force for Clarice's dedication to both her artistic vision and her 
                                               
9
 Max Meldrum did reportedly once state that “there would never be a great woman artist and there 
never had been. Woman had not the capacity to be alone” (Hollinrake, Clarice 22). 
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authenticity as an artist. Her need for solitude and willingness to make sacrifices, 
runs parallel with her improving technique. Painting allows Clarice, as she puts it in 
the novel, to “go somewhere else, where you can be . . . if not your true self . . . then 
merge with some sort of truth. Merge. Truth. How grand. Just in flashes” (136). 
Clarice is continually surprised by the confidence with which many were ready to 
determine the self-fulfilment of others. “With bemusement or exasperation, she 
realised that . . .  little happened to her that most would have considered eventful. But 
those were fertile, full years, with a fullness eluding words, as fullness does” (148). 
Thornell probes beneath this apparently ordinary life to paint a vivid picture of a 
determined and unconventional woman who single-mindedly pursues her art. The 
novel emphasises that although ‘little’ happens in Clarice’s life in conventional terms 
(marriage, children), hers is a life full of experience and art. Clarice notes: “If you 
dedicated yourself to observation, you were viewed as isolated and sorrowfully inert. 
An outrageous misconception. Seeing what there was to be seen was far from 
passive; having your eyes and self open was surely the opposite of isolation—how 
could you be more connected to life” (148). Isolation and creativity are connected in 
the novel in a positive, fulfilling way. 
For Clarice, art and desire are also interconnected: “Both art and love are 
openness, the lowering of the walls that protect us from the world. Also, true, 
perhaps, that art and love are forms of absurd hope in the face of tragedy and 
banality” (150). Loneliness is a large part of both love and art, for Clarice. She likens 
the experience of alone-ness in painting with the alone-ness experienced after 
orgasm with the Doctor. “In his attentive absent manner she recognised something, 
suddenly, from her own painting self. Ah. This was how an observer might look. So 
alert and dispassionate. He and she both knew how to be there and there, this 
wonderful disappearing act” (202).  For Clarice, “this space around sex was not 
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empty—as sex was not without emptiness; sensuality was more and less than itself, 
nothing and everything, and in this way it resembled what could not be entirely seen 
in a painting” (236). At several intervals in the story, Clarice’s paintings unfold 
together with, and are embedded in, the romances of her life, although they never 
take precedence over her primary love affair with her art and the landscapes and 
cityscapes she tries to show in her paintings. 
The novel examines the confusion which ensues when a woman's motivations 
and beliefs conflict with society's notions of female sexuality. Clarice is sexually 
transgressive, having love affairs with married men rather than marrying. She lacks 
the traditional feminine virtues. “She was no domestic angel; books lay open and 
splattered on the kitchen bench and her matted hair hung in front of her eyes as she 
peered erratically into steaming pots, her cooking giving queer results” (182). But, 
more significantly, and more threateningly for the patriarchal characters in the novel, 
she is intellectually transgressive. She pursues personal and artistic fulfilment and 
rejects relationships with men and children in favour of the relationship she has with 
her art and her artistic subjects—the beach and the city. “You’ll have to get used to 
intimidating people” her patron, Mrs Hamlin, tells her at her first exhibition. “Men will 
be alarmed, because you can do such things and you’re beautiful, also, which will 
confuse them” (69). Telling the story of the independent, sexual woman driven to 
personal and artistic fulfilment critiques the systems of social, legal, and artistic 
regulation of the period. 
Night Street is a novel that is fully conscious of its intention. It does not play 
the same kinds of literary tricks as Franklin’s, Astley’s, Jolley’s, and Jones’s texts. It 
is a direct and sincere reimagining of a historical figure who was, like so many other 
women artists, ignored in her lifetime but whose work was appreciated and valued 
only much later. Clarice seems to be aware that she will not be appreciated in her 
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lifetime and that her years of work are “for which her paintings would have to speak, if 
they could: if someone would listen” (148). Thornell’s inscription of feminist ideologies 
in the text is no doubt due to the feminist interest in restoring the woman artist to 
history, but it also raises some interesting questions. What does it mean that an 
author publishing in 2010 can write a fictional biography of a woman artist working in 
the early twentieth century without needing to use subversive strategies such as 
irony, parody, humour, or generic subversion? Have we arrived at a point where the 
need for subterfuge, tricks, and complexity is no longer needed?  
There is some humour in Thornell’s text. Clarice is jealous of Arthur’s van, a 
mobile studio that smells of oil paint, turpentine, and linseed oil. “She imagined 
stealing that van. She imagined herself in the driver’s seat. . . . Mr Freud’s notions of 
women’s envy regarding the male member did not convince her, but she knew 
herself to be horribly envious of men’s vans. Those wonderful means of evasion” 
(96). This is a humour that relies on at least some degree of knowledge about 
Freud’s notion of penis envy and the history of the woman artist.  The novel is very 
direct in its engagement with ideas about art and artists. When Herb is pressured by 
local residents to move away from the beach where he has set up camp, Clarice 
thinks: “The artist driven out. Artists were a different breed, and of course what was 
different was misunderstood and almost always feared” (100). Here Thornell 
suggests the idea extant in Australian society (then and now) of the artist as an 
outsider or misfit.   
In the prologue to the novel, Clarice sets up her easel and paints from her 
painting cart at the beach. This scene is not set in linear time; rather it functions as an 
example of Clarice as she was so often, painting the sea alone and exposed to the 
elements. At the end of the prologue, she seems to merge with the landscape. 
“Clarice took another step back from her easel, and mist dropped like a fine curtain 
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into the gap between the artist and the painted view, hiding it. Her figure, too, 
became confused with the mist shrouding the beach like unearthly smoke. The 
prologue is a window on the mature Clarice’s way of painting and way of being, her 
rich solitude and sense of intense, almost identity-blurring, closeness to the 
landscapes that she interacts with and interprets in her paintings. The woman we 
observe here is also the author’s imagining of the artist Clarice Beckett, which the 
novel then attempts to solidify or inhabit. Thornell addresses the question of how 
contemporary fiction might portray and define the woman artist when her historical 
literary narrative has been fraught with fear, ambivalence, and distrust. In this way, 
the novel is experimental. It responds to ideas about Beckett, and about the woman 
artist more generally, as an historical figure. In particular, it engages with the 
perceived limitations in her life and how these may be interpreted in her work. 
In a review of the exhibition of Beckett’s work held at the Ian Potter Museum of 
Art in Melbourne in 1999, curated by Hollinrake, Modjeska says: 
With women painters particularly, it’s often difficult to know how much to 
allow the condition of their lives to intrude into our view of their 
paintings. I saw the exhibition with a friend who knew something of her 
story but had seen little of her work. I found it almost impossible to look 
at the paintings without the shadow of loneliness and the limited 
circumstances of Clarice Beckett’s life affecting my response; my friend 
sensed a vein of melancholy in the paintings, but didn’t see limitation. 
(“Framing” 134) 
Modjeska goes on to say that although “no one could be unaffected by the story of 
Beckett’s two thousand canvases rotting in an open barn” until Hollinrake was shown 
them by Beckett’s sister, Hilda, and rescued the few that could be salvaged, there are 
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still some critics who respond to the limitation in comments that say “in one way or 
another,” Clarice Beckett did not develop as an artist (135). For Modjeska: 
The paradox of Clarice Beckett’s work isn’t that limitation and 
achievement are two sides of the same coin so your view of her 
depends on which side of the coin you wish to see. Rather, both are 
held in everything she did—in the individual images and in the sweep of 
paintings—so that the achievement lies in the limitation, and her 
capacity to embrace it. (135) 
Modjeska adds: 
[Beckett’s] death has been used (including by me) as an exemplum of 
the limitations our culture has placed on the woman artist. But when 
you look at her work long enough, her play between inside and outside, 
and the acuity of her sensitivity to the frame, open a space for the 
viewer, a space between, that is almost nuptial in its balance. This is 
what remains. (135). 
It is in this space between that Thornell writes her history of Clarice Beckett, 
producing a kind of social history from the personal and individual. In this way, her 
novel is experimental, engaging with feminist theory, history, and biography to 
produce new understandings about the life of a woman artist.  
Kneen’s novel, Steeplechase, also explores personal history and its 
expression in works of art. Steeplechase is Kneen’s fourth novel, and her first that is 
not erotic fiction. The story is about two artist sisters, Bec and Emily: Bec teaches art 
in a university in Brisbane; while Emily lives in Beijing and has become “an icon of 
modern Australian art” (168). Emily is famous for her nightmarish paintings, her use 
of light, and her schizophrenia. She is passionate and erratic, whereas Bec is 
withdrawn. A “terrible thing” (22) from their childhood has created a schism between 
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the sisters, and they have been estranged for 23 years. The epigraph, from 
Nabokov’s Lolita, presages the cataclysmic event that is central to the novel: “I leaf 
again and again through these miserable memories and keep asking myself, was it 
then, in the glitter of that remote summer, that the rift in my life began?” (8). The 
narrative structure of Steeplechase follows a vertiginous circling around this central 
traumatic event. This is characteristic of trauma narratives in which memories of past 
wounding cannot be assimilated into the story, but instead exist as disembodied 
images and flashbacks that return unbidden and with the impact of the original 
experience.  
Steeplechase is fractured and fragmented; it skips between memories of 
childhood and the present day. This episodic format cuts the text, favouring gaps and 
interruption over continuity (Were, np). Like Jolley’s texts, Steeplechase questions 
the relationship between fiction and reality. In an interview about the novel, Kneen 
says that she wanted to play around with the idea of fact and fiction, so that the 
readers might think it was memoir (Evans, np). Metafictional elements appear 
throughout the text. “My sister just called me and I spoke to her. I imagine the words 
as if they were written in a book: Twenty-three years later my sister called” (21). 
Wendy Were calls the novel “a text with an architectural sensibility of a hall of 
mirrors” (np). These shards of memory, however, eventually assemble into a 
coherent narrative so that a portrait of the past is reconstructed.  
The novel begins with Bec, who is recovering from a gall bladder operation, 
receiving a telephone call from Emily, who invites Bec to visit her in Beijing for the 
opening of her next art show.  
I force myself to take the phone away from my ear and search for the 
last incoming call. I store the number under one word, ‘sister.’ I know I 
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should have used her name but it is all I can think of in this moment. 
Sister. (21) 
Emily’s call destabilises Bec, who makes references to a serious mental illness Bec 
has had in the past. “My first thought is that I’m talking to myself on the phone. It has 
been years since my last visit to the psychiatrist. I am no longer mad. I am cured” 
(18). This sense of personal dislocation and mistrust in the veracity of one’s own 
consciousness is a major theme in the novel.  
Emily and Bec grew up on a sprawling, windswept property outside Brisbane 
with their grandmother, Oma, and their mentally ill mother. Bec is aware that she and 
Emily are different from other children their own age: they wear hand-sewn clothes, 
and are home schooled by their Oma. For Bec, this results in a feeling of dislocation 
and inauthenticity. “Real girls would go to their town school and eat the bad food and 
go to the rodeo” (60). The landscape is portrayed as gloomy and wild – the dry creek 
bed, the “flat scrubby paddocks stretching away over the hill” (56), the “scrub and 
high dead grass and anthills the size of bicycles” (152). The landscape provides a 
Gothic backdrop for the dark, imaginary world of Emily’s games and delusions as she 
slowly slips further and further away from reality.  
Kneen shows the anxiety of fifteen-year-old Bec, who despairs at being left 
behind while Emily is “taken” by schizophrenia (123). “All our hard-earned intimacy is 
stripped away,” Bec recalls. “She whispers to herself when before she might have 
whispered to me. She plays games with the wind and the tall grasses by the gate but 
when I try to drag her to play one of our own games she stands and stares as if the 
real world is just an echo of something, a trick of the light” (123). Bec is drawn 
gradually into her sister's imaginary world, following her “through invisible hurdles, 
cantering just a little way behind” (91). For Bec, Emily’s slide into mental illness is a 
disorienting experience that is recreated decades later in Beijing, where Bec 
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struggles to keep up with her sister’s wildly fluctuating moods and similar disturbing 
hallucinations.  
Bec offers an account of Emily’s slide into mental illness from the perspective 
of a child. She describes an incident where Emily physically forces her to wear a       
t-shirt inside out and back to front. As Bec recalls, “our lives apparently depend on 
this business with the t-shirt” (87). Emily tells Bec she does this “to save you” (87), 
but does not offer any further explanation. Bec also recalls other odd behaviour from 
their childhood: 
She touches a vase sixteen times. Suddenly. Without explanation. 
Counting. 
And. 
She turns on her bed and sleeps with her feet touching the 
headboard. 
And. 
She crouches in the prickly grass and whispers something to no one 
and then kills a meat ant with her thumb. (89) 
Bec interprets Emily’s departure from what might be considered normal behaviour as 
abandonment and willingly follows her sister into a shared psychosis. “Shared 
Delusional Syndrome. Folie à deux,” recalls the adult Bec. “I know what was wrong 
with me. I have been diagnosed and there is a certain relief in having a name for your 
troubles. I am cured now. The madness belonged to Emily, and I borrowed it from her 
for a while but now I am sane” (230). Shared psychotic disorder, or folie à deux, is a 
condition in which symptoms of a mental disorder, such as the same delusional 
beliefs or ideas, occur simultaneously in two individuals who have an unusually close 
relationship and are isolated from others (Kirpekar 72; Srivastava and Borkar 69). 
Bec and Emily fit this description: their shared imaginary world, and lack of contact 
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with other children of their own ages, makes them dependent on each other. Emily’s 
imaginary friend, Raphael, is central to the delusion that the sisters share. 
Bec initially sees Raphael as a threat to her relationship with Emily. When 
Emily speaks to Raphael on the telephone, Bec thinks: “Whoever is on the other end 
of the phone is there with her now and I am here all alone” (91). Bec wills herself to 
share in Emily’s illness. She does this to align herself with Emily, to whom she wants 
to remain close. Raphael “belongs to Emily, he is her secret, but there is a delicious 
thrill in stealing this small part of her secret for myself (109). Bec picks up the 
telephone and listens for Raphael while Emily is watching.  
I close my eyes but she is still watching me. I can feel it. My head 
throbs. A nerve in my temple starts to twitch.  
Please, please please please answer the phone. Answer the phone. 
If you don’t answer she will be lost to me. You will have her all to 
yourself. (125) 
Bec forces herself to hear Raphael. “The voice is far off. It is like static. It is almost 
not a voice at all, it is the hiss of fibres rattling soundwaves from one place to 
another, the clicking of electrical signals, but when I strain to make sense of the hiss 
there are words in it” (125). When Bec gets off the telephone, “Emily opens her wings 
like a dark angel. I am cradled in the gorgeous threat of her attention once more” 
(132). The young Emily, to Bec, is beautiful, unpredictable, and dangerous. The 
young Bec struggles to separate reality from fantasy, especially as doing so means 
acknowledging her sister’s illness and separation from herself. Emily, suffering from 
schizophrenia, is genuinely delusional. On some level, Bec seems to understand that 
her sister is ill like her mother, but she is willing to collude in her sister’s illness in 
order to remain close to her. It is possible that Bec may also find it difficult to 
separate herself from her sister’s delusions because, growing up together with few 
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outside influences, Emily and Bec share the rich imaginary world of their childhood. 
In fictional representations of sisters growing up together, as in real life, it is not 
unusual for them to create and inhabit imaginary scenarios together. 
As an adult, Bec is successful. She is an artist, has a job she enjoys, and is 
attractive, but she is not confident. Kneen says in an interview that Bec is a good 
artist, but she does not recognise it in herself. She also does not create long-standing 
friendships or maintain intimate relationships. Kneen attributes this to her flawed 
childhood, which, Kneen says, is her only point of reference (Evans, np). Bec begins 
a relationship with one of her students, John, which activates her childhood trauma 
as well as comparisons with her sister. “I am afraid that I am too old and too ugly for 
him. I am not a good enough artist. He would never abandon me if I were as 
accomplished as my sister” (49-50).  Bec equates artistic success with love. This is 
perhaps because art and painting form such a large part of her childhood with Emily 
and her Oma. Looking at her paintings, she thinks “[m]aybe if this canvas were 
hanging in the gallery now, John would be here beside me” (128). However, 
throughout the novel, it is Bec who pushes John away. Seemingly unable to connect 
to any person or event in her past or in her present, Bec tries to avoid emotional 
attachment to anyone, and her friendships are transitory.  
Bec’s isolation, which we discover is her inability to correlate her present-day 
identity to a pre-trauma self, reflects the uncanny situation of the trauma survivor. 
Particularly the position they occupy in relation to the traumatic event, simultaneously 
inside and outside it. Nayana Abeysinghe argues that, in order to protect itself from 
the experience of trauma, the psyche performs a temporary dislocation of identity. 
The subject undergoes a process of dissociation so that they do not experience the 
traumatic event as it is happening. Rather it is experienced as if it is happening to 
someone else. This dissociation of the self places the victim outside the event. 
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However, the trauma victim cannot avoid also being inside the event, or having 
knowledge of it, making it impossible for them to be removed enough from the 
experience to understand it. This inability to see oneself prevents the self from 
experiencing the event, and leads to uncertainty and ambiguity (Abeysinghe 322). In 
the novel, we discover that the ambiguity in Bec’s life, her inability to properly recall 
the traumatic event, is caused by her failure to see herself as separate from Emily. 
Because the traumatic experience occurs before Bec has a chance to fully 
understand, and separate herself from, her sister’s illness, Bec never fully develops 
her own identity and a part of her is arrested at the age of fifteen when the traumatic 
event takes place. This ambiguity is caused by the nature of traumatic experience 
and its effect on witnessing, knowing, and memory. 
In the second part of the novel, Bec travels to Beijing to visit Emily. She is 
shocked when she sees her sister for the first time in 23 years. Emily is heavier, “with 
something overblown about her skin as if she has been suddenly inflated. She looks 
taut and mottled. . . . I am shocked to see her this way, blown out and hidden under 
her own flesh, and this meeting is so many things: a death, a revelation, a gift that 
shrugs off its festive wrapping only to disappoint” (177). Bec is shocked that Emily 
has physically changed so dramatically. As a child she is incandescent, lively, and 
changeable. “Maybe she is crying or maybe she is laughing. It is impossible to know 
what Emily is feeling at any one moment. One emotion seems to morph so quickly 
into another” (25). Bec, as the younger sister, idealises Emily. Reconnecting after so 
many years there is an initial feeling where Bec first sees Emily and is surprised: 
“she’s as large as I am, as short as I am, as ugly as I am” (177). Emily is not the 
person she expected, an insight which is brief and fleeting, however, because the 
more time Bec spends with her sister the more she becomes the idol of her childhood 
again. 
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Bec is disoriented in Beijing and in danger of being pulled back into the realm 
of her sister’s illness. She is startled when Emily casually refers to Raphael in 
conversation. Bec gets sick from rinsing her toothbrush under the tap in the sink and 
Emily chastises her: “Raphael says I should put a skull and cross bones on the tap so 
that you remember not to go near the water” (211). Bec soon realises that Emily is 
still very ill. When she tries to tell Emily that Raphael does not exist, Emily reacts 
violently by seizing a plate that Bec is holding and smashing it on the ground. Bec 
thinks: “I suppose it is the madness that lends her greatness. I suppose that she 
needs her madness now when she is getting ready for such a big exhibition” (213).  A 
correlation between madness and creativity recurs throughout the novel. At the 
opening night of an exhibition of Bec’s work, another artist, Nancy Gato, compares 
Bec’s work to her sister’s. “‘Emily’s work is so—passionate,’” says Nancy. Bec 
replies: “‘Yes. But I am not mentally ill. . . . I think that has an impact on my work’” 
(119).  Bec is being facetious here, yet she also makes reference to contemporary 
fetishisms with regard to psychological disorders, their biological parameters, and 
their relationship to art and creativity. 
It takes John to name Emily’s illness for Bec, when she calls him from Beijing.  
  ‘My sister is a bit crazy,’ I tell him. 
‘Oh really? Emily Reich is crazy? You should tell the media about 
that. Stop the presses.’ 
‘Yeah, okay.’ 
‘Your sister is a schizophrenic, Bec.’ 
Bec’s reply is that she supposes she had forgotten. It is evident that Bec cannot 
separate herself from the trauma of witnessing Emily’s illness as a child, because this 
would imply acknowledging the traumatic events that took place. However, she is 
unable to stop herself from repeating the behaviour associated with the trauma. 
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Raphael seems real to the reader at first, because we are presented with Bec’s point 
of view. But we gradually realise that he is imaginary. Bec sees and speaks with 
Raphael in a café right at the moment that her mental state begins to deteriorate in 
Beijing. As she has been taught to do during therapy, she counts down from twenty 
with her hands over her eyes. When she opens them, Raphael is gone. “He is gone, 
of course, but his glass is still there on the table. I wonder how I managed to magic 
that up. Did I drink from both glasses? Am I so hell bent on this self-deception?” 
(243). The idea that traumatic experience pathologically divides identity is seen in 
Kneen’s novel as a metaphor for the degree of damage done to Bec’s coherent 
sense of self and the change of consciousness caused by the trauma. Bec cannot 
trust herself entirely because her consciousness is divided, so that she struggles to 
separate reality and fantasy. 
Cathy Caruth's theories of trauma and memory, which are informed by Freud, 
have become an important source for the theorisation of trauma in literature. In 
Unclaimed Experience, Caruth considers responses to traumatic experience, 
including cognitive chaos and the possible division of consciousness, as an inherent 
characteristic of traumatic experience and memory. The pathology of the two sisters 
is characterised by a rupture in the continuity of their history, a fissure in their being, 
a trauma. There is an inherent epistemological fissure between this traumatic 
experience and its representation. Memory in Steeplechase is elusive. As children, 
Bec and Emily create and forge memory, yet, at the same time, memory in its 
emblematic existence works in and through individual selves to promote a sense of 
continuity and autonomy. Caruth states that “trauma is not locatable in the simple 
violent or original event in an individual's past, but rather in the way its very 
unassimilated nature—the way it was precisely not known in the first instance—
returns to haunt the survivor later on” (4). The novel is a fictional representation of 
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this process. For Bec, traumatic experience is unpresentable due to her shared 
psychosis with, and inability to separate herself from, her sister. Because she is 
unable to properly decode the event, the origin of traumatic response is unintegrated. 
Yet the literal event is also intrusive and ever-present, if ambiguous. For Bec, and for 
the reader who is presented with snapshots of the past from Bec’s perspective, the 
scene of the trauma imposes itself in recurrent photograph-like flashes. However, the 
traumatic scene is not narrated as a conscious memory of the event taking place. 
The paradox inherent in the experience of trauma is that it is essentially a belated 
experience. The traumatic event manifests in dysfunctions of the psyche and 
memory, such as Bec’s imagining of Raphael at the café in Beijing. 
Caruth argues that “the experience of a trauma repeats itself, exactly and 
unremittingly, through the unknowing acts of the survivor and against his very will” 
(2). In this analysis, one way of possessing the traumatic experience is in a 
reconstructive and retrospective narrative of the event. Bec’s desire to control her 
painful memories is manifested in her painting. As an adult, Bec paints in a realist 
style. She also secretly paints in Emily’s distinctive style, which is Surrealist. These 
paintings are kept hidden in a locked studio and are almost indistinguishable from 
Emily’s own work. Artistic genius, madness, and self-realisation are conveyed in 
metaphors of forgery in the novel. Bec refers to the hidden paintings as “the Emily 
Reichs I have painted over the years, the Emily Reichs that my psychiatrist warned 
me not to paint” (169). She wears the key to the studio around her neck, “heavy as 
history” (129), and compares the secret of the paintings to the story of Bluebeard. 
“Bluebeard kept the bodies of the women he had killed: I remember the terrible heart 
of his story. . . . Here is my terrible heart” (129).10 By the end of the novel, we 
                                               
10 With its use of the Bluebeard metaphor and correlation between the moody Australian landscape 
and Emily’s mental state, Steeplechase borrows elements of what Heta Pyrhönen calls ‘Bluebeard 
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understand that Bec’s painting as Emily is a way of containing the memories of the 
trauma. Bec says, “[w]ith my own work the expressions are uncertain. So this, then, 
is where Bec ends and Emily begins. When I become Emily, my intentions are never 
ambiguous; they are awfully sharp and horribly clear” (131).  
Bec’s imitation of Emily’s painting style parallels her mimicking Emily’s illness 
when they are children. Speaking to Raphael on the telephone as a child, Bec 
pretends to be Emily.  
I smile when he says her name. Her skin on my shoulders allows me to 
be confident. 
‘Yes Raphael, it’s me.’ 
What would he say to Emily, I wonder. I strain to hear his voice 
through the dead flat tone of the telephone. What would he tell her? 
‘Shall I come for you tonight?’ This is what he says. 
And I say, ‘Yes.’ (134) 
It is unclear in the novel whether these events actually do take place, but with Emily 
as Raphael. Whether the night excursions and sexual experimentation are something 
the girls do together, or imagine, together, it is clear that these experiences affect 
Bec’s relationships in later life. As an adult, Bec paints John as Emily, or with Emily.  
We paint him John from memory. . . When we paint his left hand I 
remember the fingers slipping inside me. . . . the thing that Raphael did 
                                                                                                                                                   
Gothic,’ a variant of the Gothic romance that takes the Bluebeard fairy tale as its key source. As 
Pyrhönen points out, many women have worked with the Bluebeard story to explore patriarchal power 
structures including Margaret Atwood in Lady Oracle, Angela Carter in "The Bloody Chamber," 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman in "The Yellow Wallpaper," Elizabeth Harrower in The Watch Tower, and 
Jean Rhys in Wide Sargasso Sea (149). 
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to me beside the deserted assembly hall. . . . We paint the blood on his 
fingertips, then. (167-68) 
The suggestion of sexual experimentation between the sisters is indicated throughout 
the story. Bec recalls that once a woman sat next to her in a bar, and bought her a 
drink and flirted. In response, Bec flees in panic and telephones her psychiatrist. “I 
called my psych in the middle of the night but it went to message bank even though 
she had said I could call her any time. I locked the windows and bolted them. I 
remember this. I drank vodka until I vomited” (170). Bec struggles to separate past 
from present, even if she knows it is illogical. “No, it has not escaped my attention 
that John is a young man, a boy, not a teenager, as Raphael was a teenager, but I 
have learned to think and double-think my actions. There is no psych now to call at 
odd hours. I am done with all that, I am cured” (170). This phrase, “I am cured,” is 
repeated throughout the novel (18, 170, 230). The repetition may suggest a self-
conscious effort by Bec to dominate the traumatic event. Such a recuperation, 
however, is also problematic in that the structure of the experience of trauma makes 
such an effort inherently impossible: on the one hand, once recuperated in memory 
and assimilated into the psyche, the traumatic experience ceases to be traumatic; on 
the other hand, as a belated experience reconstructed in memory and re-presented, 
it is not a complete possession of the truth. The knowledge of the traumatic 
experience thus remains ultimately elusive and inaccessible.  
On the other side of memory, there are questions of truth and distortion, as 
Aram Yengoyan notes. “Getting and re-constructing memory, like memory itself, is a 
narrative but not just any old narrative. Memory crises . . . must always deal with loss 
which has to be restored or at least recreated in some form of balance, which is 
enduring within changing contexts” (412). In Steeplechase, memory as object and as 
discourse is cast and reconfigured in new and different forms that must also, for Bec 
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and Emily, meet the challenge of accountability. At the end of the novel, in Beijing, 
Bec struggles between reality and fantasy, brought on by confronting Emily and her 
illness after so many years. “We lay in the same bed. Emily and I, side by side. I felt 
well, at last, and wondered about my nights with Raphael which must have been 
nights with Emily. What terrible things we did. How cleverly we hid these things from 
ourselves” (257).  It eventually becomes clear that Emily is Raphael.   
 ‘We have time,’ she says. ‘Emily won’t be back for ages. I’ve missed 
you Bec. I’ve never forgotten you.’ She steps closer again and she 
would kiss me but I press my hand against her collarbone. She is 
wearing a crushed velvet suit, boyish, but she is not a boy. If I let my 
hand drop she would step forward and kiss me again. I feel that old 
excitement, the kind of shivery anticipation that I haven’t felt for all 
these years. I remember the kisses, and more. I remember more. My 
cheeks flare red, I can feel my skin burning. (250-51) 
Bec’s acknowledgement of Emily’s incestuous rape of her sits alongside one of the 
text’s most disturbing scenes. During a psychotic episode, Emily forces Bec out of 
her clothes and brutally rides her sister like a horse, forcing a makeshift cloth bit into 
her mouth (264). Her mother finds Bec in the aftermath of this incident and thinks that 
Bec has been having sex in the barn. She sets the barn on fire, with Bec and the 
horses still inside. Bec escapes, but her mother dies in the barn with the horses.  
These traumatic events are re-enacted by Emily at her exhibition in Beijing. 
Wearing a hollowed-out horse head, part of a carcass, on her shoulders, she hangs 
bloody horse carcasses from the ceiling of the gallery and sets her paintings on fire, 
causing hysteria in the full gallery. Bec realises that Emily’s staging of the traumatic 
event through performance is an act of testimony performed on her behalf. “The 
mass panic is the installation, I see it now, pressing against the crowd I can see what 
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she would have envisioned when she set up this work. . . . The show has been 
played out for me alone and I am staring, as intended, at the spectacle” (272). The 
need for an audience, and in particular, the need for Bec, is central to the articulation 
of the traumatic memory. As spectator, Bec needs to play her part; she must be 
actively, not merely passively, receptive to what is being communicated. For both 
Bec and Emily, meaning is produced in the performer-spectator relationship. 
“‘Raphael must have burned the barn down, Bec. I didn’t. I swear,’” Emily says to 
Bec. “‘I know you didn’t,’” Bec replies, “‘Mother did it, I saw her’” (278). “‘[N]o one died 
this time,’” says Emily. “‘Did you notice that? I did it so no one died’” (278). The 
staging of the traumatic event can almost be seen as a gift to Bec, a way of forcing 
her to confront, and work through, the trauma, even if its representation as an act of 
performance carries a cost for Emily. “They’ll put you back in hospital,” Bec tells 
Emily after the exhibition, and Emily replies: “don’t you think it’s time I went back now 
anyway?” (278).  
In the final chapter of the novel, Bec assembles the paintings she thinks of as 
forgeries of her sister’s work. She has removed Emily’s signature. “Original Emily 
Reichs, and yet when I see them like this, without her faked signature, I know that 
they are not like Emily’s paintings at all” (284). Bec claims the paintings, and her 
artistic identity, for herself. “Bec Reich. This is a painting by me now. All of these, 
more than enough to fill a gallery space twice over. . . I am Bec Reich and these 
paintings are made by me” (285). Bec’s claim over her paintings indicates that she is 
finally able to separate herself from her sister. 
As well as being about trauma and memory, Steeplechase is about women 
and art. For the young Bec and Emily, the transmission of mental illness takes place 
in a sinister silence, and is caused by absences. The lives of the two sisters are 
marked by lack, including a lack of intimacy between mother and daughters, lack of 
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communication, and a lack of interaction with other people. However, in the absence 
of a mother (and a father, although the novel does not explore this), it is painting, 
along with their Oma, that nurtures the sisters and gives them continuity and identity. 
Bec and Emily’s Oma is the precedent for their development as artists. As a painting 
restorer “she is the guardian of paintings worth more than all the land is this town. 
Work by famous artists is placed in her temporary care while she picks at the dirt and 
sludge of years, stripping everything back to its original glory” (26). Allusions to 
painting, the physical aspects of it, recur throughout the novel. Smell in particular is 
important, triggering memories for Bec. “Linseed oil, turps, paint. This is where I 
come from. The smell of the womb. If you cut a vein our blood would spill out alizarin, 
crimson, cobalt blue. The colours of our tiny cloistered world” (247). Bec says 
painting is “physical” for her. “It is about the oil and the pigment on the canvas. It is 
kind of like—something swimming—or—dancing—or something” (117). For Bec, 
painting is a somatic experience, deeply connected to history and memory. 
Kneen also observes other aspects of art and artistic practice. At the opening 
night of the exhibition in which Bec shows her work with two other artists, Kneen 
satirises the politically-committed artist. Bec is envious of another artist, Nancy Gato, 
who appropriates an idea Bec has heard from her students and holds her exhibitions 
in unconventional spaces. Bec is disappointed because she was tempted to adopt 
the idea herself but did not act on this desire. “Now it is [Nancy’s] thing, an exhibition 
in a pool hall, in a toilet block in an inner city apartment, in an alley behind a left-wing 
bookstore. . . . The photographer snaps away and Nancy acts bored. Fifty percent of 
the proceeds will be donated to a soup kitchen to feed the homeless. The waiters are 
serving little cups of hot soup on silver trays beside rows of sparkling wine” (112).  
The other artist, a game developer, makes pointillist works using code taken directly 
from his computer game called Highschool Sweetheart, which is set in a public 
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school. In the game, teenagers in an art class are given shots of alcohol and 
encouraged to remove their clothing. Each level of the game is played with younger 
and younger children until the highest scoring players leave the high school and 
move into the primary school next door. “The code is printed on a huge board and if 
you stand far enough away from it you can make out a pre-pubescent girl with her 
legs spread graphically wide” (113). This is a startling comment on women and art, 
as well as male artists. Many theorists have considered and critiqued the hegemony 
of the voyeuristic and disempowering male gaze (Mulvey 28-30; Battersby 17; Zeglin-
Brand and Korsmeyer 431). However the male gaze, as it is theorised in art history, 
can also be seen to celebrate the adult sexual woman. I would suggest that the 
modern gaze is shown here as transformed by digital technology. This gaze is 
something much more corrupt, its focus being the sexualisation of increasingly 
younger women. In digital culture (particularly advertising, art, and pornography), the 
line between the adolescent woman and the child is exploited for titillation in the 
same way that the pointillist artist exploits this taboo.  
The pointillist artist’s work raises questions about art, ethics, and 
spectatorship. Jonathan Crary has argued that emergent digital technologies are the 
new visual prostheses “relocating vision to a plane severed from a human observer” 
(1). This has implications for accountability in the viewing of ethically challenging 
work. However, as Bec acknowledges, it is the ethical tensions of the pointillist artist’s 
work that make it dynamic. “I have a sense that after tonight the games developer will 
be more famous than Nancy Gato” (114). It is these ethical tensions that are, of 
course, the subject and purpose of the work. There is “a book, a mini-thesis, to 
explain the concept behind Highschool Sweetheart. The information is printed on old-
fashioned computer paper, the kind we use in dot matrix printers” (114). Bec watches 
as the pointillist artist explains “his thesis about taboos. The act of making the viewer 
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an ethical reader of the work. Making their participation both pleasurable and 
uncomfortable” (117). Kneen here highlights the ambiguity of the gaze and the way in 
which the status of the gaze, as socially acceptable or transgressive, is a function of 
the viewing relationship, intention, and power play.  
Although Night Street and Steeplechase take very different approaches to the 
representation of the woman artist, there are similarities between the texts. In both 
novels, as in the other texts discussed in this thesis, the women artists frequently find 
themselves caught between the desire to produce their work and an ambivalence 
about the context in which they create. It is interesting that figures of the woman artist 
in contemporary fiction are still torn between the conflict of being an artist, being 
feminine, and being a feminist. It is perhaps inevitable that the figure of the woman 
artist should feature so often in fiction as a problem, as a focus for struggles, as an 
expression of desire, as loss or as a harbinger of change. Perhaps it is because this 
figure has remained so in dispute that she remains so alive today. 
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Conclusion: The Trouble with the Woman Artist 
 
This thesis has examined the strategies of Australian women writers when 
representing the woman artist throughout the twentieth century and beyond. My 
inquiry suggests that the woman artist is a complex figure who must be approached 
carefully by the woman writer. Perhaps this is because the aspiration to become a 
woman artist is in itself an act of subversion. In the texts under discussion in this 
thesis, the aspiration to be a woman artist is represented as a continuum of 
disobedience that has social and psychological implications for the characters in 
each text. The woman artist must resist the framing devices that encourage 
patriarchal understandings of female subjectivity, desire, and aesthetics to fulfil her 
artistic will. However, it is this creative will that puts her in an adversarial position in 
relation to the hierarchical gender order and also in relation to unequal, patriarchal 
attitudes in art practice. I have explored this idea by means of the concept of literary 
tricks, these being the techniques that an author might use as a way of revolting 
against, or negotiating, or encoding her revolt, against the conditions of being a 
woman writer. In particular I have considered how strategies such as humour, irony, 
paradox, ambiguity, and inversion are used by the woman artist for critical purposes. 
I also examined the trickery employed by the woman artist character in the text, that 
is, how she interprets herself in relation to her culture, her art, and other people. The 
texts discussed in this thesis are rich in their variations on established literary forms 
and conventions. In each text, style, form, genre, and verbal interplay convey feminist 
social and political ideas.  
My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,”  Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase 
all examine the complex relationship between subjectivity, reading, and writing. I 
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suggest that it is in part this relationship that makes the trickery, the literary play, 
mentioned above both necessary and possible. According to Jacques Derrida, play 
implies infinite substitutions within the frame of a finite ensemble (290). This definition 
of play may be considered in relation to experimental fiction, where subversions 
occur within the demarcated and autonomous playful space of the text. The authors 
discussed in this thesis write play as a deliberate strategy that aligns with Derrida's 
concept of play as a “disruption of presence” (291), that is, the constant breaking 
both of the structures and the vital dynamics of fiction in these texts prevents the 
pigeonholing of the woman artist. 
In My Brilliant Career, the narrator’s playful strategies ironise the romance and 
realist genres. In Astley’s work, we can establish a connection between the 
playfulness of the text and its poetic dimensions. Jolley’s texts comment on 
themselves, transgress themselves, and question their own reality in a playful and 
ironic manner, while Jones plays with the slippage between biography, 
autobiography, and fiction. Thornell and Kneen both allow play to structure the 
narrative universe of their texts. Each text allows an awareness of the self as artist 
which occurs on several levels: the artist represented in the text, the artist who is the 
author of the text, the narrator, and, of course, the ideation or construct of the Artist of 
Western culture. The question of which of these appears in the author’s work, and 
what role she has, points to an active relationship between critical theory and women 
artists. Each text in some way asks the question ‘who am I?’ The ‘I’ at stake is 
designated by gender, but her identity slides in and out of focus. By making us aware 
of this question, these works implicitly engage with the issue of woman’s subjectivity. 
There is a complex interplay between the representation of the woman artist and the 
narrator of each text. This is partly what makes these texts so intellectually engaging. 
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Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career expresses frustration with the limited roles 
for women, and the woman artist, at the beginning of the twentieth century. Sybylla 
Melvyn’s sense of herself is ironic, and Franklin’s playful trickery conveys this, in 
particular Sybylla’s mocking hostility, and self-punishing irony. For Franklin, art is a 
site of resistance. Sybylla sees Harold as an appropriator of female freedom and 
creativity, but she cannot entirely escape early twentieth-century expectations of 
women and marriage because she never entirely escapes the narrative frame of the 
realist genre. Franklin’s subject is both romance itself, and the problems associated 
with depicting it in narrative or textual form. Although the novel fulfils the formal 
demands of the romance genre: boy meets girl; boy loses girl; boy reunites with girl, 
marriage proposal follows (Webby xi), it also transcends the romance’s traditional 
logic as no marriage occurs at the conclusion of the novel, and the heroine’s central 
preoccupation is not whether or not she will get married, but whether she wants to 
get married at all. The romance is thus re-imagined in feminist terms, registering 
Sybylla’s desires, and expressing a progressive feminist politics in her ironic attitude 
to ideals of love and romance. Franklin is also, to a degree, ironic about Australian 
literature in the novel, but Australian literature is what, as an author, she also 
desperately wants to write. Written in the context of the prevailing Australian literary 
conventions of station romances and tales of bush life, My Brilliant Career is, as Brian 
Kiernan points out, “still intensely literary in its play with them” (410). Franklin 
parodies the bush genre through an irony of tone manifested in mock-romantic 
imagery. Between the pervasiveness of irony and the novel’s complicated sexual 
politics, it is no wonder that critics remain fascinated with Franklin’s text, and with 
Sybylla’s rebelliousness, ambiguities, and ironies.  
In An Item from the Late News and Drylands, Astley employs sharply satirical 
trickery, in order to represent the women artists’ relationship to Australian culture and 
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to interrogate masculinist Australian culture and nationalism. In both texts, the small 
town functions as a symbol of the parochial nature of Australian culture, and Astley 
shows the difficulties encountered by the woman artist finding a position in this 
culture. For Astley, to write for and as woman is to position herself in a linguistic, 
social, and economic shadow land. However, it is also the woman artist’s ironic 
perspective that has the capacity to ridicule, and perhaps change, this culture by 
revealing its inconsistencies, its ridiculousness, and its violence. Astley’s women 
artists are physically and psychologically detached observers, and they maintain an 
ironic distance from the small towns they inhabit. The woman artist characters in An 
Item from the Late News and Drylands have an image of the world that is conflicted 
and paradoxical, and their relationship to it is ironic.  
Astley frequently pairs humour and irony to explore the contradictions of 
Australian women writing in a male-dominated literary tradition. She includes darker 
aspects of humour in her representations of racial violence. As mentioned above, this 
is a method that might seem difficult to reconcile with a humorous or playful 
perspective, particularly in Australia where racist violence still occurs on a regular 
basis. Astley’s satires of patriarchal racial violence critique the exclusiveness and 
xenophobia that characterise the myth of nationhood, employing humour and irony to 
mock white dominance. She also mocks other stereotypes of white masculinity, such 
as mateship, and the value men attach to conflict and competition.  
The contradiction involved in repeatedly taking on a masculine perspective 
which itself rejects masculinist ideals, certainly places the woman artist in an 
ambiguous and paradoxical space. These ambiguities and paradoxes are shown in 
Astley’s women characters, particularly her women artist characters, as part of her 
engagement with the question of the woman artist as she interrogates masculine 
cultural myths. She critiques the fiercely patriarchal nature of Australia’s cultural 
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myths, and examines the precarious positions of those marginal to them. The 
combination of humour and irony in An Item from the Late News and Drylands 
enables Astley to decentre masculine claims to authority in a manner that invites 
laugher, yet still expresses a horror of masculine aggression and violence and the 
bitterness and anger felt by the woman artist in each text. 
Jolley’s approach to the woman artist is different. Rather than the women artist 
figures having an ironic relationship to their status as artists in relation to Australian 
culture, her texts take a satirical perspective on the women artist figures they depict. 
Unlike Sybylla Melvyn, Janet Deakin, and Gabby Jerrold, Jolley’s women artist 
characters are not aware of their ironic relationship to their status as artists. In 
“Woman in a Lampshade,” Jolley parodies the concept of the writer as special or 
endowed with superior vision in the limited viewpoints of Jasmine Tredwell and the 
confused hitchhiker she selects as her muse.  The story’s repudiation of the romance 
of the Artist—in particular the notion that the artist is apart from ordinary people—
satirises the assumption that people who are not artists do not experience emotion, 
intuition, and inspiration. Miss Peabody’s Inheritance also parodies the concept of the 
‘writer goddess,’ but is much more complex in its treatment of the subject of literary 
and emotional relationships between women and the way in which writing can be a 
feminist activity.  Although the female protagonists in Miss Peabody’s Inheritance 
would appear to be marginalised readers and writers (although not to themselves), 
signifying themselves in muted linguistic systems, Jolley’s creation of a feminine text, 
inhabited by past and present women writers, depicts femininity in the processes of 
both reading and writing. With their mixture of imagination and eroticism, Miss 
Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” both achieve a kind of radical 
autonomy. They do this by destabilising categories of gender and identity as they 
destabilise categories between fiction and reality. The act, or activity, of sexuality in 
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the novel is intentional and performative, where performative sexuality suggests a 
dramatic and contingent construction of meaning. 
Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” link reading and 
writing to the desire both for and of the woman artist. Reading and writing are figured 
as transformative processes, enabling connectedness between women, and also 
space for difference and autonomy. In Steeplechase, Kneen figures painting in a 
similar way. For the sisters Bec and Emily, painting is deeply linked to the feminine 
maternal, sexuality, and selfhood. The relationship Bec and Emily have with painting 
is set up as analogous to the psychological identification between them as sisters. 
Although this identification is problematic in Kneen’s text, both Kneen and Jolley 
represent worlds in which women and the relationships between them are privileged 
over relationships with or between men, and female relationships are a source of 
female creativity. Both are what we might call feminine narratives, offering key stories 
through which we may imagine a world where femininity can be democratically lived. 
As such, they resonate with Kristeva's theories of the semiotic and her claim that all 
works of art draw from the primary, pre-oedipal stage of the imaginary. The wordless, 
instinctual fluidity of unmediated oneness with the world of the feminine can be seen 
in these texts. 
Jolley’s narrative ambiguity is crucial to her critique and deconstruction of 
mainstream cultural images of women. This ambivalence provides the topics and 
contributes to the form of the novels. Butler sees ambivalence as a site of 
subversion. Her concept of ambivalence is closely related to Derrida’s concept of 
différance; she defines it as the slippage between the call of the law and its 
articulation, from which one can reveal the false claim to naturalness and originality 
of hegemonic norms. For Butler, ambiguity escapes what she calls "ontological 
essentialism" (Gender 16), which invariably contains a "normative injunction that 
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operates insidiously by installing itself into political discourse as its necessary 
ground" (Bodies 219). This allows categories of identity, including gender, to present 
themselves as beyond contestation. Ambiguity, in Jolley’s texts, offers a critique of 
social hierarchies and language, so that her fiction appears to waver between 
psychological and social imperatives, on the one hand, and a re-evaluation of 
discourse on the other. Jolley defines reality in stories of fragmentation, rupture, and 
alienation, and challenges traditional narration. 
Although Franklin, Astley, and Jolley employ feminist themes and ideas in their 
work, Gail Jones’s Black Mirror differs from these texts in the sense that it very 
consciously employs feminist and poststructuralist theory to explore the woman 
artist’s relationship to Surrealism. The woman artist is a site of resistance for 
Franklin, Astley, and Jolley; for Jones, she provides a model for accessing 
dimensions of memory and history, so that Black Mirror’s autobiographical frame 
speaks of a considerable anxiety of authorship at a time when the concept of the 
artist invariably signalled masculinity. Jones’s depiction of Surrealism in the novel as 
a kind of picture-language that focuses on the female body and desire has much in 
common with feminist theories of écriture féminine. The novel’s exploration of 
Surrealist painting as a visual code for écriture féminine, and where this might fall 
down or be used against women, signals a gap between theory and practice. The 
narrator of Black Mirror does not take a position in relation to the woman artist. She 
shows, not tells, how difficult it is for Victoria, and other women artists at the time, to 
be part of the Surrealist circle.  
Jones consciously works with feminist and poststructuralist theory and writes 
narrators who are aware of this. Her fictional depictions are informed by theory, and 
the novel enacts a feminist revisionist imperative. Black Mirror is thus a fictional 
representation of what has been done in feminist theory, especially in relation to art 
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history. Thornell takes a similar approach to Jones, but in a much less explicit way. 
Her novel is also informed by history and theory and would not have been possible to 
write without the perspectives of feminist art history in the second part of the 
twentieth century. Thornell writes a story that is analogous to the painter Clarice 
Beckett’s life. Thornell’s depictions of the misty, blurred Melbourne landscape and 
weather are conveyed in concise, startling references throughout the narrative that 
accumulate to create a pervading sense of atmosphere and place that is similar to 
the sense of atmosphere and place created in Clarice Beckett’s paintings. Beckett 
the historical figure, and Clarice the painter in the story, are hazy, indistinct, and open 
to interpretation. This mode of enquiry is experimental, although the story seems to 
be written very much in the realist genre due to its plain, unadorned language and 
historical subject matter.  
Black Mirror and Night Street both look back to the earlier period of the 1920s 
and 1930s, inscribing the female artist in history. It might be suggested that the 
combination of the work of the last forty years recovering nineteenth and early-
twentieth century artists and writers, and the work of the last two decades reconciling 
feminist and other theoretical approaches with the reality of those recovered writers 
and artists, has begun to produce substantive changes in the way in which feminists 
see women’s contribution to history and culture, even as these emerge in fiction.  
In Kneen’s Steeplechase, memory and reality are constantly reiterated and 
revised as the narrative structure follows the vertiginous circling of the novel’s central 
traumatic event. Metafictional elements appear throughout the text, destabilising the 
relationship between reality and fantasy, fact and fiction. Personal dislocation and 
mistrust in the veracity of one’s own consciousness is a major theme of the novel. 
Despite a desire for continuity and longing for coherence, Bec struggles to separate 
reality from fantasy throughout the novel, as doing so means acknowledging her 
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sister’s schizophrenia and separation from herself. Unlike the other woman artist 
characters discussed in this thesis, Bec does not struggle against restraints imposed 
by patriarchal attitudes, although some commentary on the patriarchal nature of art 
and its fetishisation of young women does appear in the novel, but rather she has to 
fight to define herself in relation to another woman, her sister Emily, who sexually 
assaults her as a child. The fluid, affective, nurturing elements of the maternal, in 
Kristeva’s theorisation of it, are figured as harmful to Bec and Emily and sometimes 
to others as well; for example, John, who struggles to maintain a relationship with 
Bec due to her inability to correlate her present-day self to a pre-trauma self. 
Significantly though, it is only Emily who can grant Bec an eventual separation and 
coherence, which she does by re-enacting the traumatic event as part of an art 
installation. In this way, the novel traces a progressive development of Bec’s psyche 
in which she is able to gain distance from her sister and her traumatic past, but is 
also reconciled and affiliated with her present day self and her maternal heritage (her 
sister, her mother, and her Oma).  
This thesis has drawn upon feminist psycholanalytic theory, particularly that of 
Julia Kristeva and Judith Butler, and the idea of experimental writing as a form of 
both revolt and performance. By bringing in the theories as speculative offerings, 
subsuming the theory to the texts, I have sought to open up these politically and 
aesthetically complex texts to show how each makes a political statement about 
women’s relationship to art. Poststructuralist critiques of authorship by Barthes and 
Kristeva have been considered in relation to feminist cultural production, asking 
questions of identity, expression, and visual language, and exploring, in the words of 
Felski, “the dynamic points of contact between an aesthetic system and a political 
movement, and the ways in which each emerges from, and responds to, different 
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historical circumstances” (Literature after 165-69). Where these intersect, the identity 
of the woman artist has been refigured in complex and interesting ways.  
My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,”  Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase 
can be read as political statements, from the perspective of women, about Australian 
culture during each period as well as examples of experimental fiction. They are 
concerned with the transgression of gender essentialism that Luce Irigaray calls 
“woman as the not-yet – a continued countering of cultural hegemony in its ceaseless 
and otherwise unquestioned production of meanings and of subject positions for 
those meanings" (qtd. in Tickner 369). The most important point for my discussion of 
the novels in this thesis is their recognition of the relations between representation 
and feminine subjectivity, and the need to intervene productively within them. Each 
text figures art as a condition of possibility for women that implies a subject-
destabilisation beyond an essentialist understanding of woman, and her art, based 
on separation and lack.  
Franklin, Astley, Jolley, Jones, Thornell, and Kneen all aim to ‘un-fix’ the 
feminine, unmask the relations of specularity that determine its appearance in 
representation, and undo its position as a ‘marked’ term, which ensures the category 
of the masculine as something central and secure. Their fiction serves to question, 
rather than to invest in, literary models, particularly novels of growth and 
development. They do not invest in misleading constructions of the Bildungsroman in 
literature, where coming of age, or to artistic consciousness, holds the promise of 
victory or triumph. Instead, they critique the promise of a cohesive selfhood 
associated with the Bildungsroman and suggest that a questioning method is a more 
creative position from which to consider ideas of female subjectivity and 
development.  
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The texts discussed in this thesis show the transformative potential of 
transgressive strategies in writing. In each text, the woman artist is marginalised in 
relation to the masculine symbolic both socially and linguistically. However, this 
marginality does allow her to create a space of her own. Franklin, Astley, Jolley, 
Jones, Thornell, and Kneen articulate a specific feminist conflict between aspiring to 
and subverting the hegemonic order. In their work, a heightened attention to 
language, power, and the linguistic production of signs is an important way of 
assessing and challenging both the social and political positions women occupy and 
the realities of women’s daily lives. In this way, their experimental play can be seen 
as an enunciation of the feminine and feminist presence in writing and culture. 
Play is activity that affirms freedom and possibility and resists restriction, 
resignation, and closure. In the context of this thesis, it is a term that encompasses 
Sybylla Melvyn’s sly trickery and flirtatious games and Franklin’s play with the 
romance and realist genres, Astley’s and Jolley’s scathing and satirical plays upon 
cultural myths and stereotypes, Jones’ and Thornell’s experimentation with form and 
inclusion of theory in fiction, and the dark, psychological shadow-play of Kneen’s text. 
These texts play not only with the vast complexity of writing, but also with the act of 
reading. It is interesting to note that while some elements in Jolley’s texts may be 
less accessible to a reader without a strong literary background, the other authors 
discussed in this thesis can be appreciated on all levels. In their textual games, and 
in the apparent simplicity of their narration, they permit playful readings that are also 
of great intellectual subtlety. 
Ultimately, there can be no prescriptive view of any of these authors’ works. 
Astley, for example, can at once value and be self-consciously mocking about small-
town life. Franklin and Thornell can work their narratives through the daily 
engagements of families, partners and friends while also asking important questions 
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about writing and painting respectively as a craft.  Jolley can satirise the theoretical 
language and intellectual pretensions of the capital ‘A’ author, master of control and 
meaning, whilst also demonstrating a thoroughly democratic aesthetic philosophy: 
both Miss Peabody’s Inheritance and “Woman in a Lampshade” (as with much of 
Jolley’s fiction) seem to suggest that creative ability or an aesthetic sense may 
emerge in the most unexpected people or circumstances. Jones and Kneen operate 
on a border between the everyday and the ethereal, the known and the unknown; 
they assume a non-prescriptive position with an openness to possibility and doubt. 
Despite their difference and contradictions, what the texts discussed in this thesis do 
have in common is their oppositional stance in relation to hegemony. The 
representation of the woman author or painter in the texts discussed in this thesis—
frequently on the margins of the field, devalued by critics, involved in negotiations 
and accommodations with domesticity and family life, enabled, in recent years, by the 
discourse of feminism—marks a feminist critical line from first wave feminism to the 
present. How the woman artist is represented in relation to hegemony in different 
historical contexts by authors writing at different times during the twentieth century 
and beyond has been the key question of this thesis.  
My Brilliant Career, An Item from the Late News, Drylands, Miss Peabody’s 
Inheritance, “Woman in a Lampshade,” Black Mirror, Night Street, and Steeplechase 
each represent the woman artist in unpredictable and surprising ways, undermining 
and disturbing authority, and challenging totalising systems of understanding. This 
approach keeps systems open-ended, heterogeneous, and dynamic, and keeps the 
woman artist alive as an eclectic, vibrant, and feminist figure of revolt and 
transformation.  
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